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CX-3 =3 3 147 
_ 

KORG TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS THE SOUNDS OF THE LEGENDARY 
B-3 "TONE WHEEL ORGAN" AND THE FAMOUS 147 "ROTATING SPEAKER" 
IN ONE COMPACT, PERFORMANCE PACKAGE. 

To get that Tone Wheel Organ/Rotating Speaker sound, musicians had no choice but to lug around 
oversized, over-weight equipment. 

That is, before the New Korg CX-3 Combo Organ. 
The CX-3 weighs just 23 pounds, and yet it delivers the full sound and the feel of the real thing. A full 

five- octave keyboard; nine drawbars plus presets: "feather touch" electronic switching: "overdrive" and 
"key click" effects: plus the traditional B-3 percussion, variable volume, decay, bass and treble controls. 

Plus, the Korg CX-3 features a built-in rotary speaker effect that " speeds up and slows down" the 
simulated upper and lower bafifles at different rates! It even operates like the real thing.. from the key-
board or from a remote footswitch. 

You already know Korg for making things better. 
This time we made it better... by making it lighter. KORG 
NOW AVAILABLE! KORG BX-3 

(Dual Manual version of CX-3 with Chorus Vibrato) Unicord 89 FROST STREET. WESTBURY. NEW YORK 11590 



MICRO SIZE 
MICRO PRICE 
MICRO SIX 
Korg's new palm size Tuner for 
acoustic and electric guitars 
Korg, the world's leading manufacturer of tuners, now offers the new ultra-
compact Micro Six. Whether for beginner or seasoned pro, the Micro Six 
is the perfect tuner for all acoustic and electric guitars and basses. 

The secret is in Korg's specialized LS! circuitry. Since Korg designs and 
produces their own I. C., they have been able to advance the state-of-the-
art to its maximum in the Micro Six. Superb quartz accuracy, used in the 
world's finest watches, provides precision tuning to within of a cent. And 
Micro Six features extended tuning range for open bass string tuning instead 

of having to use 12th fret harmonics. 

Compact, accurate, durable and micro-priced. See the new, micro-sized, 
micro-priced Micro Six Tuner at your Korg dealer today. And be sure to check 

out the Korg WT- 12 all-instrument, Chromatic Tuner and the advanced, full 
feature GT-6 Guitar and Bass Tuner. 

K R we put :t all together 

Exclusively distributed by: 

Unicord 89 Frost Street, Westbury, N.Y. 115 

CENT —50 0 +50 • CE. 
I, II 

limmium Nut 
A = 4 430 440 450 

• 
ATTERY /MI 

• MICROPHONE 

Instrument Jack for 
tuning electric 
guitars or basses 
(bypasses built-in 
mike). 

Built-in Microphone 
for tuning acoustic 
guitars, violins and 
double bass. 

Meter gives accurate, 
steady reacfngs for all 
instruments. String is in 
tune when needle sops 
on center "0" position. 

Slide Switch 
(power, note selec-
tor and battery 
check) for tuning 
open strings one 
through six; and 
checking battery 
strength. 

Actual Size 

GUITAR TUNER 

GUAR 

Case is made of 
durable, high im-
pac ABS plastic. 

Power On LED Indicator 
lights up when slide 
switch is set to NOTE 
SELECT or BAIT. CHECK 
positions. 

FREE ELECTRONIC 
QUARTZ TUNING FORK 

MP12 

This beautiful fashion pendant tuning fork (a $40 
value) is yours free with the purchase of a Micro Six 
Tuner. Have your dealer sign this coupon, attach it 

with proof of purchase to your Micro Six warranty 
card, and mail with $ 2.00 (check or money order) to 
cover handling and shipping, to: Unicord, 89 Frost St., 
Westbury, NY 11590. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

Name  

Address  

City State Zip  

Dealer's Signature  
(Offer valid in state, where permitted tontil December 31, 1981, while limited supply losts) 
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Th. Ilistanders ,aye been trying to 
break the dreaded sophomore album 
jinx and to get used to their new-found 
status as "rock n rot heroes " Jon 
Paroles finds that Jim Honeyman-Scott 
and Martin Chambers are adjusting Wr' ll 

but that Chrissie Hynde is far from 
comfortable in the media spotlight 

111, FOAM ..-,savo Jic r 
•: :._• .* ive simplicity m -nem 
one of the few commercial b :' i, with 
substance and punch A look ..t* 1-)e 
three supercops their crimestopping 
musical methods and their private 
investigations 

the ogees, that quiet unsung ever-
reliable craftsperson who binds the 
whole group together and stakes out the 
harmony melody and the rhythm all on 
those four telephone-wire strings is finally 
called back for a solo encore. Chris 
Doering presents nuts and bolts 
interviews with some of the top of the 
crop 
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The Source. 
he Controls. 
programmable voices. 

loucn panel for digital 
precision. 

Instant editing and 
program storage. 

Pitch and Modulation 
wheels. 

Rear panel tuning and 
interface connections. 

The Sound. 
Dual osci ,lators. 

Dual 4- part contours. 

Moog , filter Moog sound. 

Noise generator. 

Singleimulttiple triggers. 

256 Walden Avenue. Buffalo. New York 14225 

Our programmed memo. y chuo 

,inke0 with its 

Zrae microprocessor 

The Features. 
Two real-time 88-note sequel s. 

24-rote programmapie arpeggiator. 

Digital sample & hold. 

; Programmable sequencing of 
voice changes. 

Program storage on standard 
• cassette. 

The Source. 
The new monophonic synthesizer 
by Moog. 

See your authorized . eale or 
write for details. 
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This isn't the first time you've heard 
Lindsey Buckingham, but you've never 
heard him as a solo performer. 
LAW AND ORDER. It's something new for 
Lindsey Buckingham and you. 
Featuring "Trouble:' 

Produced by Lindsey Buckingham and 
Richard Dashut. 

1981 Eleltes/Asyll.Nonesuch Records • A Werner Commun...ons Co 
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Your drums are all over the place, not just at the end of 
a verse or chorus but between every line, every phrase. 
aw sagging, your limbs are snapping out really fast. You're 
channeling energy from the audience, directing it through 
your kit. The music swells around you and the power's flow-
ing through you so strong you can taste it. 

Your Zildjians are creating sound bo solid that it fPls the 
space with its presence. Like 
crystal-clear tones that explode 
with incredible volume from the 
extra weight, special taper, and 
large deep cup of your Zildjian 
Rock Crash. And the quick short 
crashes from your Zilcljian 
Splash that fly up, stop fast, and 
cut out. 

oft 

Because we put our best into each of our cymbals, 
you ge'. your best out of all cf them. No matter how long 
you've oee,n tasting the power of your music or wcnting to. 
And that same sharp clarity and super strength are hand-
craftea into all 120 different Zildjian modes and sizes for 
every kind of drummer in every kind of music. 

See for yourself how over 200 of the world's most 
famous performers taste the power of their Zildjians. In our 
new Cymbal Set-Up Book, the most comprehensive refer-
ence guide for drummers ever published. or your copy, 
see your Zildjian dealer or send us S4 to cover posage 
and handling. 

=Mien Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623, Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061 USA The only serious choice. 



LETTERS 
MOVE OVER MARSH 
Thank you and move over Dave 

Marsh, you've got company. Time and 
again I've listened incredulously to 
dozens of so-called "experts" as they 
attempt to downplay rock music and its 
rightful niche in American history. Invari-
ably, these detractors are a) classical 
buffs or b) jazz snobs who are convinced 
that if the music's not a or b, it's not good 
music. There is good and bad rock, the 
same as there's good and bad within the 
other genres. If people like Sidney Zion 
had their way, musical "originators" 
would be faced with creating within pre-
established guidelines under the pretext 
that anything else would be a waste of 
time. Would this be true creativity? 
Drew Eaton 
Miami, FL 

RIGHTEOUS REVENGE 
dear dave: i thought you had fallen off 

the 59th street bridge or an avenging 
musician who had been routed by your 
pen got you, but i see that in the latest 

issue of musician you're still in top form. 
i'm of course referring to your rebuttal of 
sidney zion's piece that the new york 
times saw fit to print. i had railed at my 
roommate the sunday that zion's article 
appeared and waited hopefully for right-
eous indignation to strike someone — i 
did not think it would take this long, how-
ever i did appreciate your article and 
wanted to let you know that I enjoy your 
writing a lot. 
mary kay feely 
n.y., ny 

HEGEMONIC CONSPIRACY 
I find it inexpressibly amusing to dis-

cover Dave Marsh "uncovering" con-
spiracies against rock 'n' roll when it is 
obvious to any sentient outsider that he 
has been at the forefront of rock- related 
hegemonic and conspiratorial activities 
for more than a decade. A careful read-
ing of Marsh's biography of Bruce 
Springsteen will reveal an all-too-real 
"conspiracy": the battle for control over 
the canons of taste in popular culture. 
Springsteen has been Marsh's Great 
Lever, his weapon in a struggle to mold a 
vision of rock in accordance with his 
fairy-tale desires. 

It is also comical to witness Marsh 
accuse Sidney Zion of attempting to 
bury rock 'n' roll, when Marsh himself 
has been so diligent in a series of 
attempts to mummify it in its past, in 
worn-out, dogmatic imagery. His reac-
tionary dismissal of new wave and "art-
rock" are glaring symptoms: the disease 
that he correctly diagnoses for Sidney 
Zion is simply a more fatuous veision of 
his own. 
As far as the discussion of The Day 

The Music Died is concerned, it is a 
waste of the readers' time. Surely 
Marsh's knee-jerk defensiveness con-
cerning rock ' n' roll has not become so 
chronic that he must bludgeon a book 
that even reviewers indifferent to rock 
music have labelled as absolute tripe. 

Finally, in reference to Marsh's 
assault on alleged Mafia control of rock 
'n' roll: there are multiple Mafias in our 
modern world, and the print media is no 
exception. Perhaps if Marsh recognized 
his own position in this continuum he 
would become a valuable — and viable 
— critic once again. 
Don Malcolm 
N.Y., NY 

VINTAGE REALITY 
Larry DiMarzio's article on vintage 

guitars is a crock. Those guitars are rad-
ically overpriced, often look like they've 
been through WWII, Korea, ' Nam and 
the ' 79 Who concert in Cincinnati, sound 
no better (sometimes a lot worse) than 
new ones, and are not likely to continue 
rising in value. 

If those cherry sunburst Les Pauls are 
so fantastic, why doesn't Les himself 
play one? He says the old ones weren't 
any better. And I think my new "The 
Strat" — stock except for graphics, a 
phase switch and a Scruggs peg, is a 
heck of a lot better guitar than my girl-
friend's ' 55 Strat, so much so that she 
sold it, bought a new one like mine and 
made herself enough cash to pay off her 
Harley. If it sounds like I hate old guitars, 
you're wrong. Some of them are damn 
nice instruments, but the so-called 
"classics" are ridiculously overpriced. 
I'm not signing this letter because I have 
no desire to get fired from my sales job at 
a local music store, which does quite a 
bit of business in vintage guitars. 
Name Withheld Upon Request 

LEVENE REHABILITATED 
What is this? An article, a primer, as it 

were, on post-punk guitarists and not 
one mention of Keith Levene. If I'm not 
mistaken, U-2's guitarist has learned an 
awful lot from Mr. Levene: just listen to " I 
Will Follow" by U-2 back to back with 
"First Issue" by Public Image. Without a 
doubt, Keith Levene is singlehandedly 
the most important "post-punk" guitar-
ist. I regard this as a gross error on your 
part which I hope will be corrected in 
future issues. 
Jeremy Sidatan 
N.Y., NY 

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY 
To put Journey in the same category 

as Styx, REO and Starship is absurd, Mr. 
Considine, have you listened to an entire 
Journey album, not just the hit singles ( I 
agree their hits are sometimes a bit 
sappy)? Come on, how could anyone 
say Santana's "Winning" sounds 
Journey-ish. Santana produces a boring 

soft rock that my mother would listen to. 
Carlos would put down the performance 
of Journey live, as he is not a performer. 
Journey possesses a soul and a feel-

ing in their work. The others previously 
mentioned are more sterile and con-
trived ... and shallow. I find it hard to 
believe, given your attitude towards 
"hard pop," that you listened to a great 
deal of the material you based your arti-
cle on ( I know I couldn't stomach it). To 
generalize and get opinions and com-
ments from soon-to-be has-beens is 
Mickey Mouse reporting. 

BUT, BUT... 
I will never plunk down another dime 

for your rag, for I cannot tolerate the 
sarcastic way in which your writers 
insult those who do not agree with their 
personal taste. I can't imagine accusing 
Styx, Journey, Boston or Starship of 
"capitalizing on the rock fans who only 
need the sonic and theatrical cues to_ 
salivate happily." I'm afraid you've got it 
all mixed up with new wave and punk. 
True musicians don't write their music to 
impress other musicians, they write it to 
express themselves and hopefully to 
make others feel good. As for the self-
appointed connoisseurs who have the 
gall to knock that, I can only quote Paul 
Kantor: " F-- k you, we do what we want!" 
Mark Patterson 
Portage, IN 

ATTACK OF THE BEATLE PEOPLE 
I object to Mark Mehler's record 

review of George Harrison's Some-
where In England. Actually, it wasn't a 
review at all; it was more like a senseless 
putdown. His comments on the record 
were as twisted as his own mind with his 
stupid insults on .a truly great artist and 
musician. With this guy doing this sort of 
weirdness, it's not doing the magazine 
any good. He wasn't the right person for 
the article and yes, it upsets me [hand-
writing becoming disoriented — Ed.] 
and I'm sure plenty of others also, see-
ing how you put him in there and printed 
all that trash. You ought to be responsi-
ble enough to let someone who knows 
what he is doing write a new article. This 
is the real truth. 
David Schlosser 
Newport, MI 

STARSTRUCK 
In your article, "Hard Pop," you really 

gave it to the Jefferson Starship, espe-
cially Paul Kantnor. I think it's great that 
He and They tell the critics to shove it. If 
they don't like J.S., they shouldn't say so. 
Who else on Our generation's music 
stands up for the fans. Many times Kant-
nor leaps into the audience at Their 
greatest time of need and goes out of 
His way to make the show something 
uniquely satisfying. 
Amherst 
Santa Monica, CA 
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When Perfection is an Obsession. 
or years, as a sound engineer and producer, I 

I have been unsatisfied with the sound quality of 
recording the bass guitar. So when I heard the clarity 
and dynamics Vito was getting from his bass, I had to 
ask how he got it. When he told me the strings made 
the sound bright and punchy, I was amazed at the 
difference these strings made!"—Larry Brown, 
Sheffield Lab Recording Engineer 
TOWER OF POWER'S NEW LP ' DIRECT' BY SHEFFIELD LAB 

TOWER S VITO SAN FILIPPO AND WILL' FULTON 

O 

rn 

e heffield Lab knows what it takes to make a great 
J band like Tower of Power come alive. Their tech-
nique of recording a session live onto the master 
disk has been acclaimed by audiophiles and musi-
cians alike. Recording live puts the greatest demands 
on the musicians and their equipment. .. . you can't 
come back later and do it again, li the sound isn't 
there to begin with, it won't be on the record. 

That's why Dean Marldey's new HALF AND 
HALF" Bass Strings are the perfect strings for the 
hottest live performance or the most demanding and 
sensitive studio recording. Our process of slightly 
polishing only that part of the string over the frets and 
leaving the string round over the pickups gives you the 
full advantage of a smooth playing string to eliminate 
finger noise and most fretwear without sacrificing any 
of the full dynamics and brightness of the best 
roundwotmd string. 

The Perfect Recording String... 
W hen Sheffield Lab chose Tower of 

Power to record the first direct to disk 
album by a popular rock group, they knew 

to the best recording technique available. 
the band could turn in a performance equal 

When bassist Vito San Filippo chose Dean 
Markley's new HALF AND HALF' Bass 
Strings, he knew our string would produce 
the best possible tone and clarity for the 
demands of the direct to disk process. The 
result was just what he expected and 
depended on. .. PERFECT! 

Have a special edition Dean Markley/ 
Tower of Power T-Shirt for only 4 dollars 
when you order the new Tower of Power 
direct to disk from Sheffield Lab. Order 
by phone TOLL FREE 800-538-8330 
(except  California) or send check payable 
to SHEFFIELD LAB for $16.95 (add $4.00 for 
T-Shirt) plus $2.00 shipping. Include name, 
address, city, state, zip code and T-Shirt 
size to: 

SD Er - 

HALF&HAILE 
I lalf Round-Half Gro:und 

BASS 

SI II INi , MI PtNOINt. ' 

DEAN MARKLEY STRINGS, INC. 3350 SCOTT BLVD., #29, SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 (408) 988-2456 
TEL EX TWX 9103382046 MARKLE-Y SNTA 
© DEAN MARKLEY STRINGS, INC., 1981 



industry 

news 

The Rolling Stones have 
completely conquered America once 
again, but insiders say their victory on 
the charts and in the concert halls 
was not a foregone conclusion. 
Dismayed by the lukewarm reception 
accorded Sucking In The Seventies 
last spring (the album peaked at 
number 15 and was off the charts in 
only twelve weeks), the Stones 
shopped around for a corporate 
guardian angel to help subsidize the 
tour. Sure enough, enter the Jc)van 
Corp., makers of musk oil and other 
wonderful products to make America 
smell nice. They got their name on the 
tickets and with five dollars worth of 
musk oil, a lucky buyer could 
purchase a poster of a tongue flying 
through the air. Such a deal. 
Word has it that the Stones asked 

the Rossington-Collins band, remnants 
of Lynyrd Skynyrd, to open for them in 
Florida. " Forget that," said Allen 
Collins. "We own Florida, let the 
Stones open for us." Mick politely 
declined. Other Stones openers 
included some shows with the Go-
Go's and some closers included 
some fireworks for the folks in PhiIly. 
They love fireworks in PhiIly... 

While the Stones ran around the 
country scaring the local constabulary, 
the usual sitdown concert business 
has been steadily declining. After all, 
how many times does your average kid 
want to see REO? Regional promoters 
may become an endangered species, 
said New Jersey promoter John 
Scher, warning of a future dominated 
by large, national promoters Ike 
Concerts West. Then all the kids will 
be able to see will be the twenty-five 
acts deemed safe for consumption by 
radio consultants. 

A number of record companies are 
leaning more heavily on the cassette 
format. Reach Out International 
actually sells no records at all, only 
cassettes, including titles by Lydia 
Lunch, James Chance, Suicide and 
the Dictators. Malcolm McLaren, ex-
Sex Pistol Svengali mentioned 
elsewhere in this issue, is totally sold 
on cassettes, using them to push Bow 
Wow Wow. With such song titles as 
"C-60" and "C-30," and a giant "Your 
Cassette Pal" logo, McLaren is 
making sleeping giant RCA take 
another look at its cassette policy. 
Over in Britain, Island is still 

marketing a blank tape on one side of 
their prerecorded "One Plus One" 
cassettes. Despite opposition from 
rival labels and record stores, and a 
refusal by U.S. distributor Warner 
Bros. to go along, Island has added a 
new wrinkle — the same album 
recorded on both sides. Now they 
can't say we're selling blank tape, 
huh? 

Studio 54 reopened in N.Y., with 
great fanfare and lines outside, 
proving that disco is by no means 
down for the count. Disco record 
sales are coming back, too. The good 
news is that disco operators are 
starting to realize that they can't keep 
playing the same monorhythmic music 
forever. New disco formats include 
doses of R&B, funk, new wave dance 
rock and such new romantics as 
Duran Duran and Spandau Ballet. 
Even live shows are becoming okay. 
Studio 54 is presenting a "Modern 
Classix" series beginning with Lene 
Lovich. 

Rock ' n' roll rip-offs abound. Rick 
Derringer lost a hundred grand worth 
of equipment, only to be the benefit of 

a Palladium concert by some friends. 
Then Tom Verlaine's van, which 
included equipment borrowed from 
Willie Nile's band, was filched from 
Second Avenue. The Psychedelic 
Furs had similar problems recently. 

While many say the future lies with 
independent labels, they are still 
dependent on the majors for pressing 
of records. In addition to its own 
releases, CBS manufactured, until 
recently, product from at least forty 
other labels. Now that number is down 
to a dozen, and CBS has decided to 
close its Santa Maria, California 
manufacturing plant. Insiders suggest 
CBS doesn't want all the midgets 
getting all the glory. 

All is not cheery at CBS 
headquarters, either. In a new round 
of bloodletting at Black Rock, a few of 
the top marketing honchos were 
"restructured" right out into the street. 
Now paranoia stalks the hallways, 
especially since many staffers owe 
their jobs to Bruce Lundvall, who left 
his post as CBS Records Division 
head to start a new label for Electra 
Asylum. 

Here's the all-time biggest rock 
book ever: The Camp/eat Beatles 
(Delilah Books and ATV Music). This 
1,024- page, two-volume set includes 
interviews with the principals, 
comment and opinion by noted rock 
writers, and the words and music to 
all 211 Beatle tunes. Arranger Milt 
Okun found " in virtually every case, 
the commercially available arrangements 
were wrong, the bass lines, the 
melodies, the words.. It's almost 
criminal that the most important 
popular music of the century was 
treated as if it didn't matter." Okun 
acknowledges his charts may have a 
few bugs; for only forty bucks, a few 
bugs'll be fine. 

Gary Numan, travelling around the 
world, developed engine trouble in his 
small Cessna and had to put down in 
a militarily sensitive area in India. 
Numan, thought by the Indians to be a 
spy, was put under house arrest and 
interrogated for ten hours. That's what 
you get for walking around looking like 
that. 

An insider reports that "Say Good-
bye To Hollywood" on Billy Joel's 
Songs In The Attic was not in fact 
recorded at the live shows; it was 
done in the studio and "enhanced" 
with crowd noises. Thus we may 
assume that the "spontaneous 
applause" in the middle of the song 
must be one of Billy's favorite parts. 

Chart Action 
For the past few weeks, the Stones' 

Tattoo You has been flaunting the top 
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album spot. Jockeying just below for 
position and flip-flopping week by 
week are Foreigner's 4, the-Queen-of-
California Stevie Nicks' Bella Donna 
and homogenized corporate rockers 
Journey with Escape. Atlantic seems 
the real big winner here, having the 
top three movers under their employ. 
Down in the on-deck circle, also 
changing places a lot, are Bob 
Seger's live album, Nine Tonight 
(basically a rehash only a Seger 
disciple will need), Dan Fogelberg 
(struggling to get through puberty) 
with The Innocent Age and Rickie Lee 
Jones' Pirates. Plastique Pat Benatar 
can't seem to break the heavy seven 
with Precious Time. Hey, we can't 
help it if we're cynical. 
We know you're expecting us to be 

laying Al Jaurreau's Breakin' Away on 
you and making all sorts of inflated 
claims about the "first jazz vocalist" 
ever to make the top ten, and we 
probably should, since Al live reveals 
something his records don't: the guy 
is great. But instead we'll move right 
along to the biggest surges and 
collapses — Billy Joel's Songs in the 
Attic entered last week at 22 and is 
now at 10. There is muttering at the 
top of the charts about this, which 
ended the merriment when Endless 
Love and Pretenders II suddenly 
dropped like stones. Right behind Joel 
in the " big action" sweepstakes is 
Daryl Hall and John Oates' new 

Private Eyes. Those poor guys must 
get so tired seeing their names in print 
as an example of "white singers," but 
they'll just spend a little of their money 
and feel better. 

Other LP action has Kinks, ZZ Top, 
the Go-Go's and the soundtrack from 
Heavy Metal (which isn't really heavy 
metal) heading up, and E.L.O. 
(surprisingly), Billy Squier, Rick 
Springfield and Blue Oyster Cult 
(whew) nosing gently down. Those 
extremely jealous of media superstars 
will cackle that Bob Dylan's Shot Of 
Love ran out of grace and Debbie 
Harry's KooKoo was poopoo'd. Look 
fellas, you want to make the money, 
check out Christopher Cross: 87 
weeks and still 33 (last week it went 
up). 
Over in the singles tournament, 

what is most astonishing is the utter 
collapse of "No Gettin Over Me" by 
renegade law student Ronnie Milsap 
and dismal performances by 
"Slowhand" ( Pointer Sisters), "Lady 
You Bring Me Up" (Commodores) and 
"Queen Of Hearts" (Juice Newton). 
Since these were particularly 
overexposed summer tunes, it seems 
as if they were more than ready to 
wither and fall. For many, of course, 
the " biggest" story on t4 charts is 
"Endless Love," and I know you'll be 
exuberant to know that the song is 
all the way up to ninth on the all-time 
list for weeks at the top. If it goes 

one more week...the record will be 
tied. Zowie! You can't say Diana Ross 
isn't leaving Motown in style. 

Other singles you probably know 
and love are Chris Cross' "Arthur's 
Theme," "Stop Draggin' My Heart 
Around" by Stevie and Tommy, 
Journey's "Who's Cryin' Now," and 
Eddie Rabbitt's "Step By Step" (Yep, 
he did write it). The Stones' "Start Me 
Up" has been working up to # 7, 
finding the single action no pushover. 
Catchy "We're In This Love Together" 
by Al Jaurreau is at 20, the Police are 
at 36 and the Afternoon Delights' 
soap-rap epic, "General Hospi-tale" is 
at 33. Am can be fun. 

Ah, but over on the soul charts is 
the shape of things to come. "Endless 
Love" did eight weeks at the top and 
then was rudely bounced down to #4. 
Some people know when enough's 
enough. The Four Tops' "When She 
Was My Girl" leapfrogged over Carl 
Carlton's "She's A Bad Mama Jama" 
and Rick James' "Super Freak." And 
as for chart records, hell, you talkin' 
records, talk Rick James with eighteen 
weeks of the number one soul album. 
Only Stevie's Songs in the Key of Life 
did more (20). 

Al Jarreau has the #2 soul album 
(did he squeeze in Al Again?!) and 
Aretha is #4 with Love Hurt All The 
Way. Lest anyone accuse black 
listeners of provincialism, Kraftwerk's 
Computer World is at #41 and rising. 

1st AND 
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You probably had to wait a 
long time for your first Fender. 

Now there's a new guitar 
and amplifier package that de-
livers Fender sound and Fender 
quality at a price anyone can 
afford. 

The guitar is our all- new 
Bullet. It's a tribute to Fender 

value engineering, with two 
hot single-coil pickups and 
classic Fender playability. 

It's teamed with our 
20 watt Harvard amp, that fea-
tures a full set of gain and tone 
controls to allow a wide range 
of sounds at any volume. 

This specially-priced pack-

THE SOUND THAT CREAT 

age is available now at Fender 
dealers, just in time for 
Christmas. 

Don't you know someone 
who's dreaming about getting 
one? 

lipte 
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If you're reedy to move up 
to a specialized mixer,youfre ready for Rams.. 

••••••• • 

The Sound 
Reinforcement 
Specialist: 
Ramsa WR-8716 

- 

When your sound says you're 
professional but your mixer 
doesn't. When you're wasting 
your subtlety and style on 
"make-do" boards. When 
you're creating compromises 
instead of clear-cut distinc-
tions. Then you're ready for 
Ramsa— the new mixers that 
are specialized so you won't 
have to compromise. 

The VVR-8716 is a fully 
modular sound reinforce-
ment console with 16 input 

111, 5- • 
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4. 11, 

modules. 4 group modules. 
and 2 masters. It features 16 
input pre-fader solo buttons. 
4 group modules with pre-
fader insertion patch points. 
and lockable post-fader solo 
buttons. There are 6 illumi-
nated VU meters with peak 
LED's for easy outdoor 
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reading and a separate 
stereo variable frequency EQ 
for monitor sends. Pan pot 
controls allow panning to the 
left or right masters while 
level controls permit 16 x 6 
board operation. The left and 
right direct channel assign 
function lets you bypass the 
group modules for individual 
sources. Portable operation 
is a snap with easy access 
connectors. 

And the WR-8716 features 
plastic conductive faders 
for greater reliability and 
smooth. low-noise operation: 
external power supply for 
light weight. and switchable 
48V DC phantom power 
for condenser mics. 
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The Recording 
Specialist: 
Ramsa WR-8816 

gems& 

The WR-8816 recording 
console includes the' same 
modular construction, inputI 
modules, power supplies and 
faders as the WR-8716 plus 
many rriportant recorcing 
advantages. Like direct out-
puts for 4, 8. or 16 track re-
cording and peak-reading 
LED meters that let you moni-
tor any 4 out of 24 signals 
with dear quick response. 

You'll command a variable 
frequency EQ section with 
3. frequency settings for the 
high and low' frequenc.es 
plus continuously variable 

midrange. Stereo echo send 
replaces the separate mono 
controls yoq11 find on com-
petitive ¡boards. And you get 
two indleperident stereo 
monitor corltrols —one for 
musician's headphones, one 
for control room monitors — 
a special feature for any 
mixer in this class. And there 
are other important features 

like lbw noise electronic uy 
balanced mic inputs wi 
new high-speed IC's, 1 
switchable post-fader solo 

connectors. 
controls and XLR-type mic I 

Ramsa offers a full line of 
specialty mixers including 
the more compact WR-8210 
recording mixer and VVR-130 
sound reinforcement mixer 
So don't hold down your 
professional sound, cII 
(201) 348-7470, because 
you're ready for Ramsa. 
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1981 ..ONSUMER'S 
GUIDE TO 
ROCK BOOKS 
With apologies due and undue, let the 

games begin. 

Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On, by 
Robert Cain (biography; Dial Press). 
This putative life of Jerry Lee Lewis is 
about as bad a book as one could 
imagine — if only it were malicious as 
well, Cain's work would be more repul-
sive than Albert Goldman's. Unfortu-
nately, it isn't: just sappy, padded, 
uninsightful and generally insipid. (An 
interview with Steve Allen is the center-
piece of the volume!) At $9.95, this is an 
old-fashioned rip-off. Hold on for Robert 
Palmer and Nick Tosches' recountings 
of the Jerry Lee Legend. D minus. 

Twisted Kicks, by Tom Carson ( novel; 
Entwhistle Books). As a rock critic, Car-
son strikes me as too voguish, exces-
sively solemn and virtually a- historical. 
But this is a terrific novel about the kind 
of jaded kids that Carson's perferred 
post-punk nihilism appeals to, refers to 
and is ( I guess) usually created by. 
Twisted Kicks creates a scary world in 
the affluent, sub-C.I.A., bureaucratic 
suburbs of Virginia, amongst kids on the 
rough edges of maturity — the kind for 
whom Richard Hell's boho postures 
aren't just a choice but a seeming 
necessity. I found them pretty loathsome, 
wasn't sure how Carson felt but he's 
created them so vividly, it really doesn't 
matter — they genuinely speak for 
themselves. His real accomplishment is 
to present a world that lurks just outside 
the realm of everyday vision, and to 
make that world matter intensely. A. 

Christgau's Record Guide, by Robert 
Christgau (Ticknor & Fields). The format 
of this column tells you what you need to 
know about Christgau's influence in his 
genre. And he's here in all his glory, 
perplexing as it may be: concise, con-
tentious, condescending, provocative 
and pedagogic. This makes Christgau 
rock's most tough-minded critic, but it 
also makes me wonder (given his ego-
tism and often-narrow ideology) whether 
he's the best. His judgments are almost 
always astute, but his commentary 
ranges from gratuitously irrevelant to 
stiletto insightful. I doubt that this is a 
sufficiently broad basis on which to 
create a guide book — especially since 
he doesn't indicate clearly which judg-

As rock books by critics flood the nation's 
bookstores, the need for a definitive con-
sumer's guide becomes paramount. 

ments are the product of hindsight (and 
thus, possibly voguish) and which have 
survived ten years, give or take a few. 
Also, what does it mean that the most 
influential rock critic has never written a 
book that wasn't an anthology? B plus. 

Fast Times at Ridgemont High, by 
Cameron Crowe (Simon & Schuster). 
As the youngest rock writer in history (he 
started at fourteen), it's appropriate that 
Crowe fashions his first book from the 
experience of returning to high school at 
twenty-one, in order to find out what the 
proverbial "kids" are up to. The result 
doesn't have anything to do with music 
(hardly) but it is very rock ' n roll — also 
hilarious, compassionate and exceed-
ingly well put together, about ten times 
as slick as most of Crowe's musician 
profiles. B plus. 

Your Cheatin' Heart: A Biography of 
Hank Williams, by Chet Flippo (Simon & 
Schuster). A no-holds-barred view of 
Hank and the development of the honky 
tonk hero, from his spina buida to Miss 
Audrey's screwing around, with an 
especially insightful grasp of the music 
and the audience. Flippo is a better wri-
ter than most of his Rolling Stone profiles 
let him show, but I have some trouble 
with his new journalese. I mean, which 
dialogue and insight attributed to Hank 

Dave Marsh, who has published 
his own book and survived the 
predictable slings and arrows, 
now feels ready to forgive and 

forget, and to throw a few 
of his own at fellow rock 

critics' literary efforts. 

By Dave Marsh 

is based on Flippo's imagination and 
insight and which is based on what we 
fuddy-duddies used to call "fact and 
research"? Oh well, if you love Hank and 
hate the sanctimonious nonsense with 
which Nashville has always surrounded 
him, you'll love this. If not, get the 
records, or new ears. B plus. 

Elvis, by Albert Goldman ("bio-
graphy"; McGraw-Hill). The really scan-
dalous revelation here isn't that Colonel 
Parker is a Dutchman or that he took 
Elvis to the cleaners on a regular basis 
for twenty years. Nor is it that Elvis was a 
junkie, a twisted pervert and a mark. All 
of this has long since been surmised. 
The real scandal is that any American 
publisher could be so easily conned by 
Goldman's straight-faced garbage and 
flatulent prose, much less by his principal 
source, Lamar Fike, a Presley sidekick 
referred to in at least one other insider 
Elvis bio as the Memphis Mafia's "village 
idiot." Well, Goldman got through the 
writing without discovering what year 
Hank Williams died, and he has now writ-
ten two books about drug addicts with-
out discovering the difference in effect 
between skinpopping and mainlining. 
But that's okay — if you trust a word of 
this, nothing I can say will stop you. 
You're just as much of a jerk as the 
people who created it. F. 

Dirty Washing, by Vivien Goldman 
(12" 45; 99 Records). Goldman is the 
best reggae critic since Carl Gayle 
stopped writing (or at least, since Gayle 
stopped writing in places where I could 
read him), and on the basis of her deeply 
felt observations of Bob Marley's funeral 
alone, she earns the dub pretensions of 
the two songs here (this is a record) 
"Launderette" and " Private Armies/P.A. 
Dub." Of them, "Launderette," a post-
Johnson rap, is the best — not as funny 
as the Dolls' japes at this cleanliness 
institution, but a good deal more tren-
chant. The density of the music owes 
something to collaborators Levene and 
Lydon of PiL but its high spirits are Gold-
man's alone. B. 

Nighthawk Blues, by Peter Guralnick 
(novel; Seaview Books). Guralnick is the 
best profile writer around — not even 
just in music journalism. This is his first 
novel and while its plot tends to be sche-
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EVERYTHING 
YOU 
HEAR 
Is 

TRUE. 
"lam truly ama7ed with the 
total clarity and lifelikeness 
that is coming from these 
records. I would almost swear 
that. Boz Seaggs and Michael 
Jackson were standing next to 
me doing their songs in 
person." 

"This record is one of the best 
recordings I have ever heard. I 
found the tonal balance and 
musicality to compare equally 
with any of my recordings from 
Sheffield Lab or Mobil Fidelity. 
The pressing was far superior 
to my Nautilus records and 
equal to my lêlarc and 
Sheffields." 

"Thank you for greatly 
satisfying this audiophile's 
dream." 

"I'm absolutely thrilled with 
the brilliance of the sound and 
equally with the absence of 
hisses, pops, scratches. Bravo, 
and keep 'em coming." 

"Compared to 'conventional' 
recordings, your Mastersound 
recordings are far superior in 
frequency response, dynamic 
range and signal-to-noise ratio. 
I feel they are worth the higher 
price." 

"I was truly astonished at the 
sonic purity" 

"Your records are the best buy 
in audio today" 

Now, review them for yourself. 
CBS Mastersouncr is the 
world's largest and finest line of 
Extended Range Half-Speed 
Mastered and Digital 
recordings. For a free full-color 
catalog write to: CBS, 51 West 
52nd Street, New York, NY 
10019, Rm. #826 
ON CBS MASTERSOUND 
RECORDS AND TAPES. 

CBS. Moues., 

THE STRANGER 
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*Not available on tape. 

Zukerman 
SI. Paul Chamber 
Orchestra 

Vivaldi 

The Four Seasons 
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THE LATE BRONZEAGE, -Outside Loulun Out LD-100: 
duce Hampton. Billy McPherson t•irri sp-clai guest s 

-efreshing antidott to predictableradio far first 
ce musicianship lin to listen ti:' — Robert Palmer N.Y TIME' 

ntastic music." — Mitchell Fe Ornan, ATLANTA CONSTIlLiT IC'. 

,,aziing wordplay _ another expenencii altogether 
— David Fricke, MUSICIAN 

PAUL McCANDLESS 

PAUL McCANOLESS, "-Navigator" ID-1005 
Breathtaking new album from Gulag ' s woodwind snecialist 
Featuring ample supuort tram David Samuels, vibes Ross 
Traut, guitar, Stove Roan, bass, aro Jay Clayton, vmals 

DAVID EARLE JOHNSON. "Routshvo" LD-1003 
ii .ison's percussion adds a lively beat tor 'ealured 

i-lormers John Abercrombie, 'lunar: Dan Wall, organ 
Jeremy Ship. flute ' A rare dis,: wit. iiomething for 
-.iirene • — Fred Goodman, CA, ,n1., 

DAN WALL 

tet 

DAN WALL, "Song Fo TheNiget" LD-1002 
"rebut LP romithis excl ng •,..yboard master With Stove 
Grossman, sax. Mike Richmond, bass. and Jimmy Madison 
drums ' An ei,celient effort , — Glenn Pribek, JAll 

Curlew 10-1004 
:)vnanrc new fusion group George Cartringlit, saxe, 
8111 Laswall, bass. Micky Scopelitrs, () wt.], Tom Cora. 
,•1,1 and BM Bacon, dr, 

1, 1 — BILLBOARD 

12031101 
r ilcuelMOUALITY JAZZ AND NEW MUSIC 

AVAILABLE ON LANDSLIDE RECORDS 
P 0 BOX 7231 it, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30339 

matic, its characterizations are wonder-
fully drawn. Guralnick writes with 
tremendous feeling for the rough and 
tumble dignity of Screaming Nighthawk, 
the old bluesman (based on Nowlin' 
Wolf) who is one of his protagonists, and 
he sees through the neuroses of Night-
hawk's grasping, concerned, sexually 
muddled white manager with surprising 
perception and compassion. Anyhow, 
the schematic plot has its purpose — 
this story moves right along. B plus. 

'Scuse Me While I Kiss the Sky: The 
Life of Jimi Hendrix, by David Hender-
son (Bantam). I've raved so much about 
this book under its original title (Voodoo 
Child of the Aquarian Age), that further 
accolades seem superfluous. But Hend-
erson accomplishes the difficult task of 
establishing Hendrix as a cosmic artist 
without making him seem a space cadet 
even more effortlessly in this drastically 
revised and edited version than in the 
first edition. The cuts are generally wise 
ones, eliminating the full-length trans-
cripts of interviews for well-chosen 
excerpts, for instance, and the additions, 
such as the discography, are always 
useful. This is the book Jimi really 
deserves: doesn't solve the mysteries 
but doesn't deny them or add to them 
either. A plus. 

Woody Guthrie: A Life, by Joe Klein 
(Knopf). Klein's not a rock critic, and as a 
result, this biography is the most dispas-
sionate account ever written about 
Guthrie's life. In the end, that's an advan-
tage, because Klein's the best researcher 
who has ever tackled the subject, not to 
mention the best writer. It's also the most 
revealing, stripping away whole layers of 
socialist sainthood and replacing it with 
flesh and fallibility, a story that's far more 
moving than anyone has ever imagined. 
Klein gives us back a Woody Guthrie 
who is a real man and a remarkable one 
— even heroic, but a human being in the 
beginning and the end. Like Hank Willi-
ams, Woody Guthrie may not be a per 
former whom you know — but he ought 
to be. Get the records first but when you 
care (as you will), read this. A plus. 

Deep Blues, by Robert Palmer (Vik-
ing). Like any daily newspaper critic 
Palmer can be exasperating as well as 
incisive. But he's one of the few who can 
do something with the opportunity to 
stretch out, as this finely researched crit-
ical history of the blues demonstrates. 
Palmer simply traces the music and its 
offshoots from Africa in the pre- slavery 
days to Chicago today — simply, but 
with deceptive relish and acumen. He 
stumbles a bit on the contemporary, if 
only because contemporary blues is 
such a diffuse matter. A minus. 

Elvis: Images and Fancies, edited by 
Jac L. Tharpe ( University Press of Mis-

continued on page 118 

Corder & Sons Music, Huntsville 

ARIZONA 

Chicago Store, Tucson 

CALIFORNIA 

Charles Music Ctr, Glendale 
Coast Music, Costa Mesa 
Coast Music, Fountain Valley 
Coast Music, Mission Viejo 
Downey Music, Downey 
Drum World, San Francisco 
Guitar Center, Hollywood 
Guitar Center, San Diego 
Guitar Center, San Francisco 
Guitar Center, San Jose 
Guitar Center; Santa Ana 
K&K Music, San Jose 
La Habra Music Center, La Habra 
Liers Music, San Bernardino 
Miracle Music, Stockton 
Music City, San Francisco 
Music World, Simi Valley 
Ontario Music, Ontario 
Skips Music, Sacramento 
Sound Stage, Fresno 
Union Grove Music, Santa Cruz 
Whittier Music Co., Whittier 

COLORADO 

Percussion Specialties, Englewood 
Pro Sound, Denver 

FLORIDA 

Modern Music Center, Ft. Lauderdale 
Music City, Orlando 
Paragon Music, Pinellas Park 
Paragon Music, Tampa 

GEORGIA 

Music Mart, Smyrna 

ILLINOIS 

AAA Swing City Music, Collinsville 
Franks Drum Shop, Chicago 
Guitar Center; Chicago (2 locations) 
Roselle Music, Roselle 
Windy City Music, Chicago 

INDIANA 

Percussion Center; Fort Wayne 

LOUISIANA 

Allied Music, New Orleans 

MARYLAND 

Drums Unlimited, Bethesda 
Gordon Miller Music, Towson 
Veneman Music, Rockville 
(Music Emporium, USA) 
Washington Music Center; Wheaton 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Kurlan Music, Worcester 
New Jacks Drum Shop, Boston 

MICHIGAN 

Wonderland Music, Dearborn 

MINNESOTA 

Marguerite's, Moorhead 
Schmitt Music, Brooklyn Center 

MISSOURI 

Big Dude's Music, Kansas City 

NEBRASKA 

Dietz Music, Lincoln 

NEW JERSEY 

Sam Ash, Paramus 
Lou Rose, Edison 
Saner School of Music. Lindenwald 

NE VV MEXICO 

Luchetti Drum & Guitar Albuquerque 

NEW YORK 

Sam Ash, Forest Hills 
Sam Ash, Hempstead 
Drome Sound, Schenectady 
Long Island Drum Center No. Merrick 
Modern Percussion, Nyack 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Harvey West Music, Greensboro 
Reliable Music, Charlotte 

OHIO 

Akron Music, Akron 
New York Music, Boardman 

OREGON 

Apple Music, Portland 
Horseshoe Music, Portland 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Big Red Note Music, Lock Haven 
Hollowood Music, McKees Rocks 
Medley Music Mart, Bryn Mawr 
Piano & Stuff, Blawnow 
Zapf's Music, Philadelphia 

TENNESSEE 

Strings & Things, Memphis 

TEXAS 

Arnold & Morgan Music, Garland 
C&S Music, Fort Worth 
Music Den, El Paso 
Pickers Paradise, Austin 
Texas Toms, Houston 
Whittle Music, Dallas 

UTAH 

Guitar City, Centerville 

VIRGINIA 

Audio, Light & Musical, Norfolk 
Rolls Music, Falls Church 

WASHINGTON 

American Music, Seattle 
Bandstand East, Bellevue 
Cascade Music, Marysville 
Kennelly Keyes, Seattle 

WISCONSIN 
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•-"FIE NEW WeleTE SOUND-CENTERS. 
This is wh yt'll find at our new Paiste Sound 

Centers. We've. titogether a special selection from our 
fulleangertrdemonstrate the different sound colors you 
can achieve. 

Whateversound YOU want, you'll find it with Paiste 
Creating sounds is all we do, and wedo it thoroughly 

and we do it well. We at Pa iste are spendinga lifetime 
listening to the needs of work-
ing drummers and refining our 
products with one goal in 
mind.. "The creation of a range 
of the unique sounds to 
enhance the art of drumming." 

With the introduction of 
our new Sound Centers, the 
effortsof those labors are on 
permanent display.AtanyPaiste 

- I believe you're assert° 
am. Please rush meth 

- Name 

- Address 

City State 
Paiste America, Inc. 
P.O.Box 1027 

lllll 

us about drumming as I: 
e whole works on Paiste. _ 

Brea, CA. 92621 
in Canada write: Paiste Canada LtdILtee, 7500 Route Transcanadienne, 

- 5tLatirent, Quebec HAT lA 5 0811 

SoundCenteryou can getadviceon your choiceofymbals, 
butmore important, you canplayandjudgebefóreyoU buy. 

You'll find the address of your nea rest sound center 
on the opposite page. Check ¡tout! In addition, for further 
information, clip the coupon and mail it to us (including $3 
forpostage and handling)and we send you a fascinating 
book with profiles of hundreds,of pro drummers using 

Paiste, together with our sixty 
page cymbal manual. 

Paiste Sound Centers all 
carrya range of Paiste 2002, For-
mula 602, Sound Creation, Paiste 
505 and 404 models. Many of the 
Sound Centers are already dis-
playing the new Rude cymbals. 
You'll find that Paiste speaks 
yourlanguage,LOUDandCLEAR. 



PLEASJES 
OF GO-GO'S 
AND WAITRESSES 

Moviegoers sometimes like to 
talk about their " guilty plea-
sures". These movies are usu-

ally genre exercises, slices of competent-
ly pure trash like the Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre. Two interviews I did recently 
— with the blatantly fun/pop Go-Go's 
and with the thoughtful, committed Chris 
Butler of the Waitresses — have got me 
wondering if rock ' n' roll in 1981 has its 
own equivalent "guilty pleasures".To be 
specific: are the Go-Go's, whom I cer-
tainly do find pleasurable, perpetrating a 
new order of escapism on a culture 
whose rock ' n' roll has been anti-authori-
tarian, anti- military, anti-nuke and gen-
erally drawn much of its vitality from 
feisty and sloganeering political stances? 
Can their naivete be as deep as canny 

rhythm guitarist Jane Weidlin makes it 
seem? Asked at a New York press con-
ference why the Specials recruited them 
to open the shows on a sixty-date tour of 
the U.K. last year, she said, "Well, we 
were both dance bands, and bands that 
wanted to give the audience good fun 
entertainment." Well, ha cha! Lawrence 
Welk, jump back. She continued with 
disarming, big-eyed innocence: "And 
their audience was so rowdy they booed 
most opening acts off stage with bottles 
and stuff. They probably figured people 
are gonna be a little reluctant to throw 
bottles at girls." 
You have to give her a point right 

there. The half-wits who booed Grand-
master Flash off the stage on the Clash's 
opening night at Bond's demonstrated 
with some finality that new wave audien-
ces were not ripening ideologues but a 
typically scabrous, drug-guzzling breed 
none too different from Journey fans or 
lab rats when packed together in a dark 
room. The Go-Go's have staggered out 
of the ashes of L.A.'s delayed-reaction 
punk scene ("We kinda started out 
being a punk band, I guess") to emerge 
spruced- up, peppy, and ready to meet 
our craving to slide through the eighties 
without getting hit by any bottles or both-
ersome realities. Jane recalls that she 
used to drive her parents nuts staying 
out all night. " I looked really wild and 
stuff. And then, once I found this band 
and started turning this wild hedonism 
into something creative and construc-
tive, I started getting their approval 
back." Not exactly the Sex Pistols' " I'm a 
lazy sod", huh? They should chisel her 

Gldget goes gonzo: the Go-Go's created a permanent pajama party of rock 'n' roll. 

phrase in granite over Hollywood High. 
I'm not saying that post-punk bands 

have to indulge in the kind of sappy, 
gadfly politicking that somebody like 
Graham Nash uses to keep his name 
alive. Nor do they need the deadly 
seriousness of the Gang of Four. But I 
wonder If a clearly worthwhile benefit 
came along, something like the con-
certs for Kampuchea or one of the Viet-
nam Veterans' fundraisers that Bruce 
Springsteen promoted, whether the Go-
Go's would take part or steer well clear. 

It's instructive to know the band's 
genesis. They were on the L.A. scene, 
bored, early-eighties post-teenagers. 
They saw their friends forming bands, 
and, based on the clear perception that 
getting signed to a major label in the 
deflated U.S. record industry would 
require a gimmick, they established the 
newest oermanently floating pajama 
party in American rock ' n' roll. 

In fact, the Go-Go's can be a delight. 
While their incessant high-harmonizing 
and choppy, widgeting guitar sound 
begins ta give me a headache after a 
whole album side, there is a busy-bee 
integrity to it. "The arrangements are 
done by the whole band," says Jane, 
"we spend weeks on a song, pounding it, 
taking it apart, and making sure every-
body's happy with each others' part." 
The effect is busy but not scattered. 
"Our Lips Are Sealed," perhaps the 

The door is kicked in, a floodlight 
blinds us; we are caught 

shamelessly enjoying two great 
"grade B" girl groups 

with a future. 

By Fred Schruers 

most appealing cut on the Beauty and 
The Beat debut, is built on a simple 
Buddy Holly-style strum. It also contains 
their response to their old punk followers 
(and new critics) who come armed with 
righteousness: "There's a weapon / We 
must use / In our defense / 
They are a band best appreciated in 

live performance, as I saw them recently 
at Manhattan's Dr. Pepper Festival. 
Drummer Gina Shock and bassist Kathy 
Valentine are sure and even cocky. Guit-
arist Charlotte Caffey makes a virtue of 
staying inside the ensemble sound, and 
singer Belinda Carlisle struts the stage 
with beaming nonchalance, enunciating 
effortlessly with a twanging edge bor-
rowed from her favorite singer, Patsy 
Cline. 
They are cheery in the extreme. Some 

rudie yells "Los Angeles stinks!" during 
Belimda's intro, and they smile past it. 
Someone flings a wadded cup at Weid-
lin's tutu, and it hits right in between her 
great legs and drops between her bare 
feet. She smiles and taps it away. They 
do a happy, white-bread version of 
"Cool Jerk" as the first encore, then the 
hit that broke a path for them here and in 
England, "We Got the Beat." Like a 
B-52s dance number, it alternates busily 
plucked guitars with so-what? harmo-
nies. Finally, sounding like their other 
stylistic/conceptual cousins, the Ra-
mones, they do a tune called "Surfing 
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PRITDIDZM 11 
The Adultress Bad Boys Get Spanked Message of Love I Go To Sleep Birds of Paradise Talk of the Town 

Pack It Up Waste Not Want Not Day After Day Jealous Dogs The English Roses Louie Louie 

PRODUCED BY CHRIS THOMAS 
A REAL RECORD 

On Records & Tapes. Marketed 1) Wrner Bros. Records Inc. 

SIRE 

August 8 Fort Pearce FL 
August 10 Miami FL 
August 11 St. Petersburg FL 
August 12 Orlando FL 
August 14-15 Atlanta GA 
August 16 Nashville TX 
August 18-19 Royal Oak MI 
August 20 Cleveland OH 
August 22 Chicago IL 
August 23 Milwaukee WI 
August 24 Minneapolis MN 

THE TOUR 

August 28-29 San Francisco GA September 16 llouston TX 
August 30 Santa Barbara CA ivtarriNew Orleans LA 
August 31 T , et's **TVA .11- lemphis TN 
Septemberprt Irs AilAdés 2.. September 21 Kansas City MO 
September San Diego CA September 22 St. L is i)-ric 

ptember 7 Ilicsoo AZ ri.  
September 9 . D et% e NE Sept .ILICol us OH 

September 26 Pittsburgh PA 
SkiSllitliti VI UPma City OK September 27 Washington DC 
. Ttember 1 i Dallas TX September 29 Norfolk VA 
September 15 Austin TX Sept 30-Oct 1 Philadelphia PA 

October 2 Bridgeport CT 
October 3 Ithaca NY 
October 5-9 New York NY 
October 10 Boston MA 
October 12 Montreal 
October 13 Toronto 
October 17 Calgary 
October 18 Edmonton 
October 20 Vancouver 
October 21 Seattle WA 
October 22 Portland OR 
October 24 Honolulu HI 



Presenting Greg Lake. 

The voice behind 
Emerson Lake & Palmer 
and King Crimson steps 
forward with his first 

solo album. 

The legend continues... 

Greg Lake begins an 
extensive nationwide 

tour on November 23rd. 

Tee, 
Chnisalis, 
Records and Tdpes 

CHR 1357 
Produced by Greg Lake 

and Spying." If only some cretin hadn't 
flipped a beer bottle at Tina, who 
stopped off at stagefront to double-
pump him the bird. Still, they won the pier 
crowd over, and were headed to Philly to 
open for the Police before 25,000 peo-
ple. "We're independent career women 
on the go" is how they laughingly put it at 
their press conference. The Go-Go's 
are not going to change the course of 
civilization — but they're in there some-
where with canned beer and color TV. 
A more intriguing window into the 

female psyche, not to sound too clinical, 
is offered in the debut LP by the Wai-
tresses. A six-piece New York-based 
band founded by former Tin Huey guita-
rist Chris Butler, the Waitresses include 
ex-Television drummer Billy Ficca and 
gangly (" beguiling", Butler calls her) 
lead singer Patti Donahue. 

Butler has lived in New York for two 
years now, since moving from Ohio 
where he palled and played around with 
most of the luminaries on the Cleveland-
Akron rock orbit. The band's Wasn't 
Tomorrow Wonderful, produced under 
Ze Records' aegis, was finished in late 
April but didn't find a major label distribu-
tor ( Phonogram) until late summer. 
Butler flogged the LP's " I Know What 
Boys Like" into a cult hit by pressing it 
upon deejays in Manhattan clubs. That 
song is not quite typical of Butler's rather 
unusual mission, which has been to 
"write songs for and about women from 
a woman's standpoint." 

"I thought it was real fertile ground," 
says Butler, intending no pun. "Pop mus-
ic's subject matter hasn't really changed 
much from 'cars, girls, party- party' over 
the years." Butler rather sheepishly 
admits to having a sociology degree (as 
does Donahue) but the result of his 
immersion in the female mind — based 
on assiduous quizzing of his women 
friends and a lot of imagination — is a 
collection of witty, warmhearted songs 
like "Go On": " I didn't kiss him / 'Cause if 
he wants me he must not be good 
enough." 

It's easy to take your medicine with 
the Waitresses — Butler has encapsu-
lated his urban Anywoman's thoughts 
into phrases that could be thought bal-
loons in a Peanuts cartoon strip. Like the 
Roches, the message is not polemic or 
proselytizing, but a real- life narrative 
from which you take what you will. The 
young woman in "No Guilt" half-enjoys 
learning to live without her departed 
lover: "Getting by on less sleep than I 
used to / I had no trouble in setting up a 
desk / I learned the reason for a three-
pronged outlet / I got 100 on my driver's 
test..." 
As with the Go-Go's, the singing is 

direct, almost conversational, with few 
stylistic references to the hot rock mama 
tradition of say, Heart or Patti Smith. 
Loopy sax and brittle guitar skate over a 
rhythm section that owes its thump to 

continued on page 118 
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DIMMING FOR THE FUTURE 

C'v2rthe past two years, the ese arch that Ibanez 
ainc I hawe beer involved in has lei up to the guitar 
that I now pla,—an Ibanez custom-built. ,g1iie ane now 
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FRED 
ANDERSON'S 
GREAT HOPE 
Music is a new business for me," 

Fred Anderson sighs, w'stfully. 
"I've never really made any 

money from music. I bought and paid for 
a house without music, basically. So this 
is my second career." 

Gently, cautiously, Fred Anderson 
floats a hope that's vulnerable asa soap 
bubble approaching the jetstream. Can 
the mature, soft-spoken, still-curious 
52-year-old tenor man make the mid-life 
shift, parlaying his 35-year preoccupa-
tion and Chicago underground reputa-
tion into a self-supporting vocation? 
Patiently and with a quiet willingness to 
face the risks, Anderson insists on 
trying. 
"I'm at a point now where playin' and 
makin' some money at it is all I want to 
do, all I got to do," the tenorist says with 
conviction, "because I don't have a 
whole lot of responsibilities — in fact, I 
don't have any responsibilities, other 
than to myself, and keepin' my car 
goin'." 
Though his music has coursed freely 

since the mid-50s, long before he 
helped found the Association for the 
Advancement of Creative Muscians 
(AACM), Anderson's life hasn't always 
been so unencumbered. His past dedi-
cation to his family responsibilities chal-
lenges the footloose stereotype of the 
jazz improviser, even as it has restrained 
him from taking his music far beyond the 
City of the Cultural Shrug. 
"When I got married," Fred explains, " I 

wanted to start having kids. I bought a 
house, and that tied me up." He didn't 
stop playing, nor did he work at it so that 
he could give up his day job. During the 
mid-60s, Anderson would turn up occa-
sionally playing at a coffee house or for a 
community-sponsored concert; he was 
one of the first free improvisers to try 
opening the ears of Chicago's hippie 
youth, through a sparsely attended but 
passionately performed booking at our 
North Side hangout, Alice's Revisited. 

Steve McCall was the drummeGfasci-
nating in his ability to suspend rhythm 
until the last dramatic moment, when 
he'd casually splinter a beat into even 
parts. Billy Brimfield, Anderson's side-
kick, was there on trumpet, of course; I 
forget the bassist. Anderson was given 
to rigorous workouts that seemed to last 
for swirling hours. He would deter-
minedly hunch his back to his task, then 
bend at the knees, his horn bell scraping 

10, 

Fred would scrape the bell of his horn to the floor and cannonball a bearish roar directly 
Into the front rows. 

the floor and cannonballing a roar 
directly into the first rows from the stage. 
He would fight on, digging into himself 
relentlessly, his sound sometimes harsh 
but seldom impenetrable. He ran down 
the modes for us all to hear if we could 
follow, and sweating, heaving, rocking to 
and fro, took us where we'd never dared 
to go. He was then our neighborhood 
Coltrane, and most of us didn't know 
what to think. 

"I wanted to have my own style," 
recalls Fred. " I knew that from a long 
time ago, when I first started playing. I 
wanted to have my own style, and make 
a contribution, you know. I knew it wasn't 
going to happen overnight, it was going 

Though he's been blowing at the 
fringe with Chicago's best for 

twenty years, family man Fred 
has only just started to do it for a 

living, making him the year's 
most seasoned rookie. 

By Howard Mandel 

to be a lot of work, and I was going to be 
out here alone. When you're an individ-
ual, most of the time you're going to be 
alone, because people are always look-
in' to hear something they heard some-
body else play. When you're doin' 
something a little different, trying to be 
yourself, it's gonna take awhile, unless 
you're fortunate enough to be around..." 
Around the right people, at the right 

time, in the right place? Anderson 
doesn't finish articulating his thought, 
but he's been around the same environs 
and stimuli as Anthony Braxton, the Art 
Ensemble of Chicago, and Muhal 
Richard Abrams, among more famous 
others, since their beginnings, without 
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Only Selmer (Paris) could create it. The new 
Super Action 80 Saxophone. 

The first time you play this 
magnificent new instrument, 
you will once again have cre-
ated the distinctive Selmer 
saxophone sound. A standard 
that saxophone craftsmen 
throughout the world have 
vainly tried to emulate. 

Once you've experienced 
the versatility of the new 
Selmer Super Action 80 Saxo-
phone, discovered the built-
in comfort and precise 
response afforded by the new 
configuration of its gleaming 
keywork> you'll know that the 

Super Action 80 is the only sax-
ophone upon which you can 
exploit your talent to the fullest. 

In terms of value, the new 
Selmer (Paris) Super Action 
80 is nothing short of 
incomparable. 

If you are one of those 
fortunate musicians who can 
afford to own this exciting new 
instrument, your position 
among the truly elite of the 
profession will be secured. And 
respected. 

Like to try this new sax? 
Then see your Selmer dealer. 

Also see him (or write us) 
for the new Super Action 80 
brochure. 

The Super Action 80 Saxo-
phone is available in both alto 
(model 52) and tenor 
(model 54). 

The Selnier Company 
4,176) Box 310 • Elkha-t. Incltala 4651.5 

SELMER1P4RSI • BUNDY • SIGNET • BACH & MERCEDES 
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Get booked by le 
The Police! 

A trio of books on the trio of 
the '80s from Rock Read, 
where rock 'n' roll is more 

than meets the ear 

The Police 
by Miles Import $12.95 
A colorful day-by-day log of the Police, 
chronicling their rapid rise to fame and 
glancing back at Prof. Sting along with his 
other roles, Andy's days with Zoot Money. 
the Animals, & more, and the whole 
Copeland clan responsible for the band's 

• phenomenal worldwide success. 

Songs by Sting Import $9.95 
If you're searching for the Police's 
"Message in a Bottle," the dragnet ends 
here, with complete words and music to 
that hit, plus nine more from 
Outlandos and Regatta 

Songs by Sting 2 Import $9.95 
Eight songs from Zenyatta Mondatta. plus 
"Visions of the Night" and "Hole in My 
Life." PLUS fabulous color shots of 
Gordon, the cute bass player. 

ROCK READ SPECIAL: Order 2 or more books and 
we'll send you FREE The Police Dossier, a 32-pg., 
full- color. impossible- to- find British Import magazine! 

or ask for our FREE CATALOG of over 100 best books 
on rock 'n' roll!!! 

Rock Read 799 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10003 

SEND THE POLICE! 
Enclosed is my check/ m.o. to Rock Read. Please send 
the items checked below. I am adding $ 1. shipping cost 
for one book: SOC for each additional book. (N.Y. resi-
dents please add sales tax.) 

Total $  

The Police _Sting 1 _Sting 2 _catalog 

Name   

Address   

City State Zip  
Please allow up to 3 weeks for delivery. 
Rock Read 799 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10003 M5 

Become a 
Qualified, Assistant 
Recording Engineer... 

in Four Intensive Weeks in the Studio. 

-Learn the Art of Recording at the most respected and 
recognized school of music/recording in the U S and Canada 
The approach is practical and down-to-earth Regardless of 
your previous experience. all studio classes start with the 
basics 

LEARN- Sound/Recording Engineering 
The Business ot Music 
Record Production (How to produce records) 

• Seminars taught by lap Music/Flecerding Pros 
• 4-week Musts Ind year round Ins relaxed county tatting 
• Offers 1111"Sound/Recording Engineer Apprentice" Certificate 
• Apprend and licensed by Ifis Ms el Oblo 

(Registration *80-07-0696T) 

CHOOSE WORKSHOP DATES 
EARLY SUMMER — June 22 - July 17 
LATE SUMMER — August 3 - August 28 
EARLY FALL — September 14 - October 9 
LATE FALL — October 26 - November 20 

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Limited Enrollment - Write or Call Immedistely 

THE RECORDING 
WORKSHOP 

455- MASSIEVII I E RD • CHILLICOTHE. OH 45607 

For Brochure: 

Name  

Address  

Call Toll Free: Ohio & Outside USA 

(800) 848-9900 (614) 663-2544 

being offered, or taking advantage of, 
the same breaks. 

"I've always had my own band," he 
modestly relates, "except for that period 
when I was playing with Joseph Jarman. 
And that started out as my group, but we 
were all contributing compositions, and 
Joseph was doing most of the legwork, 
so..." Again it goes unsaid, but this 
explains why the second recording 
issued by AACM members, 1967's 
Song For featuring Anderson, his 
longtime trumpet partner Billy Brimfield, 
altoist / poet Jarman, drummers Thur-
man Barker and Steve McCall, and now 
deceased musicians Charles Clark on 
bass and Christopher Gaddy, piano, 
was released by Delmark Records 
under Jarman's name. 
"We played the very first AACM concert, 

using some of Joseph's tunes and some 
of my tunes, because the AACM had just 
formed, and we were the only ones who 
had any kind of thing together that could 
be presented. A guy named Arthur Reed 
played drums — this was before Thur-
man Parker joined the band; Charles 
Clark played bass, Billy Brimfield played 
trumpet. This was 1964, and I was in my 
thirties. There's about ten years differ-
ence between me and those other guys." 
Anderson had already been playing 

more than fifteen years, but he was 
mainly a self-taught loner. He had come 
upon Charlie Parker's solos on Jay 
McShann 78s lying around his parents' 
place (originally from Monroe, Louisi-
ana, they'd moved to Chicago when 
Fred was nine); then he discovered the 
tenor players of the late 40s and early 
50s, especially Lester Young, Chu 
Berry, Don Ryan and Gene Ammons. 
But he didn't learn to play changes too 
well, and never felt very comfortable 
with hard bop. In the late 50s he heard 
Omette Coleman, and felt that some of 
his own directions had been confirmed. 
He was already pairing up with Billy 

Brimfield. "When we play together, we 
don't count off one-two-three-four' like 
you see some musicians do. We just 
face each other, and try to feel it, like 
Omette and Don Cherry used to do. And 
it works pretty good." Brimfield is still a 
nervous-eyed man, always shrugging in 
his suit, with a chip seemingly on his 
shoulder that he tries to explain through 
his playing, which is crisp, angry and to 
the point. Anderson, by the early 60s, 
was already of bearish stature; the 
spells he cast were demanding, but 
most of all on himself. His tenor bore an 
air current tough as a rubber hose, spi-
raling out in a rapid flow. Anderson 
would address sober, somber themes, 
repeated twice or three times in rough 
unison with his bandmates, then would 
plunge on after his streaming notes, as 
though he was trying to catch up and 
capture them at their other end. 

"I started playing like that — big 
sound, long choruses — because I used 
to practice by myself, in the basement of 
my house," he says. " I practiced long 

tones, for one thing — that's a must. A 
saxophonist has got to practice long 
tones, all the time, to fill up that horn and 
get that feeling, and to try to keep that 
sound. I'd make up exercises for myself, 
so I'd have something to work with: not 
for my conscious mind, but for my 
unconscious so that when I'm playing it 
will just come out, and I'll already have it 
under my control. 

"But you've got to have that feeling 
filling the horn, and you've got to know 
your horn, so you can express yourself. 
As for playing a long time, I think guys do 
that because, at least for me, the longer I 
play the better it gets. You focus on what 
you're doing, get better ideas... I think 
everybody's like that." 

By the late 60s, hordes and critics 
were still not breaking down doors to see 
Fred's dates; he went ten years without 
doing another recording. "You know 
how it is in Chicago," he reminds me: 
"'Oh, I can always hear that guy another 
night.— The fledgling Art Ensemble of 
Chicago had fled to Europe — "Joseph 
and them decided to go; we'd been play-
ing together, but I'd just bought my 
house, and I wasn't fixin' to leave then. 
All right, I knew I had that responsibility; 
at the time, my kids were very young." 
Braxton, Leroy Jenkins, Lee Smith and 
drummer McCall had split, too. " I'd 
played with all those guys," Anderson 
mentions. 

But he wasn't completely abandoned. 
The AACM school had done well, and 
graduated several young, risk-enthralled 
players into Anderson's band as their first 
field test. Fred Hopkins and Steve Colson 
passed through; reedist Douglas Ewan, 
trombonist George Lewis, drummer Hank 
Drake and bassist Felix Blackmon stayed 
longer. Crowds didn't exactly flock to their 
midnight-to-4 A.M. regular sessions held 
in the touristy Old Town area, deep in the 
basement of a church, but fervent fans 
sought it out. 

In ' 77, Austrian pianist/musicologist/ 
conductor Pieter Glawischnig and West 
German critic Ekkchard Jost stumbled 
upon Fred and company. Impressed, 
they invited Anderson and Brimfield to 
Europe, where the two toured for a month, 
playing with Glawischnig's trio Neighbors 
as a rhythm section. 

"Our concepts are a little different, 
because they're coming from — sort of 
— not totally — the classical world; but 
we're playing music, and I just try to put 
colors around them," Anderson attests. 
"They have their music, I have my music, 
and we have different approaches; I 
appreciated after playing with them that I 
was doing a polyrhythmic thing. I've 
always done that, but didn't realize it so 
much before. The Austrians do that, too, 
but in a more rigid way. When I interject 
my sound, it makes it say something else. 
Anderson returned to Chicago 

refreshed and encouraged, but with no-
where to play. Acknowledging, " I've 
always done everything for myself," he 

continued on pg. 33 
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In any language, McCoy Tyner is a keyboard 
legend. His new album is taking even Tyner 
freaks tc places they've never been. 

Japan's # 1 superstar is now Japan's leading 
jazz export. Sadao Watanabe performances 
feel like classics and sound like today. 

The guitarist who has earned his micctfe name, 
James Blood Ulmer, îs creating some of the 
most passionate music ever recorded. 

An acoustic guitar concert by any one of these 
great stylists would be an event. This album is 
three times he event_ Breathtaking virtuosity 
and beauty. 

¡ McCoy hmer 
The Legend Of The Hour 
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FOUR NEW ALBUMS CF NOTHING YOU'VE EVER HEARD BEFORE. 
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS. 

ke The Musk Where You're Playing On Columbia Tapes. Ceiumbie e Iredemorig4 CuInc. C  1181 Cu Inc. 



JOHN HALL IS:  
DA. 
The writer and performer of such hits as "Dance With Me" & "Still the One!' 

DB. 

Co-Producer of the No-Nukes Albums. 

DC. 
One of the main characters in the realization of the historic MUSE Concerts 

in 1979. 

OD. 
A session guitarist on such projects as—Carly Simon, Jackson Browne & 

Little Feat. 

viirE. All of the Above. 

" RADErtr 33II iO elTir" 
A New Album Featuring: 

"You Sure Fooled Me" 

"Earth Out Tonight" 
"Somebody's Calling" 
"Crazy" 

Richard Sanford Orshoff 
and John Hall. 

Managed by Abe Hoch 
for Olympic Entertainment 
Group Ltd. 

On EMI America Records 

•leier_RW_A 

1.1 EMI AMERICA RECORDS. • division of Capitol Records. Inc 
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Some people think our 
Cabaret Seies is too expensive. 

In 1959, 
some 
people 
thought 
this guita 
was too. 

1959 Gibson Les Paul Standard "Sunburçt "serial number Q Oe23 courtesy of 
M171131171 Rare Guitars, Reseda, Caernia. 

See the complete fine of Cabaret Series guitar; letlà-C keyboard, and .;kn.a/ 
reinfimment systems at your JRL deakt 

UBL 
Professicnat 
Products 
Division 

In 1959, this Gibson Les Paul 
Standard carried a suggested list price 
of $283. An amount that many con-
sidered outrageous for an electric 
guitar. Yet for those who could appre-
date the value in the guitar's crafts-
manship, tone, and playability, the 
price was more than justified. 

Today, the JBL Cabaret Series could 
be considered toe expensive. But like 
the classic Les Paul, Cabaret products 
are designed to deliver unsurpassed 
performance. Performance ensured by 
premium E Series musical instrument 
loudspeakers, rugged, optimally 
tuned enclosures, and painstaking 
attention to detail. All of which help 
the Cabaret Series offer an additional 
feature that you might not have 
thought about—one of the highest 
resale values in the industry. 

So before you buy a new sound 
system, ask your JBL dealer for a 
.demonstration .of the Cabaret Series. 
It may cost a littfe more, but the best 
investments usually do. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., 
85OG Balboa Boulevard, 
PO. Box 2200, 
Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A. 

›vailatee n Gated:, throkgh tiould Marketing. Montnéal. Ouet,ec har n international 



You've just chosen 
the ideal DC voltage 
to phantom-power 
these new ATM electret 
microphones. 

AT 8501 

Introducing four "universal" 
phantom-powered electret 

microphones. Designed to work 
from external power, internal 
regulation automatically handles 
any voltage from 9 to 52 VDC 
without adapters, switches, or 
rewiring. Just plug in and enjoy With 
current drain a mere 0.3 mA at 9 volts 
(4 mA at 12-52V) a 9V battery lasts thousands 
of hours, not just the 60 or 70 hours typical of 
other mikes. 

When your power supply isn't available, or isn't enough, 
use ours. The new AT8501 Dual Battery Supply holds two 9V batteries. 
One to use, and one in reserve. Instant switchover and test LED eliminates 
guesswork. And spares are as near as the closest shopping center. Neat! 

But convenience and versatility are just two of the advantages of the new ATM 
models. All-new electronics provide plenty of headroom inside the microphone with 
no more than 1% THD even when used in acoustic fields of 141 dB SPL. Which sets 
new standards for clean sound even close-up to big brass or inside a powerful drum kit. 

And the sound you hear is wide-range and musical. Presence without peaks. 
Highs to 20,000 Hz but without a raspy "edge Yet despite their responsiveness, 
these new ATM microphones have the "Road Tough" reliability proved so often on 
stage and in the studio. 

Before you add another microphone, compare our sound, our convenience, our 
reliability, and our cost. Write for literature and list of nearby ATM microphone 
specialists. Get great sound...right from the start! AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., 
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224. (216) 686-2600. 

audio-technica 



opened the Birdhouse, a storefront music 
studio, along a German-settled commer-
cial street. Though the Birdhouse sched-
ule was irregular and the traffic attracted 
was slight, local cops and aldermen 
cracked down on petty building viola-
tions, forcing Fred to close up after little 
more than a year. 
By then, Anderson's European trip was 

paying small dividends. Burkhard 
Hennen brought Fred's quintet with Brim-
field, Lewis, Drake and bassist Brian 
Smith to the 7th Moers NewJazz Festival, 
eventually releasing an album Another 
Place, from the date. Accents, recorded 
with the Austrian Neighbors trio, was 
issued, as well as Dark Days, taped at 
Chicago's Museum of Contemporary Art 
during a week-long AACM festival par-
tially sponsored by the Jazz Institute of 
Chicago. None of these LPs had U.S. dis-
tribution, but somewhere they could be 
found. The stodgy journal of U.S. jazz dis-
covered Fred Anderson, as did the Inter-
national Jazz Federation's magazine, 
Jazz Forum. "Over in Europe, man, they 
know," Fred smiles. 

But now, he'd like to have some 
albums out, or do some U.S. touring, or 
just "make some postive moves." 

"Chico Freeman asked me the other 
day, 'When you coming to New York?" 
Fred, twice Chico's age, reports. " I told 
him I'd come to New York, cool, if I can be 
there doin' some playin'. I'll go, I'll play, 
even if I'm not going to be makin' much 
money, but so far, I haven't been asked. I 
don't want to do nothing where I'm gonna 
lose. You've got to look at it as a business. 
How many people can you afford to carry 
with you, how you gonna get around, how 
you gonna come out, moneywise? You 
can always break even, but you'd like to 
have a little extra when you come back. 

"I'm really into music full-time now, and 
I'd like to work just as much as I can. I'd 
like to be in a position to take a band out, 
so me and Billy can work, so he don't 
have to go around and play this gig or 
that, under all those weird conditions, 
which is what he does. I've got all the 
freedom I want — I can do anything I 
want to do, but now I'm trying to control it. 
"Maybe I'm not as radical as I used to 

be. I'm thinking more traditional; I don't 
know why. As I play, I listen, and I think 
back, and I think of the players of the late 
40s and the things they do. They were 
dealing with the chords, and scales and 
everything, but they utilized them. 

"I'm thinking more now about what I'd 
like to do, and what I m ssed. I listen for 
the sound, and how I can improve my 
sound, get that control, make it come out 
a little better all the time, to the point 
where it just comes naturally — because 
I don't like to think about what I'm doin', I 
just like to feel it. There's a search, when I 
play, my search to keep ideas goin' at all 
times, and to know where I am at all times." 

If Fred Anderson is exerting more 
control, it's an internal process that 
affects the logic and articulation of his 

continued on page 114 

ollow the dreamer, the fool and 
the sage back to the days of the 
innocent age. —Dan Fogelberg 

"The Ennocent Age 
A two-record set featuring 

"Same Old Lang Syne" 
and "Hard To Say." 

DAN 1:061.11,BERG 
P1104iNI X 

Include« , 
Phoennt / The Last To Know 

Wishing On The Moon/ Longer / Eace The E.,e 

— 

Dan Fogelberg 
Captured .4 aje! 

Neat Tmed3Mow Tke SurtacejOld 
Comes And GoesIThe. Dayailem In The Mmor 

2- Record Set 

FOcj ReLi:slisnEy nReG 

sameLeade OldTH an 

The 

at r.:..EaN,TAGE 

nEggs: 

Fo. Run 

And while you're going back, 
check to see if you're missing any of 
the albums in Dan's catalog. 

Dan 
Fogelberg 

Nether 
Lands 

includiag: 

Lo. Gonelly 

Fel. Faces 

Sketches 

Loose Ends 

Once lloon 
A Time 

Dan Fogelberg & 
Tint Ileisberg 

Twin Son.% offlifferent Mothers 
.eaturing 

Telr Me To My FacelThe Power Of Gold 

Dan Fogelberg. On Full Moon'. Epic Records. 
TakeThe Music Where You're  Playing On Full Moon!'" • Epic' Tapes. 
'Full Moon- is a trademarked Full Moon Productor6 -Epic."011111 are tradem..rks of CBS 1.-c :D81 CBS In: 

1981 Hickory Grove Mus. (ASCAP) All rights administered by April Music Inc All Rights Reserwd Used by Permission 

r Produced by Dan Fogelberg with Marty Lewis. Manageme .1. =font Line Management. 9044 Melrose Avenue. Los Angek-, hk 
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ere's only one Benge 
Yours.L 
 MINIM 

3rd valve slide 
water key option. 

1st valve slide available 
with or without trigger. 

In these days of mass production 
and comer cutting, one might expect 
that a virtually handmade instru-
ment, constructed of only the finest 
materials, would be enough to 
expect. 

For Benge, it is only the beginning. 
Because every Benge may be cus-
tom designed by you, to create a 
rofessional instrument that's as 
much a personal statement as the 
way you play music. 
You start with a superb light-

weight instrument, a 1-piece bell, 

PP-

3rd valve slide available 
with trigger or ring. 

Optional solid brass, 
concave fingerbuttons. 

monel valves that can't corrode or 
wear, third valve slide with adjusta-
ble stop. Then select from a variety 
of optional features, (four are 
shown) and even reposition any fea-
ture to fit your playing style. 
Benge trumpets, comets and 

flugelhoms. The personal choice of 
professional musicians—no matter 
what kind of music they play. 

Write today for our new, free color 
catalog. 

There's only one Benge. Yours. 

Benge. 1640 South Sinclair, Anaheim, California 92806. 



AFRICA 

Rhythm is the most perceptible and 
the least material thing. 

— John Miller Chernoff 
African Rhythm and African Sensibility 

t's not that we have exhausted melody 
so much as melody rias exhausted us. 
Having followed that road so long, we 

now seem to be turning back to rhythms, 
to chant ano repetition, and back to the 
rhythms of Africa where we first got the 
beat behind blues and R&B and the 
beginnings cf jazz. Some of it is intuition. 
the choice a pure musician makes when 
he or she re-explores blues and primal 
rhythms: African- born percussionist 
Rocki Dzidzornu, who used to jam with 
Jimi Hendrix in : he la:e sixties, used to 
tell him that the beat he fell into naturally 
(especially on much of the Electric 
Ladyland album) was the exact beat he 
remembered from voodoo and cult 
ceremonies during his childhood; 
Omette Coleman's use of a double band 
and the entire feel of his Dancing in Your 
Head come straight from the Islamic 
music of Tchad; Bo Diddley's famous 
beat ("chunk/ chunk/ chunk/ KA-
chunk") comes from ritual drumming in 
Ghana; and James Brown — probably 
the best- loved and most mitated Ameri-
can musician in Africa — uses rhythm 
and horn arrangements that seem to 
come straight out of Highlife music. 

Igor Stravinsky, in response to an 
interviewer's question concerning his 
favorite composers, once replied, "The 
three Bs — Beethoven, Bach and 
James Brown." Stravinsky reportedy 
went on to say that he considered 
James Brown one of the greatest com-
posers of all time, writing true American 
music and bort-aying the American her-
itage — i.e, AfFica. A few years ago that 
might have been corsidered a joke; now 
it has to be at least considered. 

If the influence of Africa in the past 
has been based on chance and intuition, 
to people's hands guiding them back to 
older beats, that can no longer be 
claimed as the case. The overt imitation 
of African style is all through our pop and 
experimental music: in the Burundi-style 
double drumming of Adam & the Ants; in 
the rhythms of the Police and Liquid Li-
quid; in Steve Reich's "Drumming"; and 
most overtly in Talking Heads' Remain 
in Light, Byrne & Ero's Bush of Ghosts 
(whose title comes directly from a novel 
by West African w-iter Amos Tutola), 
and in David Byrne's music for choreo-

grapher Twyla Tharp's The Catherine 
Wheel in which he was aided by percus-
sionist and musicologist John Miller 
Chernol, author of African Rhythm and 
African Sensibility. 

In Western Music...rhythm is most 
definitely secondary in emphasis and 
complexity to harmony and melody. It 
is the progression of sound through a 
series of chords or tones that we rec-
ognize as beautiful. In African music 
this eensibility is almost reversed. Afri-
can melodies are clear enough, even 
if African conceptions of tonal rela-
tionships are sometimes 3trange to us, 
but more important is the fact that in 
African music there are always at 
least two rhythms going on. 

While in Western music, certain 
kinds of musical themes may suggest 
images or feelings, the astounding 
thing is that in traditional African 
music, the rhythms themselves are a 
specific text. When the earliest Euro-

A musical voyage into African 

sensibility, the language of 

rhythm's many voices and the 

dance of the playful heart. 

By Brian Cullman 

pean travelers described drum-
signalling between villages, they 
assumed that the beating was a kind 
of code. In reality, the drums actually 
speak the language cf the tribe. 

— John Miller Chernoff 

Chernoff goes on to describe his first 
day of practicing with a master 
drummer. He was following the basic 
rhythm fairly well unti the master sud-
denly performed a complicated series of 
rhythms and then resumed the basic 
rhythm he'd been showing. A few min-
utes later, a man walked up with two cold 
bottles of beer for them. So much for 
drum code. 
Armed with Chernoff's book, Francis 

Bebey's African Music: A People's Art, 
novels by Amos Tutola and Chiny 
Acheba, a painting by Ahmed Yacoubi 
from North Africa, and the promise of a 
meal at Mama Desta's (the best Ethio-
pian restaurant in Washington, D.C.), I 
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King Crimson Discipline 

Adrian Belew 
Robert Fripp 
Tony Levin 
Bill Bruford 

Produced by King Crimson & Rhett Davies 

King Crimson on tour: 
October 23 Toronto 
October 24-25 Montreal 
October 27 Quebec City 
October 29 Boston MA 
October 30 Philadelphia PA 
October 31 Pittsburgh PA 
November 1 Cleveland OH 
November 4 Owings Mill MD 
November 5-7 New York NY 
November 9 Detroit MI 
November 10 Chicago IL 

November 11 Carbondale IL 
November 13 Atlanta GA 
November 15 Houston TX 
November 16 Dallas TX 
November 17 Austin TX 
November 22 San Diego CA 
November 23-24 Los Angeles CA 
November 25 Pasadena CA 
November 27-28 San Francisco CA 
November 30 Seattle WA 
December 1 Vancouver 

On Warner Bros./E.G. Records & Tapes. 
Nlanufactured and distributed lw %lamer Bros. Records Inc 

began sorting through several dozen 
African albums rye collected over the 
years. Some were no longer in print and 
couldn't be considered since I only 
wanted to write about music that was 
available for anyone to buy and hear. 
Some that I'd remembered liking now 
seemed too scholarly and bombastic, 
recorded by ethno-musicologists who 
seemed so intent on proving particular 
points about the music that they limited 
each track to 45 seconds or so, never 
letting the music breathe. To get a larger 
sense of things, I went up to the African 
Record Centres in Brooklyn and Harlem 
and listened to new releases of pop 
albums from Nigeria and Ghana. Follow-
ing Chernoff's instructions, I was careful 
not to tap my foot. As Chernoff wrote: 
"Russell Hartenberger, an American 
percussionist, told me that one night he 
was in a bar in the north of Ghana... he 
was tapping his foot to some music, and 
people in the bar started pointing at his 
toe and laughing. Eventually someone 
came up to him and said, 'Oh, so you are 
trying to dance. Fine!'" 
The listing of albums here is small and 

neglects such brilliant artists as Haruna 
Ishola, E.K. Nyame and Sunny Ade only 
because their albums are almost impos-
sible to find. All of the records rye listed 
are technically " available," though 
some are more available than others 
(albums on the Makossa and Ashiko 
labels can be obtained through African 
Record Centre Distributors, 1194 Nos-
trand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 10019). 

In re- listening to these albums, I found 
my perceptions about them changing. 
After a week of listening to nothing but 
African records, I was slowly losing my 
"Western" ears and hearing more and 
more in the rhythms; repetition became 
its own reward, and I was getting as 
excited by hearing a master drummer hit 
just the right beat over and over as I 
ordinarily would in hearing a great lead 
guitarist hit a blue note in a solo. I started 
to hear the spaces between the beats 
and feel them as an integral part of the 
music, in fact THE integral part of the 
music. What seemed overly simple or 
simply cacophonous began to open 
itself to me to show me how much I was 
mis-hearing and how rhythmically rich 
and varied the music is in ways I'm only 
beginning to notice. 

We have to grasp the fact that if from 
childhood you are brought up to 
regard beating three against two as 
being just as normal as beating in syn-
chrony, then you develop a two-
dimensional attitude to rhythm which 
we in the West do not share. 

— A.M. Jones 
Studies In Afriçan Music 

I began to hear more than one "time" 
in the music, and "time" stopped feeling 
like the shortest distance (or the only 
distance) between two points. Einstein 
would have loved African music and 
probably could have been a master 
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Tommy Crain picks with the Charlie Daniels 

Band. Be tunes with the Justina Quartz Guitar Tuner. 

rrst, some reasons why Tommy chose the Justina: 
*Accurate to within 99.94% (or 1/100 of a semi-tone). No other six-

note guitar tuner comes even dosel 
• The Justina's amazingly stable quartz oscillator shows -you 
immediately when you've got perfect pitch. No wasting time with 
a meter needle that bounces from one side to the other. At the 
studio, we asiced Tommy to pluck his perfectly tuned D string. The 
Justina's needle immediately went to the exact pitch maitk and 

stayed there. " 141v Justina makes tuning a breeze," Tommy said. 
• Built in microphone for acoustic guitars. 
• Large, easy to read meter. 

Light (6.4 oz.) and com pact (pocket-sized) for easy, one-hand use. 
• input and output j'acks. 

•▪ Rugged travel case, lean stand, and 9v battery all included. 

Finally, one reason Tommy didn't have to consider. The low 
suggested retail price. He could easily pay more. But it's nice 

Check out the Justina at your favorite music store. Others 
that you don't have to. 

may look like it, but nothing else performs like it. So ask for 

Justina. Another state-of-the-art product from... JTG OF NASHVILLE be '19 Justina by name. 

1808 West End, Nash‘illt, , UN 37203 

Tuning Range: — 100 to +200 cents (approx. 415 11z to 490 ttz 

against 440 Hz = A) 



Off the light 
On the Boo,4e 
Listen to the Big Difference 

Frankly, we're flattered by the amount of recognition we've received from 
enthusiastic musicians as well as imitative manufacturers. Flattered, honored and 
just a bit surprised. Because we started with (and stuck with) two simple 
underlying principles: 1. Build the best musical amplifier possible... and 2. Treat 
each customer individually, the best way for him, as though we were in his place. 

To follow these ideals means we are dedicated to staying small, and 
personalized — that's the way we like it. To mass produce and mass market 
the Boogies would be to sacrifice one crucial element of our world-wide 
success — our unique quality. To bear-out this truth, we invite you to compare 
any of the many imitations to the original. 

Look for the quality of hand-made, all tube construction. Look for the fan 
and cooling fins, the sus-4T m shock mount suspension system, line surge 
protector — all of which insure outstanding reliability. (No one else has them.) 

Our dove-tailed, single plank, continuous grain hardwood cabinet is a 
true masterpiece and an original MESA/Boogie design. The tough hand-

x> rubbed finish alone takes more than a week to complete. You may see it 
%, "imitated" but certainly not duplicated. 

t'o Yet, most elusive of all, is our sound. In Guitar Player 
c•',› °"... magazine, the Product Profile column rated the MESA/Boogie 
°• I)• e▪ r4 1;• s as an "all-around monster" for its ease of control, low noise 

0e; • ee>i) and wide range of sounds. 

We're proud of the success of our founding principles o, 
because they are so simple and so clearly right. Being 

'lee the leader requires a host of followers, and surveying 
/ the amplifier market these days shows the influence 

‘P e.; 
ep,  and pioneering leadership over the years of  

MESA/Boogie. 

1317 Ross Street 
Petaluma, CA 94952 
Telephone (707) 778-6565 
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drummer. 
Fels — Kalakuta Show (Makossa 

Records 2320), Black President (Aris-
ta/U.K. 1167). In Africa, Fela Kuti has the 
reputation of James Brown, Bruce 
Springsteen and Che Guevara com-
bined: a political rebel and refugee who 
set up his own republic in defiance of the 
state ("Kalakuta Show" is about the 
police raid on his compound back in 
1974), he is a musician of superstar sta-
tus in Africa and much of Europe. Rum-
ors about him abound: he is an absolute 
potentate, traveling with seventy wives 
or so, paying his followers with bags of 
gold. Rumors or no rumors, all that's 
available here is his music, and that's 
not as easy to find as it should be. Fela is 
a star and a visionary in a class with Bob 
Marley and Stevie Wonder, and he 
deserves to be heard. A first rate sax and 
keyboard player and a powerful vocalist 
and bandleader, Fela (like Marley, et al) 
will startle the uninitiated with his matur-
ity and fire. 

First heard over here as an occa-
sional member of anger Baker's Air 
Force ( not his fault — how was he to 
know Baker was a crazy speed freak?), 
Fela has released a score of albums in 
Nigeria, some of which have turned up 
here on the tiny Makossa label. They're 
remarkably consistent ( I have yet to 
hear a bad Fela album): long extended 
rants of punchy, overtly political music 
played by a group (Africa 70) as tight as 

the best of James Brown's legendary 
show bands, sung with rare fervor and 
urgency. I admire his courage and vision 
as much as his musicianship, and with 
Marley gone and Dylan long lost inside 
his own salvation, Fela could easily 
emerge as a world figure, as the lion and 
the angel. 
Burundi — Musiques Traditionelles 

(Ocora Records 558551). When I first 
heard this album (bought by chance, by 
instinct one day last spring), I imme-
diately felt vindicated for all those terri-
ble albums I've bought out of curiosity 
over the years, those records of camels 
falling down in fields and people rubbing 
stones together. This was the payoff! It 
remains the best album of field record-
ings I've ever heard and ranks with my 
favorite albums by Louis Armstrong, Van 
Morrison and Bela Bartok. 
One man whisper-sings into his inaga 

(an eight- string trough of an instrument 
with the feel of an upright bass), sound-
ing like the devil himself, his low whisper 
crossing into the tones of the resonating 
strings; two little girls interplay whole 
tones against each other, creating a 
third "voice" in their criss-cross; a 
woman alternates between her head 
and chest voice in the most delicate and 
natural of yodels; twenty-five drummers 
play a call- and-response that sounds 
like the ultimate football cheer. 
Aside from the fact that it sounds bet-

ter produced than most pop albums on 

the market, it has the distinction of being 
the first album of field recordings I've 
listened to where I didn't feel like a 
voyeur — something I hadn't realized or 
even thought of until I heard this album. 
On most albums of this sort, the per-
formers are not unwilling but unsure par-
ticipants ("Now you boys pay no 
attention to me, keep right on playing, 
and I'll just put this little microphone right 
over here, okay?"). The focus on those 
albums is always somewhere else — 
the microphone is capturing the sounds, 
but the musicians are playing to and for 
each other, directing their energy into 
the ceremony of the music itself. 

Here, for what feels like the first time, 
the musicians have been introduced to 
the microphones and to the tape 
machines, and they are singing and 
playing directly to and for the micro-
phone, confronting it directly. If that 
changes the essential qualities of "prim-
itive" music, so be it; the experience is 
hard won and preferable to the inno-
cence of secrets that can't be shared. 
And the difference is staggering, like 
someone suddenly looking you straight 
in the eye. 

Other Ocura albums I've heard ( of 
Central African and Pygmy music) are also 
excellent, but this is in a class by itself. 

Francisco M. Ndlodvu — Maria Wa 
Mina (Beat City 1003 / dist. by WEA 
International). A seriously limited, 

continued on page 118 

What Steve Hackett knows 
about guitar after years spent 
playing and writing with Genesis is 
enough to cure anyone of musical 

malaise. 
That's where his new album, 
'Cured:' comes in. Steve Hackett 
combines the sensitivity of the 
songwriting traditionalist with the 
technical mastery of the space age 

artisan. Intricate songs hand-
crafted by a master musician, a 
perfect prescription for escaping 
the tedium of " new" music. 

¡Blare 711f1" 
1111 Ile reaferhemeeeei.fieengeee 

"Epic is a trademark of CBS Inc. © 1981 CBS Inc. Produced by Steve Hackett, John Acock and Nick Magnus. Agency: International Talent Group, 200 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019, ( 212) 246-8118. 
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BONNE RAITT 
Bonnie Raitt's bright, wavy red hair 

was so long it fell halfway down her 
back. She tossed it out of her way, 
jutted her hips out, pointed her finger 
at the crowd and in her best "bad girl" 
voice told them: "In case you were 
worried I was going to get slicker and 
slicker, you can put that idea some-
where you don't want to feel it." With 
that, she planted her electric guitar on 
her hip and banged out the very funky 
rhythm & blues chords to a new song 
called "Talk to Me." 

Bonnie Raitt began her fall tour in 
Columbia, Maryland with a new band, 
a new album of songs and the old 
bluesy sound. She has abandoned her 
brief fling at slick L.A. pop that resulted 
in the 1979 album, The Glow, pro-
duced by Peter Asher and played by 
Hollywood session musicians. Instead 
of the stardom that move was sup-
posed to bring, it only produced dis-
gruntlement writing her old fans. 
Those intensely loyal fans have 

turned Raitt into a most unusual suc-
cess story. She was the only headliner 
all summer at the Merriweather Post 
Pavilion who has never had a hit 
record. And she filled the large out-
door hillside as well as Tom Petty and 
Joe Walsh did. 

In response to persistent shouts 
from the crowd, Raitt explained: "Free-
bo's in L.A. with his own band. In case 
you miss him too much, we've brought 
along his hair." Sure enough, there on 

BONNIE RAITT 

the bass amp was a styrofoam head 
with a frizzy black wig and bushy black 
moustache. Actually playing the bass 
was Veyler Hildebrand, who wrote 
"The Glow" and formerly played with 
Danny O'Keefe. 
Drummer Dennis Whitted is the only 

holdover from Raitt's great mid- 70s 
bands. Newcomers include Hilde-
brand, Boston reed player David 
Woodford, Rick Danko's former key-
boardist Walt Richmond and Roger 
McGuinn's, former guitarist/song-
writer Rick Vito. Raitt held her own with 
this group of strong soloists as she 
took slashing slide guitar solos on her 
own "Give It Up" and "Standin' By the 
Same Old Love." Together the sextet 
pulled off the Little Feat-styled boogie 
that Raitt now favors. 

Funky R&B was the dominant flavor 
of the evening as the band relentlessly 
attacked oid songs by Sam & Dave, 
Delbert McClinton, Aretha Franklin, 
Del Shannon and Elvis Presley. Raitt 
didn't sing a single Jackson Browne 
song. The only time she touched an 
acoustic guitar was for Oscar Blanda-
mers country chestnut, " Darlin'," from 
the Urban Cowboy soundtrack. "This 
is a song that Tom Jones slaught-
ered," she cracked, "so I thought I'd 
show you how it should go." She did. 
"NRBQ is a great band that's been 

around for years," she said later. " I'm 
doing a couple of their tunes on my 
new album. They are the original weird 
people on the planet. They make Little 
Feat look like the Beach Boys." When 
she sang NRBQ's classic cruising 
song, "Me and the Boys," the song 
changed character and became a 
tomboy's gleeful gloat that she can 
drive, drink and rock ' n' roll as well as 
any male. As Raitt shimmied around 
the stage slamming out chunky 
rhythm guitar chords, there was no 
doubting her claim. — Geoffrey Himes 

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL 
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel are 

not the blast-from-the-past relics of 
the 60s that all the pre- and post-
Central Park reunion hype would indi-
cate. Pursuing a more aggressive 
synthesis of rock-oriented rhythms 
and urban folk strains than he did in 
the 60s, Simon's first three solo studio 

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL. 

albums contained pop masterpieces 
aplenty — "Me and Julio Down by the 
Schoolyard," "Kodachrome," " Still 
Crazy After All These Years," the bril-
liant "American Tune," and so on. If 
One- Trick Pony lacked the clarion 
cutting edge of his best work, it was 
nonetheless an interesting, honest, 
and above all, intelligent (as an intel-
lectual popster, Simon has few equals) 
attempt to depict the travails of a jour-
neyman rocker. And the album's one 
hit — " Late in the Evening" was a joy-
ous, successful integration of salsa 
rhythms. instrumental flavoring and 
a light pop point of view. 

Art Garfunkel, on the other hand, 
has been the unfortunate victim of 
mislabeling. While most critics and 
much of the public have passed him 
over as an adult contemporary — read 
bland pop — singer, Garfunkel, influ-
enced and abetted by Jimmy Webb 
(as producer and/or composer), has 
developed a singular musical stance 
to show off his ever-beautiful, angelic 
tenor. His current album, Scissors Cut, 
exquisitely illuminates the confluence 
of S&G's vulnerable folk wistfulness 
and the lush, formal orchestral under-
pinnings that Webb has used in the 
past to great effect working with such 
diverse singers as Thelma Houston, 
the Supremes, Cher, Glen Campbell. 
And yet the concert in Central Park 

(a benefit for the park) was an antici-
patory delight. Various points of refer-
ence merged in 500,000 people's 
shared interest as fans from the 60s, 
followers of Simon's and Garfunkel's 
solo work, children of fans, devotees 
of mass events — all witnessed a 
ninety- minute concert that reaffirmed 
that, in the end, Paul Simon and Art 
Garfunkel work nest in tandem. As 
their one duo recording since their 
breakup over a decade ago, the chil-
ling "My Little Town" (octdly they 
skipped it in concert) reveals Gerfun-
kel's pure voice and harmonic embel-
lishments are the perfect cer..interpoint 
to Simon's often detached, sometimes 
defiant, sometimes brazerly ingen-
uous-seeming, observations Backed 
by an excellent, driving band made Jp 
of members of the One- Trick Pony 
session group and others, or using 
Simon's evocative guitar as a salo 
backdrop, the duo ran through a 23-

song set that included most of S&G's 
best-loved songs, several of Simon's 
solo hits, a couple of °die moldies — 
'Wake Up, Little Suzie" and "Stagger 
Lee" Garfunkel's current solo turn, "A 
Heart in New York," and a new Simon 
number, "The Late Great Johnny 
Ace." The last was the show's only 
real clinker_ It chronicles Simon's 
responses to the deaths of musical 
idols from the eponymous rhythm and 
blues star to John Lennon. Not only is 
the lyric obv;ous and overly sentimen-
tal, but the melody is boring. 

Yet even though one might have 
hoped for some less obious choices 
— "A Hazy Shade of Winter," "Fakin' 
It," "The Only Living Boy in New York," 
"Richard Cary," "The Dangling Con-
versation" — there were still moments 
of transcendence: "The Boxer," Gar-
funkel's solo, " Old Friends/ Bookends 
Theme," " Bridge Over Troubled 
Waters," "April Come She Will," and 
"The Sounds of Silence" all , elicited 
overwhelming applause that was well 
deserved. — Jim Feldman 

RICKY FORD 
The next Sonny Rollins! The heir 

apparent to the tenor sax throne! The 
best player to emerge from the 70s! 
The revenge of the creature from the 
hard-bop lagoon! Yes, I'd heard good 
things about the young saxophonist 
from Boston. But frankly, I was a tad 
skeptical. Sure his records were solid, 
driving sessians with a potent talent at 
the helm, but what I'd heard still didn't 
quite coincide with the reputation he 
was building. You know how people 
get when they think they've found the 
NEXT M-A-J-O- R TENOR. 
Then I witnessed for myself his rare 

New York appearance at the intimate 
Carnegie Recital Hall. I heard enough 
smoldering tenor work to make saxo-
phonists twice his age want to retire. 
Yes Ford has arrived. He plays with 
conviction and a satisfying balance 
between deeply felt emotion, natural 
wit and imposing technical facility. 
And the Carnegie performance came 
off without a kink. His rhythm section 
of Albert Dailey, Jimmy Cobb and 
Rufus Reid fit him ;ike an asbestos 
glove. The compositions, most of them 
originals, were well programmed and 



paced, and Ford delivered one of the 
freshest straight ahead performances 
I've heard in years. 
The group cooked at full blast on the 

very first tune (Ellington's "Take the 
Coltrane"), included hot Latin moods 
("Esso Nosso Amor," "Hour Samba" 
and "Orb"), up tempo harmonic tapes-
tries ("Flying Colors" and "Dexter") 
and brisk, bouncy strolls ("Jordanian 
Walk" and "Arcadian Eclipse"). Ford 
blows some gorgeous ballad tenor 
that recalled both Webster and 
Hodges on "Portrait of Love" and 
"Chelsea Bridge." When he topped 
the evening off with the ingenious 
"Saxacious Serenade" and the danc-
ing "Olympic Glaze," pulling out all the 
stops, I wondered where the hell I'd 
been while a dynamo like Ford got 
past me in the first place. 

RICKY FORD 
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With a mixture of Rollins, Coltrane and 
Dexter cleanly assimilated into his dis-
tinctive conception, with his sound 
fully fleshed out (something I hadn't 
heard on record), with a swing and 
rhythmic sense that vividly conjures 
Rollins, Ford is now one of the tallest 
trees in today's tenor forest. No 
straight ahead player of his generation 
even comes close. I've often won-
dered how far hard- bop could be 
taken if placed in the hands of a hot 
young player with real imagination. 
Now I know. — Cliff Tinder 

RAYBEATS 
"Test, one-two...testing ... 
Those words, the perennial preluce 

for the vocalist at a rock concert, may 
soon be a relic of the past if the Ray-
beats have anything to do with it. 

Billing themselves as America's 
Most Popular Combo, the Raybeats' 
sound harkens back to the guitar-
oriented instrumental groups of the 
early sixties with touches of new wave 
and avant-garde thrown in, not or 
spice, but as an integral element of the 
quartet's identifiable sound. It's as 
though a garage band had actually 
stayed together for twenty years and 
managed to keep up with musical 
trends without sacrificing its own 
personality. 

Perhaps most remarkable about the 

'Beats is their originality and their lack 
of nostalgia — despite their matching 
western suits or white Levi's and red 
V-neck sweaters. Snatches vaguely 
reminiscent of earlier songs and 
groups pop up, but the resultant sound 
is unlike any past or present. 
The all important beat of the Ray-

beats is provided by drummer Don 
Christensen. Guitarist Jody Harris is 
somewhat of a surf equivalent to Jimi 
Hendrix in that he is a master of the 
Stratocaster whammy bar and the 
Echoplex. The most dynamic and ver-
satile member of the band is Pat Irwin, 
who handles alto sax, Acetone organ 
(like a Farfisa but even smaller), and 
occasionally guitar and bass. The 
group's newest member is bassist 
Danny Amis, also an excellent guita-
rist. All of the original members of the 
band have served time with New 
York's new wave scene (Harris and 
Christensen with the Contortions, 
Irwin with Eight- Eyed Spy featuring 
Lydia Lunch, and the late George 
Scott, their original bassist, with John 
Cale and the Contortions). Amis, who 
at 22 is the band's youngest member, 
previously led a Minneapolis- based 
instrumental unit called the Overtones. 

In spite of their claim to mass popu-
larity, the ' Beats have thus far 
released only one 12" EP and one LP, 
both on the English label, Don't Fall Off 
the Mountain, a branch of Beggar's 
Banquet. Roping Wild Bears, the EP, 
features the hook-filled "Searching" 
and a cover of the Shadows' "Rise and 
Fall of Flingel Bunt." The LP, Guitar 
Beat, relies entirely on group originals, 
which is both their strongest suit and 
their downfall. "Tight Turn" and "Tone 
Zone" represent the band's darker, 
moodier side, and both are well 
crafted and adventurous. But the 
group is at its best when they evoke a 
glimmer of familiarity with the past, as 
on "Holiday Inn Spain" and Amis' 
catchy "Calhoun Surf" ( which ought to 
be covered by the Ventures). With a 
few of the band's personalized rear-
rangements thrown in on their next 
album (of Jan 8i Dean's "B-Gas Rick-
shaw," the MGs' "Jelly Bread," or 
even the dB's' "PH Factor") the Ray-
beats may yet become America's 
Most Popular Combo. — Dan Forte 

THE JACKSONS 
The Jacksons may not have as 

potent an influence on popular black 
music as Stevie Wonder, Maurice 
White, Ashford & Simpson, or George 
Clinton. Nonetheless, the zealous, all-
inclusive enthusiasm that fuels their 
ever-increasing critical and popular 
(i.e., commercial) acclaim is unparal-
leled, and has been so ever since their 
emergence in 1970 as the last glorious 
exponents of the "Motown Sound." 
Since leaving Motown some years 
ago ( brother Jermaine stayed with the 
label, and kid brother Randy took his 
place in the group), the Jacksons have 
developed into perhaps the finest, and 
certainly the most consistent act in 
black music today. Their first two post-
Motown albums were good enough, 
but they bore the unmistakable mark 
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RAYBEATS 

of the Ph ladelphia soul of the Gamble 
and Huff stable of writers and produc-
ers. The group then took control, writ-
ing and producing their last two 
albums, Destiny and Triumph. These 
records and Michael's mega- suc-
cessful solo album, Off the Wall, pro-
vided a singular redefinition of dance 
music in an era of disco drone and 
funk excess. Michael Jackson's voice 
has evcrived into a fluid tenor that yet 
reveals unexpected sharp edges; his 
control is such that he matches the 
swirling, frothy arrangements change 
for change. And the youthful yearning 
that worked so well on the early bal-
lads has been replaced by an easy, 
confident crooning style. 

In their first appearance at Madison 
Square Garden in several years, the 
Jacksons fcrtified their current musi-
cal stance with a 90- minute show that 
was flawed by an overly loud, abrasive 
sound system, some theatrical mis-
judgments, and the group's unwilling-
ness to do more than give a passing 
nod to their years at Motown. Flashy 
shows have become commonplace, 
and for the most part, the theatrical 
elements of the Jacksons' show were 
amusing, rather than pretentious. The 
trippy introduction film and the Close 
Encounters-ish elevation of the light-
ing was fun, and a couple of explo-
sions were okay too, But the group 
needs to refine and cut down on the 
visual effects, simply because, unlike, 
say, Styx, theJacksons don't need any 
distractions from their music Mostly 
singing their hits from Destiny, Tri-
umph and Off the Wall, the group was 

THE JACKSONS 

resplendent in dazzling, colorful cos-
tumes — a fanzine dream. Except on a 
few ballads, the brothers showed off a 
dance technique that was hip, gym-
nastic, and Vegas-y Michael, of 
course, was the star of the evening, 
and he handled the huge, adoring 
throng with great aplomb, intelligence, 
and conviction i-le didn't have to do 
anything but stand there, and the 
crowd still would have gone nuts, but 
he gave a performance that was as 
direct and unforced as is possible in 
such an overwhelming situation. He 
was most impressive, in fact, when he 
sang the tender oldie, "Ben." With nat-
ural grace, he worked the audience, 
bringing to mind films of the young 
Frank Sinatra breaking many hearts 
on stage. ( I doubt, however, that Sina-
tra ever sang a !ove song about a rat.) 

About halfway through the evening, 
a brief clip was shown of the very 
young Jackson 5 singing a medley of 
tneir hits on the Ed Sullivan Show. 
Then, on stage, the group mock-
argued about singing the oldies, after 
which they did a much-too- short 
medley of " I Want You Back," "A BC," 
and "The Love You Save," followed by 
"I'll Be There" It's understandable 
that a currently successful act 
wouldn't want to dwell on its past, but 
it's also understandable why the 
audience wanted more old hits. Since 
:he Jacksons don't need to use their 
concerts to sell their current records, 
and their past contains so many gems, 
it would be a distinct service for the 
group to keep those classics around. 
— Jim Feldman 
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Monday, AprII 13th, World HO. This is the end of the 
second day's full rehearsals with the four of us. And some 
amazing ideas sprayed out of the two "Jungles" and "Second 
Line of Discipline." Bill and I had our first falling out, over some 
dramatic cymbal punctuation. His new drums/percussion 
blend gives me a lift, but the regular drumming is entirely the 
opposite of what 1 have in mind. So we laid down some ground 
rules: 1. The full band never phrase together; two players 
together is enough, and in exceptional cases three; 2. It's okay 
to repeat yourself. This emerged before, but now it's formal-
ized. It came up originally because Bill changed his part 
around on "Jungle 1" so that he wouldn't repeat himself. And 
our best tune died. 
Tony is mostly playing the Stick instead of the bass guitar, 

and with its attack it provides a tuned-percussion effect dou-
bling BB's boo-bams. A beaut'ful sustained low end Tony 
found " killed him." Bill is working on finding alternatives to 
cymbals, an entirely wretched instrument which covers all the 
high frequencies of use to guitarists. Adrian hasn't sung yet 
but he's beginning to say what he wants, the backing he needs 
to solo, and so on. For me, I gave up pushing and let myself 
listen and wait, to be pulled along by everyone else's ideas. 

There's a dedication in Stafford Beer's The Brain of the 
Firm, which I've just begun reading; Absolutum, Obsoletum: if 
it works, it's out of date. Told this to Adrian who misunderstood 
my Dorset twang. He heard: " If it works, it's out of doubt." 

'Phoned Paddy to let off steam. He says BB and I should talk 
it out. 

April 14th, World HO. Bill is really getting to me, so I'm 
trying to understand how he works. 
1. He's a very busy player, and doesn't enjoy playing sparsely; 
2. His parts have lots of fills and major changes of texture; 
3. His fills are dramatic; i.e., they shock. 
So I've been drawing up suggestions: 

1. Any existing solution to a problem is the wrong one: absolu-
tum, obsoletum; 
2. If you have an idea, don't play it; 
3. When a change in the music needs emphasis, don't play it: 
the change in the music is emphasis enough; 
4. Don't phrase with any other member of the band unless it's 
in the part; 
5. Phrasing in the part should include no more than two people; 
6.1f the tension in the music needs emphasizing, don't. The 
tension is there because of what you're playing, not what 
you're about to play; 
7.1f you really have to change your part to build tension, don't 
add — leave out; 
8. The maximum tension you can add is by stopping 
completely; 
9.1f there is space for a fill which is demanded by the music, 
don't play it: there are three other people who would like to use 
the opportunity; 
10. If the part you're playing is boring, stop listening with your 
head; 
11.1f this still bores you, listen to the interaction between all the 
parts; 
12. If this still bores you, stop playing and wait until you are no 
longer bored; 
13. Do not be dramatic; 
14. Do not be afraid to repeat yourself; 
15. Do not be afraid to take your time. 

Boy, what a negative list. Let's be positive about this. 
1. Repeat yourself; 
2. Take your time; 
3. Leave room; 
4. Listen to everyone else; 
5. Develop a new set of cliches; 
6. Develop a new vocabulary of drum sounds; 
7. Listen to the sound of what you play; 

Editions E.G. „ . 
a leader today . . .  the leader tomorrow! 

The exotic merged with the 
structural: Futurist music 
beyond east/west/pop/classical/ 
jazz. The follow-up to Fourth 
world Vol. 1 lone of N.Y Times 
top 10 of 1980) Produced by 
JON HASSELL and featuring 
BRIAN ENO. 

WIIJANSI 

PENGUIN 
CAFE 

ORCHESTRA 

EDIKANFO—the band ENO 
discovered on the trip to 
Africa. East and West join for 
a sound that only ENO can 
produce. 

The brain child of hot U 
producer Simon Jeffes. 
PENGUIN CAFE ORCHESTRA is 
one of the most unique bands 
around, featuring rock, 
acoustics, jazz, and oral 
caucophony. 

Motkoted try pal Records, Inc.. South Plunh910, NJ 07080. Reseda, C4 91335. 

HAROLD BUDD 
THE PAVILION OF DREAMS 

NEODLIL B 0 IN BRIAN E NO 

One of the first " Ambient" 
records. This album has been 
re- issued by demand, and 
features a new package 
Produced by Brian Eno 
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8. Accept responsibility for what you play; e.g., if you fill space, 
you deprive the band of space, or other musicians the oppor-
tunity for filling space; 
9. Abandon fills; 
10. Abandon drama; 
11. Abandon dynamics; 
12. Conceal yourself. 

This evening Steve Smith of the Martian Schoolgirls came 
round and we did an interview for Coaster, a new local 
magazine. 

Wednesday, April 15th, World HO; 9:15. Remain 
depressed. King Crimson gave me six years of this kind of 
concern. What keeps us going at a time like this is the hope 
that a gig will take off, remembering what it was like to fly and 
trusting it'll happen again. But of course if you don't believe it, 
there's no way anyone would put up with the nonsense. The 
turning point for me was in Italy, on the nights of November the 
12th and 13th, 1973, when King Crimson were playing sports 
arenas in Turin and Rome. In my memory the two gigs have 
fused into one. At Turin two hundred Maoists walked through a 
glass wall because music is free and for the people. Well, I 
have some sympathies for that viewpoint, and on one level it's 
quite right. Meanwhile King Crimson had road managers to 
pay, hotels, travelling, equipment and so on. Still, since the 
group were getting a percentage of the gate and the show was 
sold out, they wouldn't miss much, would they? But, strangely 
enough, the attendance percentages we were getting paid 
were rather low. And this is what took place in Rome. 
We were playing at the Palais de Sports, and I was driven 

there in the afternoon for a soundcheck by the promoter and 
one of his partners. Promoting rock shows in Italy is entirely 
unique and required political connections of a fairly substan-
tial, and often family, nature. Our promoter's connection was 
with an uncle highly placed in the Milan police force. I was 
spending the drive to the Palais apologising to the promoter's 

partner for the incident the night before at the restaurant in 
Turin. The restaurant may have been the best in town; it may 
have been the most expensive. We were taken there by the 
promoter for dinner after the gig, but he didn't tell us that we 
were paying for it. He simply deducted it from our fee. But the 
meal was simply exquisite, especially since we thought it was 
free, and David Cross, our violinist, and Bill got rather drunk. 
David began throwing bottles of wine down the length of a 
long, full table — the promoter brought his full entourage along 
— and Dik Fraser, tour manager, plucked them from the air. Dik 
was not enjoying this but David was testing our mettle to see if 
we would crack. The bottles had been opened. Meanwhile, Bill 
was sitting by the promoter's partner, the one who later shared 
the ride to the Palais. He was around forty-five, very vain and 
had recently come to accept his homosexuality, and to flour-
ish it. His teenage son was a little further down the table, a 
keen Crimson fan, and enjoying his meal. This man's conceit 
wasn't at all diminished by his large pot belly, the one Bill 
reached out and drew attention to by tapping it while making a 
remark which I can't recall but had the sense of: " Hey, what's a 
nice narcissistic poof like you doing with a belly like this?" 
John Wetton, Crimson's bass player, and I were sitting next to 
each other opposite the protuberant one, wincing as bottles 
flew and anticipating concrete Wellingtons and a ride to the 
seaside. This was the incident being discussed, and gener-
ously forgiven, in the car on the way to the Palais. 
The Palais was sold out; I think it held about 15,000. Anyway, 

it was a full house and Crimson's percentage of the gate was 
better than a poke in the eye with a pointed stick. Our manager, 
Sam Alder of EG, was out front with the promoter, viewing the 
crowd. "A good crowd tonight," said Big P. " Nine thousand 
people." Sam replied: " King Crimson are not playing tonight." 
"Errr, perhaps there are twelve thousand?" said Big P. " King 
Crimson will not play tonight." "Fourteen thousand?" " Fifteen 
thousand," said Sam. Now, how the scam worked was like this: 

continued on page 114 
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While the Pretenders' first album roiled 
across the charts in 19 79 with freshness 
and kick, the critical dust is still settling 
on their seconcr release. Our 
correspondent gamely strikes up some 
cheerful shop talk with two Pretenders 
and is then verbally assaulted and left for 
irrelevant by the anti-heroine of rock, 
Chrissie Hynde. 

i3y Jon Pareles 

I got all excited when I first heard Pretenders in 1980. At the 
time, new wave was getting to be an old joke: Elvis ( Costello) 
impersonations, used Cars, Beatles-made-easy, bar bands 
trying to be the Ramones. The Pretenders were not onlydif - 
ferent, they were good. More important than the fact that 
they were led by a woman—not just fronted, but led; Chrissie 
Hynde was credited on almost every song—was that they 
seemed to have easy control of a sound they'd just in-
verted. The rhythms were more expansive, less clickety-
clack, than the rest of the new wave, yet more lively Clan 
anything in heavy metal; Pretenders even included a 
15/4 Balkan-esque stomp, "Tattooed Love Boys." 
Hynde sang like Cher with a brain, or Patti Smith with a 
sense of humor, and in her lyrics she came across as 
hard-headed, clever, sensible and not so much tough 
as resilient — she knew the difference between 
strength and macho. And the band's choice cf an 
obscure Kinks song as their obligatory cover sug-
gested to me that they were willing, like the Kinks, 
to be a cult band with a smart, under-dogged follow-
ing. What took a little longer to sink in was that the 
Pretenders had a unique modus operandi for 
songwriting. Pretenders songs were two-in-one 
species: if you started on the one, you got clean 
guitar hooks, while if you waited for the three, 
you'd get the vocal lines. The songs seesawed 
back and forth, the best package deal in pop. 
Still, I was surprised at how fast the Pretenders 
caught on. They'd been top of the pops in 
England already, but sometimes all that takes 

is a Melody Maker mention and sending all the band's 
dependents to the record shops at one time. In America's radio 
market, it turned out that the Pretenders fit right into both old-
and new-fangled fo,rnats — not too harsh, not too wimpy — 
and that the overlapping hooks of " Brass in Pocket" were 
obvious even to AM listeners. By the time their U.S. tour 
reached New York City, it was summer of 1980 and the Pre-
tenders easily sold out the Palladium (and later, Wollman Rink 
at Central Park). They were sloppier but more exuberant live 
than oi the album, a fair trade; drummer Martin Chambers 
hurled sticks through the air, bassist Pete Farndon plunked 
away like any self-effacing British bassist, James Honeyman-
Scott played his guitar solos as if he expected teenage girls to 
toss roses. Hynde, her eyes shrouded under long bangs, was 
unabashedly gawky, and addressed the audience as 'girls" 
(something she still does). She clinched every good impres-
sion I'd gotten from Pretenders when, halfway through the set, 
she unceremoniously doffed her leather jacket in the heat. 
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Some juvenile yelled, "Take it CFI"; she stopped, gazed coolly 
in his direction, and said, "Take it off? Grow up." 
As the Pretenders' popularity grew, their history became well 

known. How Hynde, an Akron, Ohio native who'd been writing 
songs since she was sixteen, decided to get the hell out of 
Ohio and flew to London in 1973 with money she'd saved from 
waitressing; freelanced for the New Musical Express; tried to 
start up a band in Paris, then one in Cleveland, then another in 
Paris, then a few in London with the likes of Mick Jones (later of 
the Clash) and the Damned. How she'd had to turn down Nick 
Lowe's offer to back him as guitarist and singer on the first 
Stiff's tour. How an early demo of "The Phone Call" landed her 
the support of Real Records' Dave Hill, who became her 
manager and hooked her up with Farndon and then the two 
other Hereford lads who became the Pretenders. How Nick 
Lowe produced that Kinks cover, "Stop Your Sobbing," in a 
one-day session, and how it landed the Pretenders on the 
British charts early in 1979, where it was shortly followed by 
"Kid" and "Brass in Pocket" from the Chris Thomas-
produced, in-the-making debut L P, which entered the British 
charts at number one. How it didn't take the band much longer 
than that to catch on in the U.S. 

Then, while the band toured America, came the rock- star 
cliches: drinking, drugging, collapsing on the road. Hynde 
made a few drunken public appearances in the grand manner, 
and even got herself booked for a bar brawl. Still, their new 
songs — "Talk of the Town," "Message of Love," "Cuban 
Slide" — were more than promising. When Musician was 
looking for big-time rock bands that were worth talking to, I 
brought up the Pretenders, and when Pretenders Il was immi-
nent, logistics were arranged so that I'd catch up with the band 
in San Francisco while their world tour was getting into gear. 
The live material on The Concert for Kampuchea and their 
own Extended Play reminded me how tight they could be on a 
good night, and I was looking forward to asking what made 
their music tick. 

Until I heard Pretenders II, on which every fear of follow-up 
albums comes true. It sounded like Hynde's tough-gal image 
had hardened into unambiguous kiss-offs with "Pack It Up," 
"Jealous Dogs" and "Bad Boys Get Spanked," while at the 
same time she'd gone off into the sentimental mush of "Birds 
of Paradise." Vocal lines that sounded idiosyncratic on Pre-
tenders sounded tired the second time around, and even the 
two- in-one style couldn't perk up songs in which everything 
sounded second-hand. Combing the album for something to 
like, I was finally caught by "Day After Day" and the quasi-
reggae "Waste Not Want Not," both of whose lyrics are non-
personal, ambiguous, and at least intriguing — could they be 
political? Still, a last-minute check at the Musician offices 
turned up no volunteers willing to go to San Francisco in my 
place. With a heavy heart and a tiny tape recorder, I clambered 
onto an American DC-10 (arrrgh!) to do my sworn duty. 
The show I saw at the Fox-Warfield Theater that night didn't 

help my spirits. The Pretenders aren't yet slick enough to be a 
merely competent outfit, and when the sound system decided 
to imitate the San Francisco earthquake halfway through the 
second tune, the show snapped, and the band simply slogged 
through until it was over, like any heavy metal band on an off 
night. The crowd dutifully rushed the stage for the encores, 
while I wondered whether this was the same band that had 
been so incendiary in New York. A little bit of jet lag and the 
road-manager-runaround ("Come to the stage door after-
wards and meet the band" — no-show, of course) completed 
the mood. 

But the next day dawned with all the mindless ecstasy of 
California at its best, and Dave Hill was on the case: I was set 
to interview Honeyman-Scott and Chambers on the music, 
then Hynde on the gestalt. Carrying transcribed lyrics as 
mnemonic aids, I met Hill in the lobby of the Miyako Hotel; 
when he saw what I was carrying, he blanched visibly. "Don't 
let Chrissie see that you have those," he muttered darkly. 
Honeyman-Scott soon joined us, and perused the lyrics with 
what appeared to be extreme curiosity. 

MUSICIAN: You don't get to see the lyrics? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: No, I don't, because I never listen to 
lyrics — just the music, that's all I'm interested in. Well, certain 
lyrics: I love John Lennon's lyrics, on Walls and Bridges, and 
there's a lot of Neil Young I love. But of ours, I never get the 
time to notice lyrics or pay attention to them. I completely 
leave them to Chrissie. 
MUSICIAN: Pretenders always seem to have two things 
working simultaneously, back and forth — a guitar line and a 
vocal line. You could tune out either one and you'd still have a 
complete song. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I like to think that the songs are 
melodic without the lyrics. She'll bash them out on a guitar to 
me, and I'll have to interpret what she means, because some-
times she'll do it as the idea is in her head, and I can't under-
stand it. Sometimes I can't even get the timing. Sometimes she 
rushes — she can hear the beat, and we end up trying to count 
it. We always get together, Chrissie and I, before the whole 
song comes to the band. I interpret her ideas to the others, and 
suggest what I think should go into it. The great thing about it is 
that we always agree on how it should go — always. 
MUSICIAN: Back when you first hooked up with Chrissie, 
how did you know her songs were going to be any good? It's 
hard for me to imagine those songs without a band in them. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: The one song that I joined the group 
for was "Stop Your Sobbing," 'cause these other songs were 
kind of raunchy and too rocky for me. I was a very mellow 
chap. And I thought I could put my nice big jangly guitars on it 
— that was the only reason. Then I kind of started to dig the 
other songs. What she was hiding from people was that she 
could do melodic songs. And I know she was scared to put this 
forward, because in England it was the end of the punk era and 
there was still a lot of this aggressive punk attitude. So she 
was a bit wary. But she kind of confided in us: melodic songs, 
man, that's what we need — and that's what's made the 
Pretenders successful. The fact is that they are good melodic 
songs, songs I was proud to be able to play. If I hadn't joined 
the group, and somebody else had, it would have been a 
raunchier outfit. We still do a lot of raunchy stuff, but still, you 
always end up humming the melody of a song. That's why it's a 
shame, with so many of these new groups that have good 
songwriters, that they forget there's got to be something that 
sticks in your head. There are people who are afraid or 
ashamed to do that, to show a melodic side of themselves. 
They think it's old-fashioned or something — that's bullshit. 
MUSICIAN: What was most difficult about Pretenders II? 
CHAMBERS: The hardest thing for me is "Bad Boys Get 
Spanked," that tempo... 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I guess the slow numbers are the 
hardest to record. If you have a sparse, slow number, the 
timing has got to be dead on. You're only going to hear the 
drums, and acoustic guitar, and bass, and that has got to be 
scientifically in time. 
CHAMBERS: You can fool around in fast numbers, because 
there's a wall of sound coming at you, but in slow numbers 
each beat and each note has to be full value. Thomas got me 
to play to a click track in several songs, which isn't the best 
thing to do; I can play to a click track all right, but I tend to lose 
feel — there's no soul on it. So I usually make sure I go out of 
time somewhere. The snare drum on " I Go to Sleep," if you 
listen to it, is very late after the word "sleep" — it's right behind 
the beat, trying to put a little bit of feel on it. 
MUSICIAN: So the Pretenders are sort of California- English? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: Yeah, yeah, that's how I think of it, 
anyway. Chrissie'd hate that — she's not a fan of California — 
but that's exactly how I'd like to think of it. 
MUSICIAN: But you don't seem to go for the 12-string. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I do have two Rickenbackers, and we 
have used them — "Talk of the Town," wasn't it? — but if you 
use a 6-string through a Leslie, it doesn't sound as cluttered 
as a 12-string does, because the notes are more precise, 
you're hitting one single note and having it doubled by the 
effect you're using, like a Clone Theory. You get a 12-string 
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Chrhisie Hynde and guitarist Jim Honeyman-Scoft: Jim prefers the demos cut In his home studio to the big production albums. 

"You've got to have melody. Many of these 
new wave bands have got all the chords and 
the aggressive Image, but have no melody 
whatsoever. It's terrible to hear a band 
droning on In a monotone." 

sound, only cleaner. I love play ng the guitars themselves, but 
when I want big single notes, I prefer to use the effects. You've 
got more control. You can't really bend notes on a 12- string, 
either, because it sounds all Indian — the strings won't bend 
exactly the saine. Oh, but I did use one on "I Go to Sleep." 
MUSICIAN: A lot of the Cal!fornia sound seems to come out 
of folk-rock, where the song is written on acoustic guitar and 
'the ,9Iectric . nstruments are iust filled in afterwards. 
HONEYIMAN-SCOTT: We're not like that at all. Maybe Chris-
sie tvill bash it out for me on an electric guitar that isn't plugged 
in, but she's never just corne in with a cassette. It's always very 
much worked out between the four guys in the band, it's not 
like, "This is my song .. " We always start with the drums, for 
one thing. "English Roses" — she played it really light, but she 
brought it to us and we said, "You can't play it light, you can't. 
you can't." And then Martin had this tom-tom bit from the 
Faces, "You Can Make Me Dance, Sing, or Anything..," 
CHAMBERS: And I was chugging away on that... 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: And I remember Dave, our manager, 
coming into the studio when we were working on that and 
taking me aside, "Jim. I want a word with you." "What, Dave, 
what?" with a big grin on my face. He says, "You can't do that 
It's just like the Faces." And then he took the demo with him on 
the plane to America, and listened to it, and when he got here 
he said, "More songs like 'English Roses,' that's great!" 'Cause 

it was raunchy, and it was up, and we hadn't tried that before. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: English drummers really know how to 
keep it: Simon Kirke, John Bonham, solid rock drumming. 
MUSICIAN: Do you want your music to be dance music? 
CHAMBERS: Chrissie worries about that. When I put my 
rhythms down, there are a lof of times I could change my 
patterns more than I do. But you've got to have something 
consistent — she's very conscious of people bopping to the 
music. You've got to be, to a point. Chrissie's very aware of it 
being dance stuff; I don't know what is and what isn't. People 
dance to almost anything. 
MUSICIAN: How about "Tatboed Love Boys"? You've got 
that odd time signature going .. 
CHAMBERS: Right, there's that 7/4 bar and that 4/4 bar. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: How many to the bar? All to the 
bleedin' bar! I had to put a little guitar tune in there, sa I'd know 
where I was. Otherwise I couldn't keep time. 
CHAMBERS: To make an odd time flow is the most difficult 
thing to do. It's also fatal to make a mistake, because you can't 
get back into it. On the first American tour, at the Palladium... 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: We screwed up royally. It was ; ust a 
mess, and we were hitting anything and hoping something 
was going to catch on somewhere in the timing. It was embar-
rassing — three thousand people witnessing this appalling 
noise on stage. The next day the New York Times said, "The 
timing on 'Tattooed Love Boys was tight and perfect, just like 
the record." It makes you wonder, doesn't it? 
MUSICIAN: Pretenders II doesn't seem to have any weird 
time signatures. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: It doesn't, does it? 
CHAMBERS: If in doubt, leave it out, right? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: We have lots of ternis like that... 
CHAMBERS: Like "hit it!" — That's another one. One that I 
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frequently use on stage now is "WAAAAAAAHHHHH!" It helps 
a lot. Also "mind your back!" 
MUSICIAN: How many times have you lads been hit by flying 
drumsticks? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I caught one on the head beautifully 
the other night. Vertically. And Pete had to go to a hospital in 
L.A. to get stitches in the side of his head where he caught one. 
But that's life. Maybe I should wear a helmet. 
MUSICIAN: The concerts don't sound much like your records. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: We're a bit wilder on stage. To main-
tain an interest in the same songs every night, you have to do 
new things, even the smallest things: little guitar licks, little tricks... 
CHAMBERS: On stage I'll sometimes try something I know I 
can't do — I'll never be able to play this lick, and I don't! No 
harm to it. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: You dia some beauties last night, in 
"Private Life," some real "ABC Guide to Drumming" stuff... 
CHAMBERS: "How to Play the Drum and Cymbal"... I think 
my legs are all right. What happens up above, I don't know. It's 
good fun, you know. You shouldn't go out there thinking, " I'm 
going to do that and that and that..." 
MUSICIAN: Live you may take a few chances but your 
recordings seem really crafted. Each of the songs seems to be 
built around a different guitar tone. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: Chris —hornas and I spend a lot of 
time getting the right guitar sound for the right track. I'm 
fortunate in having a lot of guitars and amplifiers, but in the 
studio, the only amplifiers I end up using are a Marshall and a 
Fender; with guitars, it's either a Les Paul or a Strat. You can 
get any combination out of those four items, you can cover the 
whole spectrum. Plus I've got a lot of effects... 

CHAMBERS: It's amazing how all this expensive equipment 
can be made to sound so cheap sometimes. 

When the manager saw the transcribed lyric sheets the author 
was carrying, he blanched visibly. Don't let Chrissie see you have 
those, he muttered darkly. 
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MUSICIAN: As your recording budget gets bigger, though, 
you have more options, more choices to make. 
CHAMBERS: It depends on the kind of person you are. If you 
drive into a parking lot and there's a hundred spaces, you 
could sit there for hours trying to decide where to park. But if 
you know what you want to do, whether you've got a thousand 
choices or just one, you're going to do it. If you need a certain 
sound, you go out and get it. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I can give you a perfect example: on 
"Big Boys Get Spanked" we tried to get a whip sound. For the 
demo, in my home studio, we had Martin whipping a stone 
pillar with a length of guitar cord. It's got that "whoosh" at the 
beginning. But it wasn't powerful enough, 'so we slowed it 
down a little and it was frightening. So we have this sound on 
the demo and Chris Thomas loves it, and we po into the studio 
to record it properly. We spent a whole day trying to get that 
sound and got nowhere near it. We had it going through all 
these effects and things and we said, "No, man, you just hit a 
stone wall with a guitar cord and slow it down!" and nobody 
listens. That can be very frustrating and depressing. 

If I played you some of our demos, it'd knock your socks off. 
They're the best tapes, they're always the best, they're better 
than some of the finished products. 
CHAMBERS: You get that spontaneity on a $2.50 demo. And 
they're so different — different tempos, different arrange-
ments, different sounds... 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: A different bloody tune, nearly! 
(laughs) It's almost upsetting, really, because you do it so 
quick as a demo, you catch it so fresh. And I maintain that we 
always get a better sound on the bass on the demos — even 
Chris Thomas has said that. 
CHAMBERS: We can finish four or five demo tracks a day. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: And then we'll spend a week trying to 
do one of them in the studio with a producer. 
MUSICIAN: But aren't the studio versions a lot more 
elaborate? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: Sure, but when you're making demos 
you have a free hand. Usually, me and Martin do them. Pete 
will come in and do a bass track, and we'll have Chrissie come 
in at a certain time, but me and Martin end up doing 'em 
because you can do exactly what you want. I go over the top 
on demos, putting on all these lovely guitars. 
CHAMBERS: And yet it sounds simple. Sometimes I'll use 
tom-toms slowed down so they'll sound like tympani drums. 
Can't do that on the real thing though, must use tympanis. But 
it's a different thing. 
MUSICIAN: Some people think demos are too raw for radio. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: Not me. In fact, I'd like to hear 'em. 
MUSICIAN: The songs on Pretenders II seem slower overall. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: The band is probably getting a little 
more melodic. I like to think so. You ain't going to get the 
milkman whistling the tempo or rhythm guitar... 
CHAMBERS: He ain't going to whistle "Bad Boys Get 
Spanked:" he'll whistle " I Go to Sleep" or "Birds of Paradise." 
MUSICIAN: You're not mellowing out with middle age...? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I'm 24 years old, are you kidding? I 
still stay up all night druggin'. 
CHAMBERS: The best thing is to do a bit of variety, which is 
what we've always been able to do. 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: I went to see this band the other night, 
the Psychedelic Furs — and yes, they were very good and all 
that, but there was no melody to any of their songs. Not one. And 
that stinks; it's terrible to hear a band droning on a monotone. 
David Bowie's fantastic at melodies, very melodic — you've 
gotta have it, you know? So many of these new wave bands 
have just got all the chords and the aggressive image and 
everything, but they have not got any melody, none whatsoever. 
CHAMBERS: On the other hand, you get somebody like 
McCartney who can write the most incredible melodies, but 
it's too nice. 
MUSICIAN: As a final word, do you have any advice for the 
young musicians of America? 
HONEYMAN-SCOTT: Keep on playing. 
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CHAMBERS: Give up. 
Well, I thought, there go a couple of likable gents. Shortly 

afterwards, I saw a diminutive, black-haired, leather-jacketed 
woman walk in, and I wandered over to her. "Chrissie," I said. 
She ignored me. "Chrissie," I said again. She continued to 
ignore me. "We're supposed to do an interview,"1 said to her 
back. She half-relaxed, turned around, and explained that 
she'd been getting crank calls, despite the fact that she was 
registered under an assumed name, and half-apologized for 
thinking that I was more of the same. We wandered down to 
the Miyako's coffee shop, as I tried to loosen things up with a 
few comments about the ultra-clean-cut San Francisco 
audience ("Yeah,"she said, "they all look like they're having a 
nice day") and tried to curb my amazement at her pale-brown 
eyes, a shade that photographs don't show. Over tea with milk, 
English-style, she began to unbend. 

MUSICIAN: The songs you write for the Pretenders are unus-
ual; they seem to start at two different places in the-measure... 
HYNDE: Look, I don't even know what the names of the 
chords are, so that's why I just blow out front. I mean, I know 
what a C is and an A is and all that, but I'm just not technical. 
And I wouldn't know where anything starts in a measure, and 
there is no formula we write songs on, or if there is I don't even 
want to think about it. I don't want to be conscious of a certain 
format, because it's very restrictive even to think about it. And I 
don't know what my guitar settings are or anything, I just listen 
to it, if it sounds weedy or whatever. I can't really talk much 
about the musical part of it. 
MUSICIAN: Well, okay, I guess I could ask you what "Day 
After Day" means. 
HYNDE: What does that have to do with it? 
MUSICIAN: Mostly that I'm curious. 
HYNDE: It doesn't mean anything. I never discuss that sort of 
thing anyway. I mean, if I spend two weeks or six months 
writing a song, that is taking it as far as I can, and that's it — I've 
got nothing more to say about it. That's why we dor't ever print 
lyrics or anything. What you hear in a song is what we want you 
to hear. And whatever your interpretation is, fine. There's no 
point in talking about it in an interview because it's all in the 
grooves, it's all on vinyl. 
MUSICIAN: Unless you want the song to raise a question. 
There are no lyric sheets... 
HYNDE: No. I don't think any of them are profound enough to 
raise a question. I don't have lyric sheets because I don't think 
lyrics to songs stand on their own. They need music or else 
they'd be poems — I'm not a poet. The music and the lyric are 
written at the same time, so why just print the lyric? So that 
people can just sit there and scrutinize what you've said? I'm 
not saying anything, I'm just trying to complement the music. 
The song doesn't mean anything, it's not supposed to change 
anyone's life or point of view or way of looking at something. 
I'm not trying to instruct people. They're just pop songs, you 
know, it's so lightweight and simple. Maybe I'm not very suc-
cessful at what I'm doing if it seems so esoteric. 

MUSICIAN: Can't be that esoteric: Pretenders went platinum. 
HYNDE: It did? 
MUSICIAN: Yes. And the amazing thing is that you can reach 
that many people and be as eccentric as you are without being 
esoteric. 
HYNDE: I'm eccentric? I don't think I'm eccentric at all, I'm 
pretty ordinary. 
MUSICIAN: Still, quality and popularity can go together 
sometimes. You could think of yourself as a Picasso... 
HYNDE: Van Gogh never sold anything. I don't think he had 
very much commercial success in his lifetime; he was one of 
my favorites. But if you look in the top ten albums in your 
Billboard chart, probably 99% of the time there's nothing there 
I'd listen to, or that I'm interested in, or maybe that I'd ever 
heard before. To sum up just about everything I feel on that 
issue: I went into a record store at someone's suggestion, 
someone said, "You ought to get a Bessie Smith album." I 
said, "Oh yeah, I'd like to listen to Bessie Smith." So I went into 

"If you want to get up and dance, pal, ycJ 
get up and dance. This isn't the mi:ftary, I 
don't have to say everybody up!' But they 
want you to be some sort of chief who t9113 
them what to do. It's pathetic." 

this record store that sells jazz LPs and old muscs and 
things like that, and I asked the bloke, "Do you have a Bessie 
Smith section?" He said, "All the Bessie Smith's over there, 
but it's all been deleted now and that's all we'll get, becauseit's 
not a pop album." And I walked out of that shop, and I felt sort 
of ashamed that I was in a business where I was just about to 
sell another 100,000 pop LPs, the quality of which you proba-
bly can't compare. But that's the name of the game. Most of 
the innovators aren't credited, it's the watered-down vers:on 
that the public can swallow that they go for usually. 

I don't mean to aeride what we do, I guess it's probably 
pretty good. I'm just no big deal — that Robert Crumb charac-
ter, Bo Bo Belinsky, "ne's no big deal" — that's how I fee'. 

People are always going to misinterpret everything. They 
try to make me out to look like some hard, "don't mess with 
me" type — they'd like that. So I'll just have to try to ;gnore all 
that and not take it all seriously. I don't want to keep walking 
around for the rest of my life saying, "Well, I'm not fike that." 
MUSICIAN: Pretenders fights that by having quieter songs. 
HYNDE: Well, every album's going to be different, you can't 
expect a band to repeat song for song. 
MUSICIAN: Thank goodness. 
HYNDE: But I don't think we've made a departure in any way 
from our first LP, musically. I don't think we've done anythirg 
particularly that goes down a completely different avenue. We 
just do these songs, they're just individual songs tney're riot 
particularly related to each other. There's no particudar theme. 
Maybe there is if somebody sat down and studied every song 
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and said, "Ah, she's feeling like this" That's for wankers — 
who wants to do that? 
MUSICIAN: (uncomfortably) I meant the music, really. Jim 
talked a lot about the role of melody... 
HYNDE: We still take the basic thing in our songs by melody. 
Jim certainly adds melodic hook lines — I don't add any lyrical 
hook lines, usually, he adds the hook lines with melodic guitar. 
I think that's probably one of the essences of the sound. We 
usually take each song individually and do what we think that 
song needs. I don't see that we've approached it any differ-
ently — maybe the band's a little more used to it, a little more 
experienced. There really isn't much point in comparing one 
LP from one artist to another LP that they do. It's like compar-
ing someone's haircut to the one they had last year. Does that 
mean they can't ever change it, you can't ever wear your hair a 
different way? 
MUSICIAN: Do you have new songs written? 
HYNDE: I always have a few ideas, but because of what we 
are doing at the moment I am not upstairs trying to work out 
anything. And I never am. It gets to the point where it's not 
particularly fun anymore, I can't do what I love doing and that's 
just writing, you know. People keep asking me to explain what I 
am doing, and what I am doing is sort of personal. It's like I 
don't really want to explain how I get ready to go out in the 
morning. I don't expect people to want to come in and watch 
me get my clothes on and take a shower and everything. But 
they would if they could. 
MUSICIAN: Yeah, I was just going to not say that. 
HYNDE: And that's exactly what they are asking, when they 
ask how you arrive at a song, and what you do to get the song 
on tape or whatever. I'm making it available to the public, what 
more could I do? I'm not a spokesman for a generation or 
anything like that, I am not saying anything new and I am not 
doing anything musically innovative or anything so why the 
fuss? Because I play guitar? I'm not a brilliant guitar player, I'm 
not an ambitious guitar player. I know I can hold my own, or 
else the other guys wouldn't play with me. They'd get someone 
else, because they're too good. 

At the beginning of this tour, I was playing the guitar real 
sloppy because I couldn't hear myself properly; I was not even 
playing half of the time. Jim came off stage one night and he 
went wild, he was furious because they hear everything, and if 
I play sloppy and don't hold my own or play well, they don't 
want to play with me. Those guys are good musicians, they 
can go out and play with anybody they want. Why should they 
want to play with someone who's playing lousy? So I'm ade-

"I hate the whole 'rock 'n' roll' mythology. 
It used to be cool when it was the music of 
the renegade, the music of the misfit. Now 
It's very bourgeois and very safe and very 
white — not even white, it's assimilated." 

quate as a rhythm player; in fact, I keep a pretty raw edge in the 
sound. But I don't play with technical skill. 
MUSICIAN: Martin mentioned that you were one of the band 
members who wanted the music to be danceable... 
HYNDE: I don't care what people do to the music. If you want 
to get up and dance, pal, you get up and dance. These Ameri-
can audiences are so used to being baited by the same old 
thing three times a week; they go to see their show, and it's 
always the same "Get up and rock 'n' roll," " Hey San Fran-
cisco are you ready?" And they always go for it, every single 
time. They never feel condescended to by it. It's the easiest 
thing in the world to walk to the edge of the stage and say, 
"Everybody up!" But this isn't the military, you know, I don't have 
to tell people that. That's what they want you to be, some sort 
of a chief that tells you what to do and all. I think it's pathetic. 

If I'm in the audience, I find it very insulting for the guy to say 
"Alright everybody up, everyone clap!" If I want to clap, I'll clap. 
If I want to dance, I'll dance. That was the whole idea of rock ' n' 

roll in the first place, wasn't it? Don't do what someone tells 
you to do, do what you want to do. Now everyone wants to be 
told what to do all the time. We did a show one night, and no 
one stood up, everyone sat there the whole time, and I felt like 
the band's not very good tonight, maybe the sound's bad, 
maybe we're not playing very well. Towards the very end of the 
show, I said, "All right, you can stand up now." And the whole 
place was up! I said, " I guess some people always have to be 
told." You know, what a bunch of dullards. 
MUSICIAN: Do you feel pressure from the public? 
HYNDE: No, I just try to stay away from them as much as I 
can. Last night some girl kept calling me up in my hotel room, 
she'd ask for this name and that name and I kept saying "Look, 
what can I possibly talk to you on the phone about?" It's like 
getting an obscene phone call. "Oh hi, I've seen the show..." 
All right, so you went and saw the concert, fine. I never met you 
before in my whole life. You've got no business calling me over 
and over, no business being anywhere near my hotel room. 
They ask for too much, you know? It takes a hell of a lot of gall 
for someone to ask me to entertain them for the rest of my life. 
It's because of that that people like me get insomnia. You can 
never quite get to sleep, you're always being prodded awake 
again. They don't know, they don't care. They think they own 
you because they bought the LP, they think they've bought 
shares in you. 
Some nights I just don't want anyone to look at me. Even if 

I'm at home and I want to go out for a meal, I won't go out in 
public. Even if I wasn't, you know, "famous," I wouldn't get on a 
bus or something. It's really difficult sometimes when you get 
on stage. You can take it real personally — "Why are you 
looking at me?" Obviously they paid their money to get in. A lot 
of times I just don't know what to say to the audience in 
between songs, I just can't talk. And other times, if someone in 
the audience does something funny or does something 
human or stands up to dance, then I can start talking to them. 
But if they're all sitting down and staring, I don't know what to 
say to them. They make me feel like I'm on the spot. 
MUSICIAN: Do you feel that crowds get more passive as the 
Pretenders get more famous? 
HYNDE: No. Some of the audiences go wild, and others just 
sit there. At a lot of venues the security's really tight and people 
try to light up a cigarette and they have to put it out and they 
can't stand up... We're onstage and we just think, well, 
nobody's enjoying the show. At the beginning of the show in 
Detroit, this girl was sitting right up front, she had her feet up on 
the stage and she was just sitting there looking at me like she 
was absolutely bored. It was really off-putting for me. I was 
trying to play, and dance... So finally I walked away from the 
microphone and over to the edge of the stage and I said, "Are 
you bored?" She went, " No, it's great!" She had a big smile on 
her face and waved — that's just what she was used to. I can't 
tell if they're having a good time, so I assume they're having a 
good time and get on with it. Otherwise, I could be so put off 
that I'd say, "Well, f-- you!" and walk off. I've had people 
come back and say, "You were really pissed off tonight." 
Maybe I'm pissed off because of the sound, but the audience 
just thinks I'm .generally pissed off. Who wants to go see 
someone who's pissed off? 
MUSICIAN: Well, there's that image stuff ,.perpetually pissed-
off Chrissie Hynde, a little S& M in the bigtime rock ' n' roll. 
HYNDE: That's one thing that puts me off it altogether; I hate 
the whole "rock 'n' roll" mythology, I find it really obnoxious. 
The "lifestyle of rock ' n' roll" and all that, P.U. It used to be cool 
when it was the music of the renegade, the music of the one 
kid on the block who was a little more misfit than the rest of the 
kids. But not anymore. Now it's very bourgeois and very safe 
and white — not even white, it's assimilated. There's not the 
renegade quality which was attractive to me and probably to 
you when you first started listening. Now it's dissipated. That 
rock- star thing is all horseshit. Remember those big black 
seven-inch records we all used to have, with the big holes in 
the middle? That's the priority, that's what matters — the rest is 
horseshit. El 
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Between the pleasant song hooks 
and facile photogenia of the Police there lies 

a sophistication and urgency that has justly brought 
Andy Summers, Sting and Stewart Copeland 

to the top of everyone's pops. 

By J.D. Considine 

A
ugust ir the Canadian woods sure beats the hell 
out of August in the sweaty East Coast city where 
t spend most of my time, so I can easily appre-
ciate why the Police had chosen Le Studio in the 
tiry village of Morin Heights, Quebec, to mix their 

upcoming live album. With clear skies above and cool, clean 
air ail around, the group displayed its outdoorsy side as we 
talked: Stewart Copeland repeatedly slammed a baseball into 
his mitt, confessing that " I haven't got a clue of what to do with 
it, while Sting decided to undergo his interview while paddling 
across the -nalt lake behind the studio. 

Still ,business s business, and the business at hand was 
trying to understand just what it is that makes the Police more 
than the sum of its parts. It's not an easy question to take on, 
either. Just four years ago, the Police were slugging it out with 
all the other bright new bands in the cramped and dirty con-
fines of London's premier punk club, the Roxy. But rather 
than follow the usual path of critical favor, a cult following, a 
few unrepresentative records and eventual dissolution, the 
Police parlayed an iidependen: single into a major- label deal, 
and proceeded to turn out a series of hits that has made them 
one of tie most widely- listened-td banas of the last five years. 

"Playing pop music is very hard to do," shrugged Stewart 
Copeland, ''and we just happen to be good at it. In this 
instance, the people who are good at it also happen to be quite 
able musicians. but being technically proficient is really 
secondary. Completely irrelevant to the readers of your maga-
zine but very important to a large majority of our following is the 
fact that were three photogenic guys.'' He looked up from his 
baseball mitt to smile apologetically, as if it weren't his idea to 
be so cute, ana added, "That's mportant to me only in that 
'we've built a group that has everything right." 

That's not a bad way to look at the Police: The Group That 
Got Everything Right. Because from the teen idol good looks of 

Sting to the sophisticated chops of Andy Summers, the Police 
manage to meet all the requirements for class-A pop stars 
while at the same time producing music that is provocative, 
inventive and arrestingly direct. Not only can the Police come 
up with the sort of hit singles guaranteed to get you humming 
along with the radio, but they do so without insulting your 
intelligence or compromising your aesthetics. 

But try to get them to explain how they do it, and you're left 
holding a lot of loose threads. "We go for melodies," Copeland 
said of the group's pop sensibilities. ' and the best melodies 
are the ones that are most easily understood. We don't have 
anything on the records that sounds difficult to play; if it sounds 
difficult, we'll get rid of it.' 

Lest you jump to the conclusion that the Police are crass 
commercialists, apply that maxim to the first single off the new 
Police album, "Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic." On the 
surface, it's a simple, pleasantly melodic love song that ties 
conventionally mushy lyrics to a sprightly Latin chorus. Sit 
down and analyze it, though, and you'll find a surprisingly 
sopnisticated use of relative keys supporting that melody, and 
an intricate series of countermelodies and rhythms fleshing it 
out. 'There's hardly a moment in the song given over to flash; 
everything that glitters is actually gold. 

it's only the real sophisto muscs who are amazed at our 
ability," Copeland observed. "All the little girls who like our 
stuff, it never occurs to them that we're incredible musicians. 
As far as they're concerned, they love the sound of it, they can 
sing along, and they think we look nice." 

Well, that's one way of ooking at t. Sting, however, offered a 
different slant on the group's musicianship. "There's nothing 
worse than an instrumentalist who feels he's so good that he 
has to fill every frequency at all times. It's athletic, not musical. 
My theory is that if you're a good musician, you refine what you 
do down to almost nothing. Miles Davis refined his art down to 
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one riff per eight bars — that is a great musician, that is a 
thinking man. It's not someone who can blow thirty-four demi-
semiquavers every second." 
Andy Summers isn't a jazz guitarist who plays rock, any 

more than he is a rock guitarist who plays jazz. He's the Police 
guitarist, and it's that role that makes it as easy for him to play 
the jazzy rhythm figures that adorn "Secret Journey" as it is to 
pump out the screaming rock ' n' roll leads that pepper "Demo-
lition Man" on the recently released Ghosts In the Machine. 
Both styles are familiar to him, and reflect a background that 
includes a fondness for jazz and a stint with the Animals. But 
you can't explain Summers' easy style away by pointing at his 
past, because the biggest factor in what he plays is what the 
rest of the group plays. 
"We play with a lot of space," he said, "so the guitar comes 

out very clearly. Obviously, I have to consider the bass and the 
vocals in what 1 play, but as we've gotten more and more into 
our style, I've been able to play farther-out things around the 
vocal than maybe I would have at the beginning. I have to keep 
the song in mind, but Sting's a very flexible vocalist. He has a 
good ear, and if 1 change the chord somewhat, he can pick up 
on it. And, depending on the thing we're doing, if we're jam-
ming, he can go with it." 
Summers keeps his playing flexible by keeping his rhythm 

work spare. "The way 1 approachr chord progressions and 

harmonies," he explained, " I like to fragment them, break them 
down a lot. I like to play small chords rather than large chords, 
which is a thing I've always done in this group. Instead of 
playing A7 as a bar chord, I would only play Ctt and G, which 
suggests the whole chord, really." The reason it suggests the 
whole chord isn't just because Summers' background in 
chord theory directs him to the right notes, either; it's because 
Summers knows that the A will be in the bass line, so he won't 
have to play it. 

It's almost impossible to follow any sort of logic in the way 
Sting's past relates to his playing style. Before joining the 
Police, he was "an aspiring muso. I was into reading dots and 
arrangements and all that." While working as a schoolteacher 
in his hometown of Newcastle, England, the man then known 
as Gordon Sumner was spending his nights playing mostly 
jazz. " I played Dixieland, mainstream, bebop, free-form, I 
played in a big band, I also played as a backing musician for 
various cabaret artists. It was a very rich education which was 
totally outside of rock ' n' roll. I wasn't interested in rock ' n' roll. 
The halcyon days for me to be interested in rock music were 
the early 70s. I found the rock music of the time abhorrent. It 
was Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple — music I just hated." 
What turned things around for Sting was that old dependa-

ble, the chance meeting. "Stewart and 1 met. I was playing in a 
group based on the Chick Corea-type music, like Return to 
Forever, which was one of the groups that had the bridge. 
Stewart saw me play and sing with this group, was impressed, 
we got talking, and met later on in London and formed a group. 

"Where we arrived," Sting continued, "wasn't in the rock 
vein, which Stewart had been in, or the jazz vein, but some-
place totally different, which was punk. 

"Which actually appealed to me greatly, because it was 
energy. And it wasn't so far removed from Omette Coleman. 
Although serious musical people thought it was terrible, it did 
have what good music should have, which is excitement. 
Whereas all this heavy rock stuff had got so turgid, so pom-
pous and arrogant, it didn't have any life left in it at all. 

"So that's where we arrived, and we developed from there. I 
did have reservations about the lack of melody and the lack of 
poetry in the whole thing, but I saw it as a springboard. And 
slowly but surely, I subversively brought my own sense of 
melody into it, largely by the use of reggae. By playing a 
reggae rhythm you could seductively bring along melody, 
too." 
When the band first burst on the scene with "Roxanne," it 

was the reggae beat that garnered the most press, even if it 

"I think you can get across a political 
message better with humor and subtlety than 
all this shouting. I think that just turns 
people off, it comes across as very heavy-
handed." 

— Andy Summers 

was the mournful, desirous melody that actually snared radio 
listeners. In effect, what the Police had done for reggae was 
the same thing the British Invasion bands of the 60s had done 
for the blues — taken the basics of a specific ethnic music and 
built a hybrid pop style around it. As Stewart Copeland admit-
ted, there's nothing particularly unusual about the method; 
"Most music," he said, " is a hybrid of one kind or another. 

"It's when you choose ingredients that are less used-up that 
you get more interesting results. Like, who cares about cross-
ing country and blues anymore? Or crossing jazz with funk, or 
rock with classical? A lot of West Indian rhythms are not 
used- up; there are still plenty of fresh ideas there. And the 
rhythms are better rhythms anyway. Much better than the 
blues backbeat or any of the jazz things. The rhythms that are 
coming out of the Caribbean and Latin America are just better, 
more infectious rhythms that get your foot tapping. And they're 
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much less exploited." 
Although Sting quickly saw the advantage of a reggae infu-

sion, he wasn't responsible for introducing it to the Police style. 
In fact, he really isn't much of a reggae fan. " I've always loved 
black music," he said, " I've been in love with black music from 
day one. I'd seen James Brown, various people. Bob Marley I'd 
heard, but it didn't have a great effect on me at first. In retro-
spect, I do like him very much now, and I think my singing was 
greatly influenced by him early on. But no, I didn't listen to 
much reggae then, I don't now. A lot of it is pretty samey. 

Stewart Copeland, on the other hand, had been toying with 
reggae while drumming with his first band, an indulgent, 
classical- rock group called Curved Air. "We did a lot of jam-
ming with reggae in Curved Air," he said, " but it just didn't fit in 
with the group's identity, so it never became part of the sound. 

"It wasn't until the Police, until we were looking for some-
thing else to try that hadn't been tried that this kinda crept up 
on us. Not only did we find ourselves playing it, but we found 
that it came naturally to us." 

Still, it's as hard to say why the reggae infusion came 
naturally in Copeland's case as it is in Sting's. "The first music I 
listened to was actually big band jazz — Buddy Rich, Woody 
Herman, that kind of stuff. Which, looking back at it now, 
seems kind of corny to me. I would hate to identify with that 
stuff, really, but it went in at an early age, so I tend to swing 
instead of rock. 

"I was really trained very heavily as a brat. My father, who 
was an old jazz trumpeter, figured that if I showed any talent, I 
had to be taught how to do it right and everything. So I was 
taught how to read, how to hold my sticks right, how to do 
paradiddles and flamadiddles." 
Copeland played in a lot of school bands — "for years I 

played nothing but Jimi Hendrix" — but what kept his from 
being a typical American childhood was the fact that his father, 
Miles Jr., was in charge of Middle Eastern operations of the 
CIA. " I was born in Virginia, but left when I was six months old," 
Copeland said. He spent his youth among other Americans in 
Egypt, Syria and Lebanon. "The first time I came back was 
when I was 19. I'd been in American schools and English 
schools, and I'd always grown up as an American — had an 
American passport, an American accent — but when I actu-
ally saw the place I was supposed to be from and realized I 
didn't know anything about it, I realized that I'm not from any 
place at all." He paused for a moment, then added, "Except for 
maybe Beirut, and Beirut's blasted to bits, so I guess I'm not 
from there anymore." 

"There's nothing worse than an 
instrumentalist who always has to fill every 
frequency. It's athletic, not musical. If you're 
a good musician, you refine what you do to 
almost nothing." 

— Sting 

After completing colFege at U.C. Berkeley, Copeland went 
back to England, went through Curved Air, and formed the 
Police with Sting and guitarist Henry Padovani. That incarna-
tion cut one single, "Nothing Achieving," b/w "Fall Out," and 
even then, Padovani's input was minimal. "Actually," said 
Copeland, " I played the guitar on that. When we first got into 
the studio, Henry was nervous and couldn't get it together. He 
put it down anyway, but the guitar track wasn't happening, so I 
just said screw it, and played it. I'd spent hours teaching him 
the song anyway, so I just played it." 

With Andy Summers in and Padovani out, the Police were 
able to move further away from punk and more in the direction 
of reggae and pop. Sting began to write most of the band's 
material, and it wasn't long before the Police had completed 
an album, Outlandos d'Amour, and hit the road. 
The Police came to America for the first time without so 

much as a single available domestically. Economically, that 
wasn't a problem; the band rented a station wagon, borrowed 
equipment and generally kept costs down. Plus, midway 
through the tour, A&M released Outlandos. 

Even with the album out, the band had one problem. "We 
never had enough songs, really," recalled Andy Summers. 
"We only had about eight songs, so we'd have to stretch it out 
so we could fulfill the correct amount of time and get paid at 
the end of the evening." 

Like any band short of material, the Police stretched their 
set as best they could by jamming. " It was very good for us as 
a band," said Summers. "We probably got together a lot 
quicker than if we'd nad a lot of songs." 

In fact, the band even managed to expand its repertoire as a 
direct result of those jams. "When we first cane to the States," 
said Summers, "we used to do 'Can't Stand Losing You,' and 
we had to stretch it out a bit. So we started to do a bit of 
jamming in the middle of the song, sort of droning away on a D. 
Then it gradually expanded. It gradually became a whole other 
piece of material which we knew was coming up every night. 
Eventually, it turned into ' Reggatta de Blanc,' which went on 
the second album, a very unique piece. In fact, for that actual 
track, we won a Grammy." Ironically enough, the Grammy was 
for Best Instrumental Arrangement. 
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Ghosts In the Machine continues that tradtion with "One 
World (Not Three)." "That was just one take," reported 
Summers. "We came in after dinner in the evening and we 
recorded that in five minutes flat, the backing track. And, of 
course, if you can manage to do that right off, it's always the 
best. Because the feeling's good. 

"If you've got a very strong riff, if a riff comes out when you 
play, things happen. If the channels are open, a riff will come 
out which will be much greater than if you sit down with your 
tape recorder and desperately try to think up a riff." 

Better for Andy Summers, anyway. For Sting, "Composing is 
a very private thing. I don't get many of my songs from jam-
ming. I just sit at home with a drum box. 'Voices Inside My 
Head' came through a drum box. I had a Latin rhythm on the 
drum box, and started playing the guitar riff. Then I added a 
bass part. A lot of my compositions come from guitar parts. 
'Message In a Bottle,' that was a guitar riff. 

"The way I write, I don't have a melody first and then fit 
words to it. Actually, what happens is that I write them both 
together. There's this magical moment where you have this 
series of chords, this progression, and suddenly the words and 
the music actually come together at the same time. There's no 
sort of welding one onto the other. There is no other melody for 
the chorus to 'Message In a Bottle.' It just happened at the 
same time, so in a sense, I see the two as equal." 

Rounding out invention and inspiration is that old favorite, 
accident. Stewart Copeland told of how bad wiring contrib-
uted to his song, "Does Everyone Stare," on Reggatta de 
Blanc. "I recorded the demo for that at home. I had a little 
home studio at the time with wires going everywhere — I think I 
was running the guitar through the toaster, that sort of thing — 
and I was playing the piano part while I sang the song, or at 
least what was supposed to be the lyrics of the song. And just 
as I finished singing, all the wires in the room acted like a radio 
and picked up a signal of this opera. It was perfectly in time 
and perfectly in tune, even the mood and sentiment of the 
thing were absolutely perfect. So it went straight on tape, 
exactly in the place that it should have gone. It had to be a 
message from above that this was the way the song had to go. 
So we actually used that, my home demo, at the beginning of 
the studio recording." 
Demos play a large part in the way material is developed for 

each album. "The way we do it is this," explained Sting. 
"Before we come together for an album, each of us goes into a 
studio of our own. I wrote ten songs for this album, and with a 
drum box, piano, bass and guitar put down the arrangements 
as I saw them, as best I could. If they were satisfactory to the 
group, that's what we played. If they could be bettered... 

"I'm proud to say that in a lot of cases, the arrangements I 
came up with at the demo stage arrived on record. 'Don't 
Stand So Close to Me' is virtually the same as the demo, and 
'De Do Do Do;' on the new album, ' Invisible Sun' and 'Spirits in 
the Material World.— 
"We don't rehearse before we go into the studio," Stewart 

Copeland elaborated. "We each have our songs, and we get 
down to it: 'Okay, who's turn is it? My turn? Okay, here's the 
chords, it's verse/chorus, verse/chorus, middle eight, verse/ 
chorus and out on the chorus. Okay? Right. Try that.' Two 
hours later, we have a backing track, and then we spend the 
rest of the day putting the guitars over it and stuff like that." 

Ghosts In the Machine was recorded at George Martin's 
A.I.R. Studio in Montserrat. Like most of the albums recorded 
there, the sound is rich and substantial, full of presence and 
detail. To a certain degree, this is due to the magnificent board 
at the studio, but a fair amount of the credit belongs as well 
with the way the Police set up for the sessions. "What hap-
pened was, we got the band to Montserrat," explained 
Summers, "and we looked around, because we wanted to get 
a big, live drum sound. There was the house, where we'd hang 
out in the day or whatever, and then there was the studio next 
to the house. The house had a huge room with people wander-
ing in and out, but we took the room and put the drums in it 
because it was a big open room with a wooden floor. The 

sound of the drums was great in there, instead of the studio 
which is a bit more dead. 

"Then Sting recorded in the control room, and I virtually had 
the whole studio to myself all the time. I like ambience, I like the 
mic away from the amp and I like a bit of room sound. I had all 
my amps along the wall and I could play as loud as I wanted. 

"I think all those things contributed, because in terms of 
overdubs, we really hadn't done any more. We went about it 
more or less in the same way." 
One thing which was definitely new about "Spirits" was the 

addition of saxophone, which was played by Sting. " I used to 
play saxophone as a teenager," he said, "although not very 
seriously. The fingering has always stayed with me, and I can 
read music, so gettiog back into it was fairly simple. I bought a 
Yamaha alto and tenor in January and spend about two hours 
a day, the fruits of which you can hear on the album. 

"It's section work, really. I'm no Charlie Parker, but it's very 
satisfying getting a simple riff together, then dubbing it and 
putting harmony on it. The skills involved are fairly similar to 
the ones you use in singing; you know, breathing, pitch, a 
sense of harmony." 
Dubbing the few extraneous instruments the Police use is 

not always a matter of dexterity or prowess. Stewart Copeland 
reports that, with the exception of the piano on "Every Little 
Thing She Does Is Magic," he played all the keyboards on 
Ghosts. "Not really playing, just kind of one finger here, one 
finger there, and occasionally a rhythm pattern. It's just 
because I can hit the notes. In fact, for the different chords, I 
draw little letters — I write 'A' on all the keys that belong with 
the first chord, then for the second chord I write ' B,' and so on." 

(Actually, both Sting and Andy Summers are able to play 
piano with relative facility. In between interviews, Summers 
pounded out "Danses des Adolescentes" from Stravinsky's 
Sacre du Printemps; earlier, Sting had been playing Satie's 
"Gymnopedie No. 3.") 
Even though making each new album different from the last 

is something of a tradition with the Police, Ghosts In the 
Machine still comes as a surprise. It's a major leap forward on 
all levels for the band, and one that comes at a time when one 
would almost expect them to be playing it safe. Part of that is 
strategy; the Police haven't quite conquered the pop world yet, 
and rather than shore up their holdings, the band is clearly 
going for new territory. "This is the fourth album," admitted 
Summers. "By the time you get to this point, most people 
usually start softening up. For us, it was very important to bring 
out a very strong, punchy album." 

It's the album's political stance that is the most surprising. 
Zenyatta Mondatta toyed with the big ideas, but often as not 
left them at a cartoon level, as with Stewart Copeland's 
"Bombs Away." Sting's "Driven to Tears" was an apt portrait of 
the despair a moral man must feel when looking at the world's 
problems. 

"Spirits In the Material World" proceeds from there, but in an 
unexpected direction. After playing Calcutta, India last year, 
Sting remarked that, "Western values are very materialistic. 
We think poverty equals despair. It doesn't necessarily mean 
that in India. People are dying in the street, living in cardboard 
boxes, but you don't see the kind of hopeless despair you'd 
see in any British city or a lot of American cities." Directly 
reflecting that observation, "Spirits" argues that although 
"there is no political solution," there doesn't necessarily need 
to be, because the important things in life are spiritual, not 
political. 

That sort of hope pervades the album. "Invisible Sun," 
which Sting told the audience at the Police's Philadelphia 
concert in August was originally written about Belfast "but 
applies to any British city now," opens with the protagonist, a 
working class youth, stating " I don't ever want to play the part/ 
Of a statistic on a government chart." Yet rather than take a 
defiant, overtly political stance and end up sounding like a 
down-tempo Clash tune, the Police song opts for hope. "There 
has to be an invisible sun/ That keeps us warm when the 
whole day's done." You could call it naive or politically 
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Unlike most superpop groups, the Police's live concerts have a ferocity barely hinted at on their records. 

deluded, and no doubt some will. But the Police aren't inter-
ested in trying to solve the world's problems, only in learning to 
live witn them. 
Andy Summers put it best. Offered the obvious comparison 

of the Clash, Summers fell "the Clash are always taking much 
more of a political stance. Very intentional and very militant. I 
just don't think that's our stance as individuals. To me, that 
tacks subtlety and comes off very heavy-handed. I think you 
can get a pollical message across better with humor ana 
subtety than all this shouting. I think that just turns people oft" 

Musically, Ghosts In the Machine consolidates a lot of the 
rhythmic ideas that ran through its predecessors. The reggae 
influences, for example, are more implied than stated, ard 
clearly indicate how completely digested this aspect of the 
Police's style has become. Stewart Copeland explained, 
"Reggae is a dramatic new departure in rhythm, because it 
doesn't have a backbeat and tie downbeat is on three. So 
instead of boom whap a- boom whap, it's more like chung-a 
thunk-a pock-a thung-a. That's a completely different thing 
— it tuns the drum set completely upside down. 

"There's a lot of switchng back and forth from rock ' n' rofl to 
reggae and Latin, and on the new album. the switches are less 
noticeable, by which I mean they've corne closer together. 
Even when I play rock ' n' roll now, I still' imagine the three- beat 
there; even if the backbeat is there, I can still feel the reggae 
th;ng happening at the same time." 

In the Police's musËal scheme, Sting's vocals and bass 
provide the melodic focus and basic rhythmic direction; Cope-
land's drumming provides rhythmic continuity ana some of the 

textural details. Everything else — the color, the harmonic 
direction and the bulk of the texture — comes from Andy 
Summers' guitars. It's an awesome responsibility, considering 
how much he has to do and how easy it would be to spoil a 
record by overplaying, and ironically enough, it's usually the 
last thing you notice about a Police record. 
Summers' pnricipal tool is the guitar synthesizer, which is 

responsible for some of -Ghost's richest and most intriguing 
sounds. " I use a Roland guitar synthesizer, the GR-300, which 
is the latest one they make. I've also got the GR-101, which is 
the electronic guitar. It's just an additional color to the guitar 
synthesizer, really. What I've startec doing now is using two 
guitar synthesizers together, which is really spectacular. 

"'t's iike a little panel you have on the floor," he said of the 
unit, "and you operate it with your feet. The synthesis comes 
from the guitar itself — there's a hexaphonic pick-up on the 
back of the second pick-up of the guitar — so it is a pre 
synthesizer. One of the features of this one is a duet switch, 
where you play your original note and it will add any interval to 
1. Second, minor second, major third, minor fifth or sixth, 
whatever. So you get two notes together, ana if you've got it 
tuned to tfths, say, and you start to play strange chords, it 
really sounds incredible. —he sound gets so 'at, really big It 
has an envelope and an inverted envelope, too. It also has 
something called rise and fall time, where there are dual 
switches on it. A and B. ano you can move from one to the 
other. Like youtune A to fifths. then you can tune B to fourths or 
thirds, so you can go from playing a line in fifths to playing a 
line in fourths or thirds. It's great! And when you get to playing it 
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through a chorus, then it really sounds good." 
Among the recorded samples of Summers' guitar synthes-

izer are "Don't Stand So Close to Me" from Zenyatta Mondatta, 
and "Secret Journey" from Ghosts In the Machine. "You have 
to pick your moments on it," Summers added. "One of the best 
things about it is that you can change from straight guitar right 
into guitar synthesizer in the middle of a song. Like ' Don't 
Stand So Close,' the verse and chorus are played with just 
straight guitar, then the synthesizer comes in just by turning a 
rotary switch from one to ten. So when it comes to the solo 
part, I just whip it around and then I'm into the solo with the 
guitar synthesizer." 
As much as Summers makes use of technology, he cau-

tioned against excessive gimmickry. "You have to learn to use 
these things and make them sound good," he said, "not just 
turn them on for the sake of it. It's the way they're integrated, 
really, so they become a natural extension of the music. We 
are in the 80s, and that stuff is all available to be used. so... 

"It's funny. In England there's Hallmark Records that they 
sell in Woolworth's — they're like K-Tel, they do all the hits. 
Three or four of our big hits have been covered by them, and 
they sound terrible! You should hear the one of ' Message In a 
Bottle,' it's so funny. They're laughable, really. I don't know why 
they can't get those sounds. Those effects are available to 
anybody, and they work when we use them. But when you 
hear some of these covers, they can't get anywhere near." 

If the fine musicians at Hallmark have trouble getting an 
approximation of the Police sound in the studio, you can 
imagine how difficult it must be to recreate the myriad effects 

"Playing pop music is very hard 
to do. It never occurs to all the little 

girls that we're incredible 
musicians. They love the sound of 
it, they can sing along, and they 
think we look nice." 

— Stewart Copeland 
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live. Which is precisely why the Police don't attempt to do that; 
instead, the band looks at the studio versions as one thing that 
exists only on tape, and the concert arrangements as some-
thing else altogether. 

Sting explained it this way: "We never think of it as the same 
thing. We go into the studio and we feel no shame, no guilt 
about using overdubs. We like overdubs. For example, I over-
dub all the vocals, just ' cause I have from the start. It's not that 
Andy and Stewart can't sing, it just seems to be the sound. 
"Onstage I can't do that. On our records, we'll have six or 

seven vocal lines; onstage, we can only have three at the 
most. We have to adapt there. Andy's the same with guitar 
parts. He might put several guitar parts down in the studio, 
whereas onstage we only have one. So when we finish an 
album, we have to seriously rationalize what we've done. 

"Now, the easy way would be just to create an album with 
three instruments, like Outlandos d'Amour was. I think that's 
interesting up to a point, then it starts to get very samey. So we 
got rid of that idea, and said, 'We're going to make the best 
possible album that we can, and use all the studio techniques 
that we know of.' What we have to do is rationalize the parts so 
we can get the same effect with just three instruments. That's 
where things we have like the Moog pedals and various syn-
thesizer things come into effect." 

If you listen to the studio- versus- live sounds of other rock 
trios, what generally happens is the studio detail is exchanged 
for sonic bulk. The guitar is turned up, the bass fattened, and 
the drummer hits everything in sight. That's been true of 
almost everybody from Cream to Z. Z. Top to Rush. But not, 
oddly enough, of the Police. Instead, the sound remains as 
lean as it seems on the albums, and nearly as subtle. The 
principal difference is that the edges are far more apparent. In 
the band's only American appearance this year, a shabby new 
wave "festival" staged at Philadelphia's Liberty Bell Park, 
songs such as "Death Wish" and "Message In a Bottle" took 
on a ferocity barely hinted at by the album versions. More 
impressive, though, were some of the devices substituted for 
the studio wizardry. Stewart Copeland's high- hats were given 
swirling, chimerical textures when he added echo to "Bring On 
the Night," and Andy Summers' guitar work was wrapped in a 
warm, shimmering envelope of synthesized sound. Not all the 
additions were technological, either; the finale of "Bed's Too 
Big Without You" took on extra heat when Summers started 
supplementing the beat with jazzy substitute chords. 
No wonder the band was so excited about its next project, a 

live album due to be released late next spring. 
"It's definitely going to be our best record," bubbled Stewart 

Copeland, "because it's got all the elements that make us a 
teen- idol pop group. It's got the easily identifiable melodies 
and all the primal strokes, but at the same time it's got actually 
finger-twiddling ability Weather Report would be proud of." 
The only question the band faces is deciding when to stop. 

"At the moment, we've got 84 minutes of material," Sting said. 
"I'd like to put that out as a double album — there isn't room for 
any more. So we probably won't be including live versions of 
songs from the new album." 
As if finishing the new Police album and readying a live 

album weren't enough, Summers also had arranged to record 
an album of duets with guitarist Robert Fripp. "I've known him 
for many years," Summers explained, "and I instigated this 
particular venture. About a year ago, I wrote to him, and he got 
back... Basically, I wanted to do something outside the group. 
I didn't want to go off and make The Solo Album, because it's 
too early in the group's career. It's a bit of a cliché, anyway. 

"What I've been particularly interested in doing is working 
with another guitar player. I know Robert Fripp, I like what he 
does, and I thought that we could make a very interesting 
record together. From listening to the way he plays, I believe 
that there are a lot of areas that are common to both of us. So 
between his tape recorded stuff and the guitar synthesizer that 
we both play, I think between us we're going to make a very 
modern guitar duo record. In some ways, I see it as being the 
1980s version of Eddie Lang and Carl Kress." 



Summers isn't the only member of the Police who records 
on his own. Since the group's inceptior, Stewart Copeland has 
been turning out occasional records under the pseudonym 
"Klark Kent." 

Lately, though, Kent has been strangely silent. What hap-
pened? " I don't know," replied Copeland. " I pray daily, I con-
duct all the prescribed rituals, I've followed the Book of Kent 
quite closely, trying to figure out when he'll appear again, but I 
really can't say." 
What prompted his initial appearance? 
"God knows...the state of the world. I mean, look at the 

world. If there was ever a need for the light to go up, for the 
Bat-phone to ring or something, the time is now." 
Could it be that Klark's been put off by all the attention given 

to Superman, the movie? 
"All the attention that Warner Brothers has given might have 

scared him away," Copeland laughed. "You're getting warm." 
Copeland may worry about major film companies quashing 

his outside activities, but not Sting. In fact, after his appear-
ance in Franc Roddam's film Quadrophenia, as well as roles in 
a British film called Radio On and a BBC production in which 
he plays an angel, Sting has been getting quite a reputation as 
an actor. 

"I get very claustrophobic, very frustrated in one scene," he 
said of his need to expand his horizons. "My nead can cope 
with more than one thing, and needs to, so I'm keen to get 
away from stereotypes and peoples conceptions of what I am. 
I like people to be puzzled by what I'm doing next. Some people 
think I'm a bass player, or a singer or a songwriter; some 
people think I'm an actor. I'll say I'm none of these and all of 
them. I'm interested in enlarging myself." 
Among the horizons Sting would like to explore is writing. 

"I've written since I was a teenager, and I write about 200 
words a day, because it's a muscle you need to exercise. You 
just can't suddenly decide to write a book. 

"I do write, sometimes badly, sometimes well. It's all related 
to product.on; pop songwriting is related in a sense. I just keep 
the muscle exercised. Someday I'll find something I want to 
write about, and that'll be the mode of expression I'll use." 

So there you have it. Three bright, talented and, as Stewart 
Copeland pointed out, photogenic guys who happened to 
come together to form one of the most popular, musically 
satisfying bands of our time. 

But we're still stuck with the question we started with: what is 
it that makes the Police more than a sum of its parts? 

This is Andy Summers' answer, which covers part of it: " It's 
three guys, and we all have different musical backgrounds, 
and it's all those different things. We've all synthesized our 
musical backgrounds into a playing style for each one of us, 
and when the three of us come together you get a lot of 
different music coming together as one new sort of sound." 

This is Stewart Copeland's answer, which gets another part 
of it: "When we started out, our objective was just to make 
music that was special. We didn't care how many people got 
turned on to it, just as long as they got turned on to it a lot. In 
other words, the depth of response is what we're after." 
And this is Sting's arswer, which covers the rest of it: "One 

of the things I'm interested in, frankly, is selling music to a large 
number of people who aren't necessarily compromising them-
selves. I think it's been done in the past, by the Beatles and by 
the Rolling Stones, and not successfully since. Because 
you've got charlatans in the business going for the formula, 
who say, 'Okay, the worst possible record we could make will 
sell millions.' And it's been true. 

"But there was a golden age when the popular music was 
the best music. I think we've attempted to do the same thing, 
by playing what we consider to be good music. Not going back 
over old territory, which is what a lot of Beatle sound-alike 
groups do. They think the Beatles are the greatest group ever, 
so they copy their music. We are inspired by the spirit of that 
era, not by the music. I mean, our music has screw- all to do 
with the 60s. I'm frankly not interested in that. I'm more inter-
ested in the 80s." 

Police Weaponry 
Considering how much equipment each member of the Police now 

has on hand, it's hard to believe that the band did its first American tour 
out of a station wagon. Nowadays, it would be hard to get one player's 
equipment into a station wagon, much less the entire set-up. 

Of course, not all of what each member uses goes out on the road. 
To record Ghosts In the Machine, Andy Summers used several gui-
tars, among them a Stratocaster, a Les Paul and a ' 58 black- inlayed 
Gibson ES 335 of which he's very proud, along with the Roland guitar 
synthesizers mentioned earlier. But his principal guitars, the ones he 
uses on the road and in the studio, are a customized '53 Telecaster — 
"it has a Gibson pick-up on the front, it has a little pre-amp in the back, 
and a phase switch" — and several Hamer guitars. " I told them I 
wanted a Custom neck and a Sunburst body, and they did one of those 
for me," he said of his favorite. "They put two ' 58 Gibson PAF pick-ups 
on it for me, and that's a beautiful guitar. 

"They also gave me a great guitar on the last big tour we did of the 
States, where they put one pick-up back at the bridge, and it's like 
three pick-ups in one, and that has been very effective." Summers 
also owns a Hamer fretless guitar, which he said "only works on the 
bottom four strings anyway." He doesn't use that onstage, but hopes 
to employ it on his duet album with Robert Fripp. 

For amps, he uses two 100-watt Marshalls onstage, which he 
reported are "slightly souped- up." In the studio, he has been using the 
Roland Bolt amps quite a lot. His effects board was wired by Pete 
Cornish, and includes a phaser, a flange, analog delay, fuzz, Mutron 
and a compressor. " I tend to use the MXR," Summers added. All the 
effects go out to a Roland Space Echo before coming back into the 
board, and the board itself has an overall power switch so Summers 
can turn the board off while he's playing, cue the effects he needs, and 
bring them all in at once simply by hitting one switch. 

Sting, perhaps the best-known fretless bassist this side of Jaco 
Pastorius, reported that lately he's gotten back into using frets. "The 
big problem I have onstage is that I sing, I play Moog pedals and I play 
bass, so I've got to do three things at once. So I've gotten back into 
using frets, because it's one thing less I've got to do." At the moment, 
he's using a standard Fender Precision bass, which is on loan from 
Andy Summers. The fretless basses he most commonly uses are by 
Fender and Ibanez. The band records with Oberheim OB-Xa's. 

His favorite instrument, though, is a custom-built doublebass that 
has been fitted with a pick-up just between the bridge and the body. 
Since it's essentially an amplified instrument, the body has been 
removed. " It still has a streamlined body, but it doesn't have this great, 
huge woman-shape that's so cumbersome." Nonetheless, its rather 
unorthodox appearance can be puzzling, so Sting introduced the 
instrument at the Liberty Bell Park concert. "A lot of people ask me 
what this is called," he said. " It's called Brian." 
As for his amplifiers, all Sting could say was, " It's like a P.A. system. 

It's big and extremely loud." Danny Quatrochi, the band's guitar 
roadie, was able to expand on that, though. The speakers are two 12" 
folded horns in cabinets for the low midrange; six 12" speakers front-
loaded for the high midrange; two Gauss HF4000 drivers in Gauss 
difraction horns for the highs. Driving all that are Crown amps. There's 
a PSA II for the low bass and low midrange, a DC300 mono amp for the 
high midrange, and a D75 mono amp for the highs. 

Sting's effects rack consists of an Ashley single- input preamp for 
Brian-the-doublebass; an Ashley four- input preamp, two Klark Tech-
nic equalizers; a one-third octave mono and an octave stereo; two dbx 
160 compressor/limiters; and a Roland Space echo. He also uses 
harmonizers and echo to thicken his vocals onstage. 

Stewart Copeland's main gadget is the Roland Space echo. " I put 
the drums selectively through a delay unit," he explained, "the high-
hat usually, the snare drum and the bass drum sometimes. I've got a 
footswitch on my high- hat pedal, next to it, so I can just click it on and 
off. It's like onstage dub. I do quite a lot of it, and it makes it sound like 
two people falling down the stairs instead of just one." 
Copeland has myriad other devices, among them a repeat/ hold 

switch "that goes into a repeat pattern and holds it, so I can get up and 
walk around the drums, and the drums are playing themselves. I can 
play with the speed, and slow it down, sort of cornball onstage." There 
are several digital timing devices, and a Syndrum set-up that includes 
one for deep, electronic enhancement of the bass drum. 

His drums themselves are by Tama, with octabands and two heads. 
Copeland prefers small drums to large ones, and the same goes for 
his cymbals. " I use high- hat cymbals that are small and easy to 
control, so that when you shut 'em it goes tcht! and you have absolute 
control. I can't stand sound edges." The rest of his cymbals are a 
mini-splash, splosh and splish cymbals, an ice- bell, and "apart from 
that, your average ride cymbal and crashes." 
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Since its ¡ntrodc iim 
Synclavier II has outsold a I oi 

Synclavier Il creates sounds never be-
fore possible from any synthesizer. 

In April of this year New England Digital 
Corporation introduced a stereo LP demo 
record to illustrate some of Synclavier II's 
incredible sounds. After hearing this record, 
many people called to say they couldn't 
believe all the sounds on the demo could 
possibly have been created by any synthe-
sizer. However, after seeing and hearing 
Synclavier II for themselves, they were 
amazed at more than just the absolute re-
alism of its instrumental sounds. They were 
awed by the infinite variety of tonal colors, 
unique sounds, and special effects so easily 
created by this incredible instrument. We 
might add, many of these people now own 
a Synclavier II. 

Synclavier Il not only produces sounds 
no other synthesizer can produce, it 
also offers more live performance 
control than any other synthesizer. 

Synclavier II gives you an extraordinary 
ability to change sounds as you play them. 
Using Synclavier ll's real-time controllers 
you can accurately recreate many of the 
subtle changes real instruments make dur-
ing a live performance. 

Here are some of the real-time controls 
that have made Synclavier Il famous: At-
tacks can be individually altered both in 
length and brightness for each note. Vibra-
tos can be brought in at different times. 
Vibrato depths can be changed at will. Indi-
vidual notes and entire chords can be made 
to crescendo and decrescendo smoothly 
and naturally. Final decays of percussive 
sounds can be made to ring out longer for 
low notes than for high notes. In strummed 
chords, some notes can ring out longer than 
others to compensate for the differences 
between open strings and stopped strings. 
Individual notes and entire chords can be 
pitch bent up or down. The overtone con-
tent of any sound can be completely varied 
from one note to the next. Up to four differ-
ent rates of portamento can be performed 
on the keyboard at one time. Some of the 
harmonics of a sound can remain stationary 
while other harmonics of the same sound 
slide against them. And the list goes on. 

The possibilities for programming new 
sounds with Synclavier Il are limitless. 

Although Synclavier II comes prepro-
grammed with over 128 preset sounds, it 
does not lock you into these preset sounds. 
All of these presets can be modified any 
way you wish. The possibilities for creating 
sounds from scratch are limited only by 
your own skill and imagination. 

Synclavier Il can store an unlimited 
number of sounds. 

Any sound created on Synclavier II can 
be permanently stored on a floppy disc with 
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just the touch of a button. From 64 to 256 
separate sounds can be stored on a single 
mini-diskette.The number of mini-diskettes 
you can use with Synclavier II is unlimited. 

All of this is just a glimpse of Synclavier 
ll's enormous potential. The real potential 
of Synclavier II can be more completely 
understood by taking a close look at Syn-
clavier II's super advanced hardware and 
software. The capabilities of Synclavier 
hardware and software extend far beyond 
any demands currently being made on 
them. 

Synclavier Il is controlled by the most 
powerful computer available in any 
synthesizer made today. 

New England Digital Corporation leads 
the field in the development and use of 
hardware applications for music synthesis. 

New England Digital uses a powerful 16 
bit computer that addresses up to 128k 
bytes of memory. Other digital manufac-
turers design their systems around micro-
computers. Microcomputers are simply 
not powerful enough to control large num-
bers of voices on the keyboard at one time. 
Most current digital systems are limited to 
8 usable voices. When these systems try to 
control more than 8 voices at once, the 
speed at which these voices can be played 
on the keyboard slows down considerably. 
So, for musical applications, more than 8 
voices can not be played on the keyboard 
at one time. 

These microcomputers are also not fast 
enough to permit extensive real-time con-
trol of a sound while it is being played on 
the keyboard. A few real-time features are 
available while other important features are 
deleted because of speed limitations of the 
microcomputers. 

New England Digital Corporation de-
signs and builds its own 16 bit computer, as 
well as the Synclavier I! synthesizer. 

New England Digital's 16 bit computer 
and Synclavier II synthesizer are so unique, 
New England Digital has been awarded 
three basic patents on theirdesign, and has 
several others pending. 

The speed of Synclavier II's computer is 
unmatched by any other digital synthesizer 
system on the market today. Synclavier II's 
computer can easily control up to 32 voices 
on the keyboard at one time without slow-
ing down. No other dig itW system in the 
world comes close to this kind of control. 

While some synthesizer manufacturers 
consider a"voice" to be one separately con-
trolled sinewave, one voice of a Synclavier 
II synthesizer consists of the following: ( 1) 
24 sine waves, ( 2) a volume envelope gen-
erator, ( 3) a harmonic envelope generator, 
(4) very sophisticated digital FM controls, 
(5) an extensive vibrato control, featuring 
up to 10 different low frequency wave 
forms, ( 6) a portamento control that can be 
either logarithmic or linear, ( 7) a decay ad-
just feature, permitting lower notes to have 
longer decays than higher notes. 
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Synclavier ll's 16 track digital memory 
recorder is more sophisticated and 
has more features than any other syn-
thesizer recorder or sequencer in the 
world. 

Synclavier ll's digital memory recorder 
has enormous capabilities because its 
computer is fast enough to perform the mil-
lions of matn computations necessary to 
make all these features operationa: at one 
time. 

For example, Synclavier Il's digital 
memory recorder enables you to set inde-
pendent loop points foreach of its 16 tracks. 
So, you could have 8 notes repeating on 
track #1, with 64 notes repeating on track 
#3, and 2 notes repeating on track #7, and 
so on. All 16 tracks can be looping inde-
pendently at the same time but still be in 
perfect sync. 

In addition, you can transpose each 
separate track individually. Track #6 could 
be transposed up a 4th, while track #8 was 
transposed down a 5th. and so on. 

Other recording features made pos-
sible by Synciavier Ws ultra fast 
computer. 

Sounds can be bounced from one track 
to another. You can overdub on just one 
track, wittio..it losing the material already 
recorded on that track.You can change the 
volume of individual tracks.You can change 
the speed of the recorder without changing 
the pitch. You can punch in and out instan-

taneously. You can fast forward or rewind 
just as you would on a 16 track tape ma-
chine. You can instantly erase any number 
of tracks in the recorder. 

You can change the scale of a piece of 
music already recorded in the recorder. For 
example, if you had a piece recorded in the 
key of C, you could change it to the key of B 
flat minor without rerecording a single note 
in the recorder. Or you could change a 
piece of music already recorded in the re-
corder from a tempered scale to a micro-
tonal scale, without recording a single note 
over again. 

You could keep the rotes of an instru-
ment that was recorded on one of the tracks 
in the recorder, and assign a new instrument 
to play the previous instrument's notes. For 
example, if a flute were playing on track #5, 
you could assign a guitar to track #5 and 
have it play the flutes notes automatically. 

Synclavier ll's computer is not only the 
fastest and most powerful computer avail-
able on any synthesizer today, it's also enor-
mously expanaable, with A to D converters, 
D to A converters, real time clocks, printers, 
modems, and alphanumeric and graphic 
CRT's. 

The New England Digital Computer has 
had 5 years of proven production and suc-
cessful sales to scientific end users for real-
time applications. This history of steadfast 
reliability has been a major part of Syncla-
vier II's unparalleled success in a market 
place choked with new products. 

Synclavier II has the fastest and most 
accessible software available in any 
synthesizer today. 

Synclavier II uses an extremely high 
level structured language called XPL. XPL 
has proven to be an extremely fast lan-
guage which has continually provided the 
means to add new features to Synclavier II 
on a regular basis. 

Other synthesizers are still using lan-
guages too limited for our purposes. Assem-
bler is a good example It is by far a much 
slower and more difficult programming 
process to use than XPL. Software im-
provements made by Assembler language 
could take months. But with XPL we've 
been able to add totally new features to 
Synclavier II in a few days. 

New England Digital can add new fea-
tures to your Synclavier II synthesizer 
through the mail. 

During the 10 months since the intro-
duction of Synclavier II. New England Digi-
tal has issued four software updates to the 
owners of Synclavier II synthesizers.Those 
updates were mailed out to Synclavier II 
owners automatically. They included new 
software that customers had asked for. The 
updates also included new features and im-
provements that New England Digital felt 
were a strong enhancement to the opera-
tion of Synclavier II. 

Software updates ensure the Syncla-
vier II customer that his system will 
always be state-of-the-art. 

When you buy a Synclavier II, you will 
automatically be sent new features as they 
are developed this year, next year, and for 
years to come. 

The Synclavier II synthesizer is not a 
temporary answer in a technological world 
moving at warp speed. It is the answer. 
When you buy a Synclavier II, the instru-
ment improves as fast as our technology 
improves. Since we're already leading the 
field of digital synthesis, we feel you are 
comfortably safe in assuming Synclavier II 
will be your companion for a long time to 
come. 

When you own Synclavier II, you will 
never need to sell your " old" system in 
order to buy a better one. Your Synclavier II 
system becomes better automatically. 

For further information and a copy of Synclavier 
Ils stereo LP demo record send your address plus 
$2.60 (outside USA $6.00) ki either of the following: 

Dept. 11, New England Digital Corp. 
Main St Norwich, Verrnont 05055 
(802) 649-5183 

Denny Jaeger, Western U.S. 
N. E.D. Rep. 
6120 Valley View Rd.. 
Oakland, CA 94611 
(4151339-2111 new england digital 



DAVID 
MURRAY 

Tired of hearing old labels like 
"child prodigy," "energy school" 

and "neo-Ayler," David Murray is 
busy creating some new ones. 

By Don Palmer 

tanding in the middle of a room 
overlooking New York's Seventh 
Avenue, tenor saxophonist David 

Murray works on an unnamed composi-
tion with bassist Wilbur Morris. They 
banter back and forth, "Approach the 
br.dge again.' "Now play what you just 
played over." As they settle into the tune 
once more, a subway rumbles by, obli-
terating whatever sound the bass was 
producing through the jerry-rigged 
amplifier. But, what I am unable to hear, 
they apparently feel, because Murray 
and Morris finish the song and compli-

ment each other on their progress. 
Since his arrival in New York in 1975 

at the age of 20, Murray has recorded 18 
albums under his own name while hav-
ing appeared on 34 albums. This prodi-
gious output certainly makes Murray 
somewhat of a sensation. but he has 
been on enough recordings of impor-
tance — Jack DeJohnette's Special Edi-
tion, the World Saxophone Quartet's 
Steppin' and WSQ, Sunny Murray's Live 
at Moers, and his own Ming and 30 
Family — to garner him a position as a 
vital tenor voice in this generation of 

musicians. Murray moves easily from 
Maceo Parker- like squeals to a lush and 
drooling Websterian vibrato. In between 
he'll mutter, strut, swagger, and swing 
with the brashness of Sonny Rollins or 
the "dark brooding under the note 
approach" of Paul Gonsalves. 
As Murray sits down for the first of two 

interviews (the second took place over a 
dinner of ham hocks and greens, cog-
nac and football), he says, "That song is 
for my next octet record. Wilbur, I like 
that little Latin thing you did with the bass 
line. After we get this worked out, I'll 
have a lot of songs ready for that album." 

But even while pondering the follow-
up album to his highly acclaimed octet 
recording — Ming — Murray's enthusi-
asm dissolves into a mild complaint 
about being stuck in a child prodigy 
groove. " I'm glad it is starting to be 
erased now because it's not something I 
want to portray the rest of my future as. 
Actually it's a drag. They tend not to 
compare you with your contemporaries. 
I think I should be compared to all my 
contemporaries at this moment. It only 
happened because I came to New York 
and started playing and making records 
when I was very young. That's natural 
for people to do that, but I feel I've 
proven certain things to the public that 
would allow me to throw off those kind of 
labelings and be noted on my own merit 
and what I can do." 

Murray's first involvement with music 
was when he started playing piano at six 
or seven. He received an alto at nine. 
"Even in elementary school I would do 
arrangements for this horn section. 
Dumb stuff like ' Downtown,' but I'd 
have the whole section stand up and 
we'd play it." By seventh grade Murray 
was working with a trio at Shakey's Pizza 
Parlors in the San Francisco area, play-
ing "lofty sounding type of songs with 
jazz changes. We didn't know we were 
doing that, but that's what we were 
doing." Murray switched to tenor at 
twelve and proceeded to forge a reputa-
tion in the Bay Area with the Notations of 
Soul and a collaboration with pianist 
Rodney Franklin called the In One Piece 
Band. Although Murray wasn't entirely 
satisfied with the music he was produc-
ing, it wasn't until he attended Pomona 
College in the fall of 1973 that he began 
playing jazz in earnest. 
By the end of the year Murray had 

worked with Arthur Blythe, Bobby Brad-
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The Terminal Support Package provides a 
completely new method to access Syncla-
vier l's computer. The Terminal Support 
Package consists of three items: 1) Graph-
ics, (2) Script, a music language, ( 3-i Max. a 
programming language. 

GRAPHICS 
The Graphics Package allows he user 

of Synclavier II to have a readout of numeri-
cal data printed out on a computer terminal 
screen. With the depression of the ,:eturn 
character on the terminal. the numerical 
data is changed into a graphic display. A 
clear depiction of the volume and harmonic 
envelopes are drawn out on the screen. 
The relative volumes of each sine wave, 
comprising the sound whose envelopes are 
currently on the screen. is also displayed 

The graphics display provides an 
extremely valuable visual tool for program-
ming new sounds and for thoroughly ana-
lyzing sounds wnich have alreacy been 
programmed for Synclavier II. 

SCRIPT 
Script is a music language. It can be 

used as a composing tool to write musical 
performances into Synclavier I l's computer 
without playing anything on the keyboard. 

Precise polyrhythmic melodies can be de-
veloped which would be difficult or even 
impossible to play on a keyooard. Compos-
ing with Script gives you up to 16 tracks to 
record on. 

Ali the real-time changes available Niiiith 
Synclavier II's digital memory recorder can 
also be prograrrned through a term nal 
with Script. This ncludes dynamics and 
other musical accents. 

Any composit on created with Scrip: can 
be stored on a disk, and tnen loaded into 
Synclavier II's digital memory recorder All 
compositions created witn Script can be 
made to play back in perfect sync with a 
multi-track recorder. 

Another feature which is extremely 
helpful for musicians is the editing feature 
of Script. This allows you to edit existing 
compositions through the terminal.You can 
cut apart, reassemble, or tailor in any man-
ner: a composition without ever riskirg a 
loss of any of the original elements 

MAX 
Max is a complete music applications 

development system. It allows you to con-
trol all of New England Digital's special pur-
pose hardware, i.e., the computer, analog-
to-digital converters, digital-to-analog con-

verters. and other devices like a scientific 
timer which can be programmed to be 
SMPTE compatible. 

Max comes complete with documenta-
tion for the Synclavier II hardware inter-
faces to enable a programmer to design his 
own software program This language is for 
people who possess a much more sophis-
ticated knowledge of programming com-
puters. Basically it is a superset of XPL, the 
software language New England Digital 
uses to program Synclavier II's computer. 

Max is designed to permit the owner of 
Synclavier II to take greater advantage of 
New England Digital's powerful 16 bit com-
puter. Up to now, all software had to be 
written by New England Digital. The Ter-
minal Support Package with the Max lan-
guage gives you the opportunity to explore 
new ground on your own. The ways in 
which Synclavier I l's hardware can be used 
by Max is virtue ly . imitless 

All of us at New England Digital feel 
we've only begun to explore and tap the 
awesome potertial of the Synclavier II 
digital synthesizer. The Terminal Support 
Package is just one 
more s:ep in an excit-
ing journey toward imelibelve 
this realization, new england dIgIal 



ford, Stanley Crouch, John Carter and 
Mark Dresser and all within the confines 
of the Pomona College campus. As a 
student there at the time, I saw Murray 
playing "Blue and Boogie" on the dining 
hall steps and stumbling through 
Ornette-ish turnarounds on dormitory 
lawns. He was often overshadowed by 
Blythe's supple lines, but Murray always 
returned and he was better each time. 
He attributes his ability to catch on so 

quickly to his mother. "She was the pian-
ist at the Missionary Church of God and 
Christ. I was the sax player and we had a 
family band. We had it pretty much 
covered and if somebody wanted to 
come in there and play music, they had 
to come through us. 

In early 1975 Murray realized that he 
had learned all the music theory he 
needed for understanding and writing 
compositions, and left school for New 
York. " It was hard to get into the circle, 
but once they heard me play and I 
started to get around it was no problem." 
One such meeting was recalled by 

trumpeter Olu Dara, because both Frank 
Lowe and Hamiet Bluiett Consulted with 
him as to whether or not Murray's perfor-
mance was good. Olu laughingly said,"I 
told them 'You know he was good." 

Murray elaborated, " I sat in with the 
Ted Daniels Energy Band at, I think, the 
Sunrise Studio. The Energy Band was 
set up where there would only be a few 
people at rehearsal and when the gig 
came there was like three times as 

many people. So I didn't meet a lot of 
people until the gig. I blew. Frank Lowe 
blew and I blew. I guess it was like an 
energy thing with me and Lowe. His 
mouth started bleeding and I still was 
blowing. Everybody just went and sat 
down and just listened. 

"That was like the tail end of the 
energy school. It had been prevalent in 
the sixties and this was like the mid-
seventies and it was just puckering out. 
When I came here that's the way people 
were playing so I played like that in order 
to play with them so I could be heard. 
They had compositional structures and 
written lines but the emphasis in that 
particular band was energy — blowing 
hard arld loud and fast." 
Even though Murray has been closely 

associated with the post-Ayler, post-
Coltrane, post- Rollins school of tenor 
playing, he adamantly asserts, " I was 
just passing through the energy thing 
because that's where I had a chance to 
play. A lot of people I met when I first got 
to New York were not as astute musi-
cally as I had thought they would be. So I 
found myself giving all I could and not 
getting anything back. 

"People like Ayler played energy 
music as well as it could be played, but 
they couldn't do other things as well as 
people now because the music has 
evolved. And Ayler had a limited capac-
ity for what he was doing. The one thing I 
regretted about the Flowers for Albert 
album was that people tended to relate 

There's one thing standing between you 
and assembly-line rock. U2. 

Manufactured & distributed by Warner Bros Records Inc 

From Ireland. 
A band that's different, smart, manic, haunting, intense. 
And one of the most electrifying live acts in longer than you can remember. 

U2. Featuring the Green Tornado, Bono, on vocals. 
The Edge, the man of a thousand guitars. Adam Clayton, bass. Larry, drums. 

me with Albert Ayler from then on. I 
mean I just wrote a song for the guy. I've 
written songs for other people like 
"Dewey's Circle" — Dewey Redman. 
People are funny how they catch on to 
things and never let go." 
They are also funny in how they define 

things based upon absence, the histori-
cal junctures, the ebbs in the flow, or 
even the void. Murray preened elements 
from the energy school — primarily the 
level of intensity along with taking risks 
in exploring the depths of human 
expression. His sometimes abstract 
bucket-of- blood screams come from a 
man who would saunter into hell on a 
dare. 
Thus Murray maintained an alle-

giance to the song form and melodic 
inventions because they "emote a cer-
tain kind of feeling. A lot of people from 
California have more of a melodic sense 
of hearing things than people on the 
East Coast. People like Charlie Mingus, 
Eric Dolphy and Omette Coleman— he's 
not from California but everybody from 
Texas is from California really." The 
blues is important too because "of the 
feeling of the blues rather than the 
actual notation. My idea is if you can 
register an actual emotion just playing 
one note then you're achieving the 
essence of the blues. If you don't feel the 
blues then you can't emote a note like 
that. I'm just figuring out in this day and 
time how can I emote the blues with 

continued on page 120 

U2 OCTOBER 
Produced by Steve Lillywhite. 
On Island Records & Tapes. ISIAND 

You've blown it if you miss this tour: 
November 13 Albany NY 
November 14 Boston MA 
November 15 New Haven CN 

November 17 Providence RI 
November 18 Philadelphia PA 
November 20-22 New York NY 
November 24 Asbury NJ 

November 28 
November 29 
December 7 
December 8 

Los Angeles CA December 11 Washington DC 
San Francisco CA December 12 Hartford CN 
Detroit MI Watch for additional dates 
Cleveland OH to be announced! 
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The world's most advanced digital music system 
has just become the world's most advanced 

sampling and printing system. 

Introducing the Synclavier II music sampling and printing options. 

Syrclavier ll's Digital Analysis/Synthesis 
Option (Sample-to-Disc) 

Synclavier II's sample-to-disc option is the supe-
rior approach to music sampling. Its audio fidelity and 
its length of sample times far surpass anything on the 
market today. 

Synclavier Ils sample-to- disc option can be 
added to any size Synclavier II music system. It offers 
14 or 16 bit resolution and a sample rate of 50K. You 
can select a range of sampling times from a minimum 
of up to 100 seccnds to a maximum of 24 minutes. 
(The longest you can currently sample a sound with 
existing sampling synthesizers is under 10 seconds.) 

Synclavier I l's sample-to-disc option lets you have 
either one long continuous sample or any number of 
shorter samples you wish. This prov des maximum 
flexibility for sampling sounds. 

Here are just a few of the things you can do with 
Synclavier Il 's sample-to-disc option. You can record 
real instrumental sounds and sound effects into Syn-
clavier II and then play them on the keyboard. After 
you've sampled a sound, you can use Synclavier ll's 
terminal to do digital filtering and exhaustive analysis 
and modification of sampled sounds. In addition, you 
can mix the attack of a real instrument with a synthe-
sized sustain to create one composite sound. For 
example, you could take just the atlack of a real 
trumpet and use it to replace the attack of a synthe-
sized trumpet. 

Synclavier II's sample-to- disc option is so ad-
vanced, all of its capabilities are not yet fully under-
stood. But one thing is sure, it's destined to perma-
nently change the world of music synthesis. 

Synclavier ll's Music Printing Option 

Synclavier ll's music printing option is an ex-
tremely sophisticated computerized printing system, 
capable of printing entire musical compositions with 
tremendous accuracy. The rhythmic resolution of the 
printer is adjustable from 64th notes to any greater 
rhythmic value. 

With this printer option, you can play any combi-
nation of notes on Synclavier II's keyboard, then auto-
mat cally transfer those notes to Synclavier ll's 
terminal.You can then edit the notes. modify the notes, 
transpose the notes, correct the meter, and even add 

crescendos and decrescendos. When you type -print; 
everything prints out in traditional music notation. 

Synclavier II's music printer option can be added 
to any existing size Synclavier II. It can be used to 
print out lead sheets ( complete with lyrics), music 
scores, and individual instrumental parts. 

This amazing new development frees you from 
the drudgery of translating your musical ideas to paper. 
Now you can concentrate on your creativity and let 
Synclavier II take care of the paper work. 

It's not by chance that Synclavier II is the number 
one selling digital system by a wide margin. New 
England Digital s technology is simply the most ad-
vanced in the world. 

Synclavier II's 16 bit mini-computer is 10 times 
faster and more powerful than any microprocessor 
currently being used in other digital systems. Syn-
clavier ll's high level real-time language, XPL, gives 
Synclavier II the fastest and most flexible software 
available today. And here's what's going to keep 
Synclavier II number one. Synclavier II is the only sys-
tem that has completely modular hardware and soft-
ware. This unique combination gives New England 
Digital an extraordinary capability to quickly adapt 
new advancements and options to Synclavier II's 
existing programs. 

The sample-to-disc option and the music printing 
option are an example of this, yet they are only a next 
step in the continuing evolution of the world's most 
advanced digital instrument. 

When you buy a Synclavier II today, you won't be 
stuck with todayb technology tomorrow. Synclavier II 
has the ability to be upgraded and enhanced year 
after year to remain state-of-the-art indefinitely. 

Synclavier II digital music systems start at 
$13,750.00. 

For further information and for a personal appointment to see 
Synclavier II, call or write: 

Dept. 11, New England Digital Corp. 
Main Street, Norwich, Vermont 05055 
Attention: Brad Naples 
(802) 649-5183 

Denny Jaeger Creative Services, Inc 
6120 Valley View Road 
Oakland, California 94611 
(415) 339-2111 new england digital 





he bass player 'You've seen him ( ci her) 
standing in :he correr of the stage at a 
hundred concerts, or - ounges or local 
bars Just at the edge of the light, just a 

little out .o the way 0' the hot white beam of 
attention streaming cut o' : he audience to 
DEtne that leaping ead singer or grimacing 
gtariSt in a mcrnel of Drilliance. Is he 
3nViOUS Df the front men, co his feet itch with 
the, urge lo jump to cente - stage and dc that 
darce oil the 'people one tome? Maybe they do 
(most at least keep a toe taping) butt th?, true 
bassist seldor eels that particular temptation, 
because even though the audience is hatdly 
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aware Df him, he knows that he's ot the whole 
show in his hands. The people onthe flloor may 
not exactly hear what he's playirg, but they 
damn sure can fee/ it, the real energy source of 
the music. He is the one making it happen, he 
is the cne who's driving tha: band, smokin" that 
groove. And when the band is realy tight and 
together, it's ais if all the harmony and melody 
are pumping out of his insirument like 
brarches and leaves from heir cepest roots, 
the bottom Oine, the bass line. The soloists and 
singers may ge: all the glory, but he bass 
player has The rnwer. 

That's why the bass player strJggles with 
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strings that are so thick he may need two fingers to press them 
down onto the fingerboard, a scale that's so long that three 
notes may be all his hand can reach. The bass player puts in 
long hours overcoming the physical difficulties of the instru-
ment, then lugs around the bulky bass viol or the behemoth 
amp which you still can't hear, because he understands that 
music, like other structures, is built from the bottom up. Music 
theory names chords by the lowest note, the "root" or "funda-
mental." A good bass line can define the harmony of a jazz or 
pop tune so completely that soloists from Lester Young to 
Clapton and Hendrix have often needed no other support for 
their improvisations. 

Of course, there have always been bassists who heard in 
the large resonant cavity of the acoustic bass viol or the 
thunder of the electric bass guitar a uniquely satisfying solo 
voice. I own quite a few records featuring Steve Swallow, 
Charlie Haden and Don Thompson which have stayed in my 
collection only because of the bass solos. And ever since 
Slam Stewart began using the bow and unison scat- singing to 
get his solos out over the band, players have been searching 
for ways to bring the bass to the front of the music. The 
problem is that, no matter how definitive and important the 
bass line may be, or how rich its solo voice, the instrument is 
very hard to hear. In the 50s, two gentlemen named Fletcher 
and Munson measured the response of the human ear to 
tones of equal sound pressure and varying pitch. The graphs 
they came up with ( known as the Fletcher-Munson curves, 
oddly enough) show that a bass note may need ten times the 
sound pressure of a voice or saxophone for our ears to hear it 
as equal in loudness. That's why bassists in the big bands of 
the 30s and 40s were felt but not beard, even though they were 
thumping away at those four-to-the- bar walking lines as hard 
as they could. Today microphones, pickups and amplifiers 
allow upright players to use the left-hand legato techniques 
and horn-derived phrasing which Charles Mingus and Red 
Mitchell, among other innovators, added to the bass vocabu-
lary. But that large resonant cavity puts severe restrictions on 
the level to which the acoustic bass can be amplified, and the 
bass player's solo is really soto — everyone on the stand 
either stops or plays pianissimo 
The electric bass guitar knows no such restrictions, but 

neither does the rest of the average rock band, which is why 
early rock and R&B players were anonymous background 
presences until multi-track recording and the monster bass 
amps of the 60s gave the bass player enough muscle to shove 
the other instruments out of the spotlight occasionally. Some 
of the players who started flexing that muscle were ' acciden-
tal' bassists like Paul McCartney (who took on the instrument 
when Stu Sutcliffe, the Beatles' original bassist, died of a 
cerebral hemorrhage), but it's hard to claim all upfront bassists 
are switchovers; for every McCariney there's a Noel Redding, 
who traded his guitar for a bass when the early auditions for 
the Jimi Hendrix Experience failed to produce any acceptable 
players, and who stayed very much in the background behind 
Hendrix' guitar and Mitch Mitchell's drums. Nor are natural 
bassists inherently spotlight spurners; for every John Entwistle 
or Bill Wyman, nearly invisible on stage but who make sure 
that everyone can hear what they're playing, there's a Jack 
Bruce, who commanded attention and awe in Cream with his 
melodic bass riffing, distinctive vocals and psychedelic lyrics. 
It is a fact, though, that the ' upfront' players have contributed 
most of the musical and technical innovations of the past 
twenty years, from Larry Graham's thumb-slap and string-
pop, to Stanley Clarke's bi-amped stage system to Jaco Pas-
tonus' melodic and sonic improvisations. And as new 
instruments like the Steinberger carbon-graphite bass com-
bine with hi-fi technology to make the bass increasingly audi-
ble, players like Jamaaladeen Tacuma will continue to expand 
and develop the role of the instrument. The bass revolution is 
still in progress, so the following condensed interviews pre-
sent, in the words of some of its players, a portrait of an 
instrument in transition. 

Stanley Clarke 

Stanley Clarke—Founder of fusion' with Return to Forever 
Approach — I use the bass as a vehicle to communicate my music to 
my audience. It happens to be the bass because I enjoy performing on 
the bass. Anything that creates communication between people is 
good, and trrars what I try to do with my music. 
Bass — Mainly Alembics. I also play a Ken Smith Flying V-shaped 
bass, and I used a Music Man Sabre on my recent recordihg with Paul 
McCartney. 
Strings — Roosound regular and extra- light gauges. 
Amp — My stage rack holds two English-made HH U-800 power 
arms, Alembic input modules, an Orban Parametric EC), a Roland 
SRE-555 digital echo, and a Trident limiter/compressor. I use a 
mixture of 1 X 15" and 2 X 15" Electrovoice cabinets, sligntly modified 
with additional tweeters for my piccolo bass. 
Best Live Performance — That was when I was one year old, and I 
was pertordIng naked in front of all my relatives. 
Favorite Concert — Ray Charles singing "The Star Spangled 
Banner" a the last Leonard/Duran fight. 
Favorite Bassists — Paul McCartney, Anthony Jackson. Jaco Pasto-
rius, Jack Bruce, Charles Fanbrough, Paul Chambers, Abraham 
Laboriel. I iike everyone who has brought new sounds to- the vocabu-
lary of the bass. 
Own Best Record — School Days. 
Favorite Records — I don't listen to records. 
Favorite Drummer — Lenny White. 
Drummer I'd Mort Like To Work With — I've worked with everyone 
already. 

Bernard Edwards 

Bernard Edwards — Chic's funky butt. 

Approach — The bass is the foundation of the music. Now and then I 
play melody parts, but I like a bass player to stay on the boner) and 
carry tne groove ol the tune. If you're not doing that you're really not 
playing tne bass. 
Bass — fyLisic Man in the studio, B.C. Rich live_ 
Strings — Dean Markley medium flatwound. 
Amp — Ampeg in the studio, Sunn Coliseum live. 
Effects — None. I've always liked the natural sound of the bass. 
Own Best Live Performance — Hammersmith Odeon, London, U.K., 
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1978 Kool Jazz Festival at San Diego Statium (both with Chic). 
Favorite Concert — Earth, Wind & Fire's "All ' n All" tour, in California. 
Own Best Record — "Good Times." 
Favorite Records — I have too many favorites to pick just one. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Most drummers either play 
too much or too little for wnat I like to do. 

Steve Swallow—Jazz player & composer. 
Approach — Because I played acoustic bass for several years my 
approach to the bass function is derived from the bebop tradition. I use 
the pick to achieve greater clarity and to phrase in a manner I asso-
ciate with bebop. 
Bass — Fender Precision. with Schaller tuners, Badass bridge and 
Bartolini pickups. 
Strings — La Bella medium gauge roundwound. 
Amp — Mesa Boogie 170 watt head, Cerwin-Vega 2 X 12" cabinet. 
Effects — None. 
Own Best Live Performance — Duet with Gary Burton at the 1978 
Newport / New York festival, in Carnegie Hall, But I'm leaving out a lot 
of killers. 
Favorite Concert — A pckup chamber group, featuring Richard 
Stolzman from Tashi on clarinet, playing Olivier Messaien's Quartet 
for the End of Time at the Chestnut Hill Concerts in Madison, CT. 
Favorite Bassists — Percy Heath, Ron Carter, Eddie Gomez, Jaco 
Pastorius, Bootsy Collins, Larry Graham. 
Own Best Record — Home, ECM 1-1160. 
Favorite Records — Lately I've been listening to the Savoy Bird 
reissues, The Busch Quartet's EMI record of the Complete Beethoven 
Late Quartets and James Brown Live and Low Down at the Apollo on 
Solid Smoke. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Elvin Jones, Max Roach. 
Favorite Drummers — Pele LaRoca, Roy Haynes, Bob Moses, and 
I'm leaving out a lot of killers. 
Favorite Employers — Gary Burton, John Scofield, Carla Bley. 

Busts Jones 
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John Entwistle— The Who's not-so- silent one. 
Approach — I never tried to base my style on anyone. I saw a draft 
transcription of the bass part on "The Real Me" once and it freaked me 
out completely, semidemiquavers all over the place and that kind of 
stuff. That only comes .when you're really playing freely, when you're 
not worried about what chord's coming up next, you know exactly 
where you're going, and you decide to play something completely 
different. If it works, it works, if it doesn't, it doesn't. You take the risk. 
Bass — Custom-made, Explorer-shaped Alembic with Flying V 
headstock. 
Strings — Rotosound, of course. 
Amp — Two Stramp stereo pre-amps, Surin Coliseum power amps, 
driving three Surin 18" cabirets and three 4 X 12" cabinets. This set-up 
is still a bit too loud, so I'm thinking of switching to two Mesa Boogie 
stacks instead. In the studio I use a Music Man HD-130 head and a 2 X 
12" cabinet for the clean sound, and a Mesa Boogie with an extension 
cabinet for the distortion and the treble. 
Effects — Occasionally I'll use a Boss Chorus. 
Best Live Performance — All you can actually remember about a 
good live show is coming off stage and not arguing. The last American 
tour we did with Keith we were playing amazingly well, and we did 
some gigs in Paris right after Kenny Jones joined the band that I 

continued on next page 

Steve Swallow 

Busta Jones—Punk/funk rocker for Talking Heads, 
Gang of Four and The Trio. 
Approach — I really feel I'm breaWng new ground on the bass, taking 
it out of just being a bottom instalment. Not by trying to play it like a 
guitar, but by hitting it harder, and simplifying the lines so they cut 
through more. 
Bass — Fender Precisior, with DiMarzio pickups (P-bass and J-bass) 
and a Badass bridge. 
Strings — La Bella. I use half- rounds live and flatwounds in the studio. 
Amp — I prefer Surin Coliseums or Ampeg SVTs live. In trie studio I 
use both direct and amp sounds, but I often wind up recording over the 
amp track when I need more space on the tape. 
Effects — I don't like to use them. It works better for me without 
effects, because I have to work a little harder to get the sound out of 
my fingers and the instrument. 
Own Best Live Performance — With the Gang of Four in San 
Francisco this summer. The interaction among the band on the Talk-
ing Heads tour was reallygreat. I also like my own trio, because it gives 
me a lot of room to stretch out. 
Favorite Concerts — Mountain. and Jimi Hendrix in Memphis, Ten-
nessee in the late 60s. Bob Marley at the Beacon Theater in New York. 
The only recent.thing that's interested me was Kraftwerk at the Ritz 

Favorite Bassists — Myself. 
Own Best Record — "Dancer" by Gino Soccio (12" PK single), and 
my second solo album, Bastin' Loose on Spring/Polydor 
Favorite Albums — I just tape songs onto cassettes, so I can listen to 
them on my ghetto blaster ( it's calibrated so it doesn't play fast like 
most of them). I like Joy Divis on, and some of the aub things. 
Favorite Drummers — Yogi Horton really has the beat — he stomps 
David van Tieghern is very versatile. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Billy Cobham 
Favorite Employer — David Byrne, or myself. I dcrit like to do 
sessions unless I'm involved h the writing or producing aspects. 

John Entwistle 
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thought were incredible. 
Favorite Concert — Joe Walsh's recent tour, at the Forum in L.A. 
Favorite Bassists — I haven't got any. I think all of the obvious ones 
are technically good. 
Own Best Record — Too Late the Hero, my latest solo album, "The 
Real Me" from Quadrophenia. 
Favorite Records — Joe Walsh, Eagles, Gerry Rafferty. 
Favorite Drummer — I'm proud of the fact that I'm probably the only 
bass player that could have played with Keith Moon. Kenny Jones is 
much more disciplined and gives me a lot more freedom. Joe Vitale is 
very good at leaving spaces. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Drummers make great 
drinking partners, but I can't think of any I'm dying to work with 

Robbie Shakespeare—Reggae rhythm master. 
Approach — The bass is the most important instrument in all kinds of 
music. That's what drew me to it, and that's why I play it. Ire! 
Bass — Fender, Alembic, Guild B-302, Hofner "Beatle." 
Strings — Fender medium flatwound. 
Amp — Direct in studio, various live. 
Effects — None. 
Own Best Live Performance — It's yet to come. 
Favorite Concert — The Rolling Stones. 
Favorite Bassists — Larry Graham, Jaco Pastorius, Stanley Clarke, 
Family Man Barrett, Val Douglas, Louis Johnson. 
Own Best Record — there are too many to pick one. 
Favorite Records — Ditto. 
Favorite Drummer — Sly Dunbar 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Billy Cobham, Steve Gadd. 
Favorite Employer — Chris Blackwell, Island/Mango Records 

Paul McCartney 

Paull McCartney — Who? 
Approach — I've always liked those little lines that work as support, 
yet have their own identity instead of stayng in the bac-cgrourd. 
Bass — Rickenbacker, Yamaha. 
Strings — I honestly couldn't tell you, they come out ot a little bag. 
Amp & Effects — To me these things are just vehicles. They're 
beautifJI and I love them, but I don't want to find out too much about 
them. It's just the way my mind is; I'd prefer to be non-technical. 
Favorite Concert — Fela Anikulapu Kuti, Lagos, Nigeria, 19??. We 
saw him one night at his own club and I was crying. 
Favorite Bassists — The Motown and Stax players, Brian Wilson. 
Own Best Record — White Album, Abbey Road, the Beatles; Band on 
the Run, Wings. There's a great trick about records, it has to leap off 
the plastic and if it does, it's magic. 
Favorite Records — Pet Sounds, the Beach Boys. My musical tastes 
range trom Fred Astaire to the Sex Pistols ( especially "Pretty Vacant") 
and everything in between: Pink Floyd, Stevie Wonder, the Stones, 
etc., etc. I'm like a lot of people — when I get in my car and turn on the 
radio I want to hear some good sounds. 

Robble Shakespeare 

Carol Colman 

Carol Colman— Coconut (as in Kid Creole and the), 
New York session player. 

Approach — The bass is the heartbeat, the pulse of a band. I play the 
bass as a percussion instrument with infinite harmonic possibilities. 
Bass — Fender Jazz. 
Strings — La Bella half-rounds. 
Amp — I like Acoustic for live. I go direct in the studio. 
Effects — I have them, but I'm usually called for a pure bass sound. 
Own Best Live Performance — All of them are the best that I can do. 
Favorite Concerts — Herbie Hancock Sextet (the Mwandishi band) 
with Buster Williams, Boston, 1970; The Brothers Johnson at Carnegie 
Hall, 1978. 
Favorite Bassists — Major Holley. Ray Brown and George Mraz are 
some of my favorite upright players. I'm paying a lot of attention to 
bassist/composer David Romani, 'Tom Italy (Change). August Darnell 
(Kid Creole) is a brilliant bass player and I'm thrilled with the opportun-
ity to work under his direction. 
Own Best Record — Fresh Fruits in Foreign Places with Kid Creole 
and the Coconuts, Coati Mundi's Que Pasa / Me No Pop/ and August 
Darnell's new solo album, Wise Guy. 
Favorite Album — The Rias Symphony Orchestra under Karl Rucht, 
playing Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherezade (Paris Records). 
Favorite Drummer — Winston Grennan, Yogi Horton. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Play With — There are a lot of fine 
drummers that I haven't had the opportunity to work with yet, but I 
know they're out there somewhere. 
Favorite Employer — August Darnell and Andy Hernandez. 
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Larry Graham— The poppa of popping, now a pop singer 
Approach — I started the thumping and plucking to make up for not 
having a drummer when I accompanied my mother's piano playing. I'd 
been doing it for five or six years by the time I went with Sly. I use the 
thumping and plucking technique on most of my uptempo tunes. If it's 
a ballad I try to caress the bass and use a finger vibrato. 
Bass — Fender Jazz, G&L. 
Strings — GHS Boomers. 
Amp — Live I use a Crown-powered, three-way system with a total of 
52 speakers. I go direct in the studio. 
Effects — I used a Juggernaut fuzz on "I Just Can't Stop Dancin'," and 
a phaser on "Sunshine Lovin' Music." 
Best Live Performance — Woodstock, with Sly and the Family Stone. 
Favorite Concerts — Woodstock, Hendrix at the Isle of Wight, The 
Who in Germany. 
Favorite Bassists — Stanley Clarke, Louis Johnson, Kenny Burke. 
Own Best Record — One In A Million, Just Be My Lady. 
Favorite Albums — 1 listen to all kinds of music, depend ng on how I 
feel. 
Favorite Drummer — Greg Errico and Andy Newmark from Sly and 
the Family Stone, Gaylord Birch from Graham Central Station, Noel 
Klausen. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — None. 

Percy Heath 

Percy Heath—Bassist and composer with the 
Modern Jazz Quartet and the Heath Bros. 
Approach — I've always considered the bass as part of :he rhythm 
section. In the MJQ we made t more contrapuntal, mom like four 
equal voices. The bass should give the pulse and the harmonic 
implications for the instruments to improvise on. I like the bottom of the 
bass, the true bass or contra- bass register. If you play up trie neck all 
the time, you might as well get a cello. I never put in too much time as a 
soloist. I'm a bass player, so my whole concept is pretty " basic," with 
more emphasis on the bottom structure of the chords than on the 
upper extensions a horn player would use. I like melodic playing. 
Bass — My bass was made either by or in the school of Giovanni 
Batista Ruggieri (d.1730) at Cremona, Italy. 
Strings — Tomastic metal flatwound, Perastro. 
Amp — I use Polytone ano Underwood pickups, also a Goldstein 
prototype pickup, and a Polytone amp. I'm still trying to get an accep-
table amplified sound. 
Effects — We once used Echoplexes for a few bars of a MJQ piece 
that John Lewis composed '(-.) r an unreleased film score. 
Best Live Performance — In 1957 Joachim Berendt recorded a 
Sunday morning concert that the MJQ gave at the Donaueischingen 
Festival in Germany. The liner notes to that record state that they 
didn't have jazz there for ten years after that concert, so I guess it had 
quite an impact. I'd also mention the final concert of the MJQ at Avery 
Fisher Hall in New York, ano every time I played with Charlie Parker. 
Favorite Concert — I went to a cance that the Count Basie Orchestra 
played in Philadelphia when .1 was a teenager, and the whole building 
was in rhythm with the band. Duke Ellington's music has always 
thrilled me also. 
Favorite Bassists — Oscar Pettiford, Jimmy Blanton, Ray Brown, 
Charles Mingus, Milt Hinton, Pops Foster, Red Mitchell, Al McKibbon, 
Rufus Reid. I love them all if they're serious. 
Own Best Record — I've never been completely pleased with any of 
the 180 plus records I've played on, but I'm proud of the session I did 
with Max Roach, Al Haig and Charlie Parker for Norman Granz. We 
waited for Bird to show up, then did one take each of Now's the 
Time," "Confirmation," "Chi Chi" and " I'll Remember You." 

Larry Graham 

Jamaaladeen Tacuma —Free jazz virtuoso. 
Approach — The back-up role for the bass is now obsolete. The 
bassist has to have his own idea, has to add something to the music. 
Jazz players have done this for a long time, but today you can even 
hear this kind of playing on the radio. I think that a new form, a new 
concept of playing and improvising, is coming very shortly, which will 
bring even greater changes in the role of the bass. 
Bass — Rickenbacker 4001, Steinberger. 
Strings — La Bella roundwounds. 
Amp — Acoustic. 
Effects — None. 
Best Live Performance — The Saturday Night Live gig with Omette 
Coleman's Prime Time. 
Favorite Concert — Diana Ross at Resorts International Casino, 
Atlantic City, New Jersey. 
Favorite Bassists — Anthony Jackson, Ron Carter. 
Own Best Record — Omettes & Prime Time's unreleased digital 
album, Tales of Captain Black with James "Blood" Ulmer (on Artists 
House). 
Favorite Records — Johr Coltrane Live at the Village Vanguard, 
Dynasty and Shalamar. 
Favorite Drummer — Michael Carvin & Denarao Coleman 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Steve Gadd 

Jamaaladeen Tacuma 
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Heath from previous page 
Favorite Albums — Anything by Duke Ellington with Jimmy Blanton, 
and anything of Charlie Parker's. 
Favorite Drummers — Kenny Clarke, Albert Heath. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — I've worked with all the 
good ones. 

Major Holley —Jazzman, known for his arco & scat solos. 
Approach — The bass is the basis of the time- keeping and the 
foundation of the harmony. I try to be as loose and as flexible as 
possible, to maintain the feeling ot the music, whether it's written or 
improvised. I like to stay in the bass range, not the cello or viola range. 
When I'm supporting other players in the rhythm section, I give it all 
I've got. So when it's my "time in the barrel," give me my time to solo, 
and support what I'm playing. 
Bass — I have French, German and Czech basses, and two Kays. 
Strings — Tomastic. 
Amp — I use a lot of different brands. I think the choice depends on 
the instrument and the player. 
Effects — None. 
Best Live Performance — The gigs I did with Art Tatum were among 
the most interesting. 
Favorite Bassists — Me. I'm my own favorite bass player. 
Own Best Record — It hasn't happened yet. 
Favorite Albums — My own records on the Black & Blue label — 
Major Holley "Mule," B&B 33074; Two Big Mice with Slam Stewart & 
Major Holley, B&B 33124; Excuse Me, Ludwig, B&B 33156 (the title 
refers to my performance on the theme from the "Pathetique" Sonata). 
I'm also on Bob James' Changing Times album. 
Favorite Drummers — Papa Jo Jones, Oliver Jackson, Mel Lewis, 
Elvin Jones, Eddie Locke, Jackie Williams, Connie Kay, Bobbie Dur-
ham, and lots of others. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Max Roach ( I've played 
with Max, but it was some time ago). I think McCoy Tyner's and B.B. 
King's drummers are excellent. Major Holley 

Jeff Berlin—Fusion fireball. 
Approach — I feel every musician is entitled to express his inner 
voice, regardless of what instrument he plays. I like to interweave my 
instrument along with the others so that it's not only a root instrument, 
but a melodic and contrapuntal instrument. 
Bass — '67 Fender Precision and '62 Fender Jazz, both with Badass 
bridges and pickups custom-made by Glen Quan. 
Strings — Carl Thompson light gauge roundwounds. 
Amp — Live I use Alembic pre-arnps and Crown power amps driving 
seven cabinets. I go direct in the studio. 
Effects — I use them as little as I can. 
Own Best Live Performance — About four months ago I did some 
gigs at Donte's in L.A., with Mick Goodrick and Icarus Johnson on 
guitar, and Vince Calaiuta on drums. We were really pumping! 
Favorite Concert — Tower of Power at the Calderone Concert Hall 
on Long Island in 1975, Bill Evans with Eddie Gomez at the Village 
Vanguard in ' 77 or ' 78. 
Favorite Bassists — Steve Swallow, Bobby Vega, who's a funk player 
from San Francisco, and Francis Rocco Prestia. 
Own Best Record — Gradually Going Tornado by Bill Bruford. 
Favorite Records — Crystal Silence, Gary Burton and Chick Corea; 
Drums So Real, Gary Burton; The Tony Bennett/Bill Evans Album; 
Back to Oakland, Tower of Power; Portraits in Jazz, Bill Evans; Sex 
Machine, James Brown; Beethoven's 3rd Symphony; Schubert lieder, 
especially "Ave Maria." 
Favorite Drummers — Mike Clerk, Peter Erskine, Vince Calaiuta, 
Andre Ceccarelli, Tony Williams ( in his Lifetime period), Bill Bruford. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Billy Hart, Jack 
DeJohnette, Dave Garibaldi, Marty Morell. 
Favorite Employers — Ray Barretto, Toots Thieleman, Bill Bruford 

BIll Laswell 

Bill Lasweil —Punk-jazz explorer. 
Approach — approach the bass from an instinctual and rhythmic 
concept. I'm trying to incorporate listening to the other players and 
improvisation with an attempt to take up as much space as possible in 
terms of sound and tone. What really works for me is when the bass 
and the drums are improvising the rhythm together. 
Bass — Fender Precision fretless, Fender 6- string, Ibanez 8- string. 
Strings — Half-roands, no particular brand. 
Amp — Acoustic 150, Ampeg SVT. 
Effects — Boss Distortion, Morley Fuzz-wah, MXR Flanger, Mutron III, 
Volume Pedal. 
Best Live Performance — The gigs I did in New York with Fred Frith 
and Material. 
Favorite Concert — I haven't seen a group worth mentioning in quite 
some time 
Favorite Bassists — Jamaaladeen Tacuma, early Jack Bruce, earlier 
Jaco Pasterius, eels( Larry Graham, Janick Top. 
Own Best Record — Material's Memory Serves, and Massacre on 
the Celluloid label. 
Favorite Records — Dancing in Your Head, Omette Coleman; Music 
of 'he Ituri Forest and Eskimos of Hudson Bay and Alaska on Folk-
ways; Plastic Ono Band; Guitar Solos, Fred Frith; Hymnen, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Trout Mask Replica, Shiny Beast, Bat Chain Puller and 
Doc at the Radar Station, Capt. Beefheart. 

n Favorite Drummers — Stu Martin, Denardo Coleman, percussionists 
David Moss, Charles Noyes and Mark Miller. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Ginger Baker, Christian 
Vander, Ron Shannon Jackson. 
Favorite Employer — Brian Eno and Fred Frith, because of the 

co freedom they give me. 

Jeff Berlin 
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Charlie Haden 
Charlie Haden— Ornette's ex, Liberation Music, duets. 
Approach — I want to make the bass sound beauti'ul. I try to play 
beautiful chords, harmonies, intervals, melodies and rhythms. I am in 
awe of the- majesty of music, and I try to respect it with honesty. So I 
approach it with great care and try to listen to my own voice and 
hearing, and take time to make everything beautiful 
Bass — I have a French instrument that was made by Jean-Baptiste 
Vuillaume in Paris around 1840. Until a -month ago I had an instrument 
made by Pullman with a lion's-head scroll and beautifully flamed 
spruce and maple wood, but I found I wasn't playing on it much. 
Strings — On the high strings, G and 0, I use Golden Spiral strings, 
made by Kaplan String Comany in South Norwalk, Connecticut. 
They're gut strings with a nylon winding. I use a thin gauge. For the A 
and E strings I use Tomastic Spirochore. 
Amp — i use a Barcus-Berry pickup on my bridge and I go into a 
BarcJs-Berry Studio Preamplifier with a cannon jack on the back of it, 
so I can go direct to the board. 
Effeces — The volume level of music keeps going up and as a result 
I've damaged my hearing. To protect my ears I use a fiber called 
Ouietdown made by Flint. 
Favorite Bassists — First, the bass players that were with Bird, 
Tommy Potter and Curly Russell, then Oscar Pettiford but especia.ly 
Wilbur Ware. Then there's Paul Chambers; trie lines he played behind 
soloists were unlike any lines you ever heard. They were in chromat-
ics. He made the notes sound like they were crying, an intonation that 
wasrl quite sharp, but was close enough to create a kind of sadness. 
He was just a beautiful player. Also Scott LaFaro, Henry Grimes, Israel 
Crosoy and Albert Stinson, who's dead now. 
Own Best Record — I like the records under my own name, the first 
one oeing The Liberation Music Orchestra, which I tnink is a reaily 
important record and I'm very sad to see it's been aeleted from the 
catarog. Closeness, The Golden Number, Science Fiction, and the 
duets with Hampton Hawes, As Long As There's Music, mostly for his 
playing because he plays so great. This Is Our Music with Omette. 
Favorite Records — I think the duets of Duke Ellington and Jimmy 
Blanton are some of the most important pieces of music that were 
ever recorded. Some of the recordings of Wellman Braud and Walter 
Page with Count Basie. Also, Paul Chambers on Miles Davis' Collec-
tor's Items. Ware on Monk's Music. 
Favorite Drummers — The best drummers that I've played with are 
the only drummers I've played with for any length of time:Billy Higgins, 
Edward B ackwell, Paul Motian and now Jack DeJohnette. I've played 
some with Roy Haynes, Beaver Harris. I got to play once with Kenny 
Oarke. Connie Kay, Max Roach — boy, there's a great drummer. 
Drummers I'd Most Like To Play With — I would've iked to play with 
Shadow W.Ison, Denzil Best and Sid Catlett More with Kenny Clarke, 
Also a drummer in Chicago that someone told me about, Ike Day. 

Andy Weet 

---

Tony Levin —Crimson's Man on the Stick. 

Approach — I'm not impressed by a lot of notes, but by what notes are 
there and how well they are played. I try to play what I think will fit best 
with the music I'm accompanying. I'm constantly trying to come up 
with new ideas, and the Stick has helped me a lot in this regard 
because it's tuned differently than the standard bass. 
Bass — Music Man Sting Ray, Steinberger Fretless, Chapman Stick. 
Strings — Music Man Half Rounds. 
Amp — Ampeg SVT. 
Effects — Analog delay, volume pedal, octave divider. 
Own Best Live Concert — Any of the Peter Gabriel tours, Luciano 
Pavarotti — Tosca, Oregon in Wookstock. 
Favorite Bassists — I've heard a lot of stuff that impressed me, but I 
don't have any favorites 
Own Best Record — One Trick Pony, Paul Simon; Resolution, Andy 
Pratt; Manhattan Update, Warren Bernhardt. 
Favorite Records — Earth, Wind & Fire, All 'n All. 
Favorite Drummer — I don't have one. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — All the good ones. 

Tony Levin 

Andy West— The Dregs driving bassist. 
Approach — The way I play in the Dregs includes a lot of intricate 
melodic parts that are part of the sound of the band, so I've had to 
develop a lot of chops in that area. We try to have solos for everyone, 
so Rod and 1 work on developing grooves that are interesting without 
distracting any attention from the soloist. I think it's important to 
practice as much as possible. I try to pick up things from new styles of 
music to see where they will take me. 
Bass — Steinberger. Alembic (fretless and frettea), Washburn 
8-string, Fender Precision. 
Strings — GHS Super Steels roundwounds, and Brite Flats. 
Amp — Fender pre- amp, Crown stereo power amp driving a Fender 2 
X 12" cabinet with EV speakers and a Cerwin-Vega 18" folded- horn 
cabinet. I think the bi-arnping is much more important than the speak-
ers, though. I go direct in the studio unless I want a really bad sound. 
Effects — Flanger /.Doubler. 
Best Live Performance — Whenever we play L.A., San Francisco, 
New York or Atlanta, but every gig we do is satisfying. 
Favorite Concerts — Mahavishnu's One Truth Band, Pat Metheny 
Group, Kansas, Yes. F think anyone who can attract people is worth 
going to see. 
Favorite Bassists — Sta'-'ley Clarke, Jaco Pastorius, Jack Bruce, Jeff 
Berlin, Eberhard Weber, Eddie Gomez, Anthony Jackson, Abraham 
Laboriel, Percy Jones. ' could name a lot more. 
Own Best Record — My best playing with the Dregs is on the tunes 
' What If?" -Take It Of' the Top," "Night of the Living Dregs," "Twigs 
Approved," -I'm Freaking Out," "Cat Food," "Divided We Stand," and 
"Day 444." 
Favorite Albums — Inner Mounting Flame, Mahavishnu Orchestra, 
anything by Stanley Clarke and Jaco Pastorius. 
Favorite Drummer — Rod Morgenstern. 
Drummer I'd Most Like To Work With — Tony Wiliiams, Billy Cob-
ham, Simon Phillips, George Fettoruso, Phil Collins. 
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JAMAALADEEN 
TACUMA 
Born: June 11, 1956 in Long Island, N.Y. 
Home: Philadelphia, Pa. U.S.A. 
Profession: Electric Bass Guitarist with 
"Omette Coleman" and the "Prime Time Band." 
Earliest Musical Experience: Studied theory and 
Harmony in high school, then studied Electric 
Bass with former bassist with Grover Washing-
ton Jr. Tyrone Brown and Acoustic Bass with 
former member of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 
Eligio Rossi. Studied composition at the annual 
West Chester Summer Music Camp. 
Major Influences: Anthony Jackson, Ron 
Carter, Paul McCartney, Qunicy Jones, Billie 
Holiday and Carlos Santana. 
Latest Musical Accomplishment: Received the 
highest number of votes for an Electric Bassist of 
new talent deserving wider recognition in the 
Down Beat 1981 International Jazz Critics Poll. 
Keynotes: Played and recorded with various 
established Jazz, Rhythm and Blues and Classi-
cal Artists like James "Blood" Ulmer, Omette 
Coleman, Charles Earland, Julius Hemphill, 
Walt Dickerson, Michael Carvin, Norman 
Conners, the Philadelphia Orchestra and Stevie 
Wonder. 
Today's Music: Communication is without a 
doubt the key to enhance the many relation-
ships that a musician and a non-musician often 
encounter. Today's music (in its many forms) is 
exciting and informative. It's a vehicle in which 
this communication can be fully experienced 
and enjoyed. About every ten years a change 
takes place with the ideas and concepts of 
musical expression. So much is being said 
through all of the music of today and because of 
each artist personal experience and external in-
fluences it would be of great benefit to every 
musician to familiarize themselves with the 
total musical language that is being spoken all 
over the world. 
On Strings: LA BELLA strings have always pro-
ven to me to be the top of the line in quality 
long-lasting bass guitar strings. When I'm recor-
ding I love to hear my instrument come through 
crystal clear as a bell and when I'm performing 
live, LA BELLA strings have always given me 
the stage presence that is much needed by any 
live performing bass guitarist (and bassists you 
know exactly what I'm talking about). I use 
roundwound str.ngs on my Rickenbacker 
Stereo 4001 and the custom made roundwound 
Double Ball end strings on my Steinberger Bass. 
There is definitely a difference between playing 
and Playing. I use LA BELLA strings and for 
some time now it has been said that I can really 
play the bass. I know for a fact that LA BELLA 
strings has had a lot to do with this recognition. 
Long live LA BELLA! 
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If your passion is music, your strings should be La Bella. 



BASJ EC .NOLJGY 
A machinist's first attempt at designing a 
bass results in timeless principles of great 
instrument construction: a stiff neck, a 
resonant body, and punchy pickups. 

By J.C. Costa 

T
he electric bass was born in 1950 at the young but 
dynamically expanding Fender Musical Instrument Co. 
of Fullerton, California. Leo Fender, a gifted machinist 
with an ear for country & western and an unwitting vision 

of the real future for electric guitars, had already spun industry 
traditionalists out of orbit with the iconoclastic Fender Broad-
caster solid body. Historical trivialists will rightfully argue that 
Adolph Rickenbacker actually got the jump on Fender with his 
ungainly "frying pan" guitar, but they're missing the point. Leo 
was the first one to intuitively comprehend the market poten-
tial of the solid body electric and go after it with a vengeance. 

Problems come thick and fast for pioneers and Fender had 
to quickly change the name of his guitar because Gretsch had 
already appropriated Broadcaster for its drum line. Turns out 
Leo liked his new name a lot better anyway. The Telecaster, 
inextricably linked to the advent of television and its subse-
quent impact on our culture, sounded more like Tommorrow. 
Enough progressive country and pop guitarists overcame 
traditional hollow body leanings for the clean, crisp, penetrat-
ing tones of the Tele to nudge Fender in the direction of 
another first — the electric solid body bass guitar. 

Originally assuming the shape of the Telecaster guitar, the 
Fender Precision bass was designed to go either way. Electric 
guitarists could benefit from its reduced size and portability to 
"double" on bass and bass fiddle players who were tired of 
being pinned down to their stationary behemoths had enough 
familiar features (like traditional finger rest) to ease their tran-
sition into electricity. The Precision body, soon to evolve into a 
more futuristic, contoured shape for increased playing com-
fort and a distinctive identity of its own, was made of alder. A 
massive bolted-on maple neck culminated in the classic 
Fender headstock with hefty :uning machines arrayed four-
on-a- side like the guitar that preceded it. A patented "split 
coil" pickup produced a fat, midrangey sound with unheard-of 
punch and presence for this type of instrument. The miracu-
lous combination of a dense and surprisingly resonant body 
wood — for years, wood snobs have looked down on alder as 
a low-grade "prole" hardwood fit only for construction — a 
long- scale ( 34") neck made of exceedingly stiff hard rock 
maple and a clean, high-output electronic pickup elevated the 
Fender Precision to its preeminent status as the electric bass 
guitar, past and present. 

Later on, Fender developed the Jazz bass which offered a 
slimmer neck and two pickups with individual controls. The 
sound had more treble and high-end definition with an even 
response better suited to the exacting standards of the 
recording studio. And although the Telecaster bass was also 
re-introduced during this period, the Fender Precision and 
Jazz basses — often referred :o simply as the P-bass and the 
J-bass — easily led the way in this area to become icons of the 
music industry. Much like Kleenex and Frigidaire, "Fender 
Bass" has become a generic term and you can find plenty of 
evidence to support this on countless album credits of the 
sixties and seventies. Vintage editions of these instruments in 
good condition are still sought after with specific models like 
the 1959 "concentric" Jazz bass bringing up to $2500. 

Recently, Fender reintroduced a souped-up version of the 
original Precision — which by now had become one of the 
most copied instruments in history — as the Fender Precision 
"Special." This guitar features active electronics (1-15 dB bass 
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Get your hands on the mew Victory Boss, by 
Gibson. Success has never felt so good. Or so 
comfortable. From narrower high frets to the 
deep cutaway body design. Rn adjustable neck 
pitch taud new nedk shope give you even more 
fast action ond plOyabilibyt And the Ifeel is so 
balcmiced,, you'll swear it's o port of you. 

This Gibson bass is destined to be number 
orne, with sound unequaled on ihe stage. Or 
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in ti'm studio. Flo if bock for light, smooth 
j(iii Or rip it wide open to heavy rock, No 

,r c,r how you play Victory, you] look great 
duiril it. Because rt euu molded bl ck pick-
Up'• and a' reshaped Ipickgward o d e'er° 
circ,•. to the sleek Victory Standard cr cie}l 
Art va model. 

If you're going to play, play to uIn. W 
Vi, t rem Bass by Gibson. 
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CREATIVE MUSIC STUDIO 
WOODSTOCK 

eg) 

*Dec 29-Jan 7; 10 day NEW YEAR'S 

INTENSIVE with Jack DeJohnette, 

Dave Holland, Pat Metheny 

*Jan 12-16; 5 day BASIC RHYTHM 
& POLYRHYTHM PRACTICE 

*Feb 2-6; 5 day STRINGS INTEN-

SIVE. Master classes for string 

instruments 

*Feb 12-14; WEEKEND SAXO-

PHONE WORKSHOP w/ Lee Konitz 

*Feb 22-May 2; 10 week 

ACADEMIC SPRING SEMESTER 

In order to continue our policy of 

limited enrollment, we urge all 

potential applicants for programs 

of the next two years to contact us 
now. 

WRITE or PHONE CMS, P.O. 
BOX 671, WOODSTOCK, NY 
12498. (914) 338-7640 

see 
e7Ohl 3FERC 

UHD) 

FOR 

A FREE 

BROCHURE 

ANDA LIST OF 

PROFESSIONALS 

RECORDING AND 

TOURING WITH THE 

STEINBERGER BASS 
Write or Phone: 

63 TIFFANY PLACE, BROOKLYN 
NEW YORK 11231 212/447-7500 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

and treble controls), re-designed brass 
hardware and a return to the "classic" 
1961 B-neck. Leo Fender, who sold out 
to CBS more than a decade ago, has 
made a comfortable, and well-deserved, 
living by coming up with intelligent re-
thinks of his solid bodies for companies 
like Music Man and G & L Sales. 

Over in Kalamazoo, Gibson — the 
other heavyweight contender in the 
electric guitar sweepstakes — was 
slowly warming to the idea of an electric 
bass guitar. By the middle fifties, this 
traditionalist concern which had reluc-
tantly accepted the Les Paul solid body 
guitar after focusing on more conven-
tional hollow and semi-hollow body 
electric instruments, was producing its 
own version of the solid body bass. The 
early EB-0 and EB-1 "violin" basses had 
mahogany bodies and necks ano fea-
tured an Alnico magnet pickup with a 
"brown Royalite cover." Unfortunately, 
the short scale length (301/2") and a 
pickup that produced sounds that were 
too deep to be accurately reproduced 
by existing amplifiers did not add up to 
an instant classic of the genre. Double 
cutaway, semi-hollow body guitars like 
the Gibson EB-2 bass looked good on 
paper but feedback problems and the 
shorter scale limited their potential at the 
outset. Gibson finally broke through a 
few years later with the legendary Gib-
son Thunderbird bass, a long-scale 
instrument with a more articulated 
sound. More competitive with Fender on 
a head to head basis, the Thunderbird 
capitalized on the superior resonance, 
accuracy of intonation and playability of 
the longer scale and its own, slightly 
oddball future-think shape. The Gibson 
EB-3 bass, shaped like the Gibson SG 
guitar with a humbucking pickup and 
varitone switch, was undoubtedly pow-
erful and in the hands of someone like 
Jack Bruce (during Cream's salad days) 
could produce thick slabs of dirty 
bottom-end sound, but it was players 
like John Entwistle of the Who using a 
Thunderbird in conjunction with Roto-
wound (roundwound) strings who was 
subliminally announcing the new age of 
the electric bass guitar. 

In the fifties and throughout a lot of the 
sixties, the electric bass guitar was 
either used percussively or to create a 
fat cushion of sound to push the beat 
along. The sound of the electric or 
Fender bass was more distinct on 
records, especially when played by 
masters like James Jamerson of 
Motown session fame or Donald "Duck" 
Dunn of Booker T & the MG's. At the 
peon amateur level, poor amplification 
equipment, flatwound strings and sloppy 
playing techniques made for impenetra-
ble bass thump-a-thumpa music whe-
rein individual notes were indistinguish-
able and you could hardly tell (or care, 
for that matter) if the instrument was in 
tune. 

In the late sixties and early seventies, 

Brit-rock and one of its immediate 
antecedents, art-rock, brought the bass 
more to the forefront in terms of high-
end definition. Geezers like Entwistle, 
McCartney and Chris Squire were play-
ing a much more highlighted and 
melodic bass style that was set further 
forward in the final mix. A lot of this had 
to do with the development of round-
wound bass strings by the British com-
pany, Rotosound. Harder on the hands 
and the frets, roundwound strings added 
a measurable amount of ringing, metal-
lic clarity to the sound of the electric 
bass guitar. 
McCartney had started on the curious 

Hofner hollow body bass (feedback, a 
very thin neck and a decidedly bizarre 
sound), had moved through a variety of 
Fender guitars and, just about the time of 
"Magical Mystery Tour," settled on the 
Rickenbacker solid body bass that 
eventually became known as the Rick-
enbacker 4001. He and other players 
like Squire were drawn to the Ricken-
backer's super-fast playability, uncon-
ventional shape and high output pickups 
which made for a very hot, clean sound. 
This particular instrument has gone 
through several modifications (espe-
cially the pickups) since the original 
played by McCartney, but it is still very 
popular because of its association with 
the new thinking about the role of the 
electric bass, not to mention its mono/ 
stereo outputs and typically Californian 
"colorglo" finishes. 
Throughout this whole period of tran-

sition and development, several bass 
oddities wafted through the marketplace 
to make their small but significant mark 
on the history of electronic instruments. 
The aforementioned Hofner and the 
Hagstron bass from Europe, the Ampeg 
bass with its scroll peghead and curious 
sound (they made a fairly popular fret-
less model), the Danelectro "Longhorn" 
bass which provided excellent sound for 
the low price, and an assortment of 
semi-hollow and solid body models from 
Guild and Gretsch which never quite 
matched their original counterparts from 
Fender and Gibson. 

Of course, the big noise in the seven-
ties and eighties has been the increas-
ing popularity of active electronics in 
both guitars and basses. Active tone 
and (to a lesser extent for basses) 
volume controls mean that the player 
can literally boost the volume or boost 
and cut tonal parameters with a special 
battery-powered preamp. The Alembic 
bass, which further refined the concept 
of a personalized lead bass with exotic 
hardwoods, massive brass hardware 
and fittings and a neck that runs through 
the length of the body, was the first to 
promote the extensive use of more 
sophisticated active systems. Used by 
high-profile players like Stanley Clarke 
and Phil Lesh, the Alembic came to 
define the expensive, "customized" 

continued on page 121 
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HEW 
GHS Super Steels 
ELECTRIC GUITAR 
& BASS STRINGS 
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FOR GUITAR: If you're into high volume, brilliance, and screaming 
sustain, G HS Super SteelsTM were created or you! 

Not o,n'y do they give you incredible bite and power, but they 
hoid their tone up to twice as long as other strings. They come in 
three different sets of rock gauges. 

FOR BASS: GHS Super Steele"' are unsurpassed for brilliance and 
sustain, especially at high votumes. 

Or adjust your controls and get beautiful rich, warm tone. These 
versatile strings are a/enable in three different long scale sets 
with great new gauge combinations. 
They hold their tone a long, long time. 

TECHNICAL INFO,: GHS Super SteelsTM are made of a special type 
of stainless steel, put together the GHS way. Write to us for more 
details on the GHS Difference. 

Meanwhile, pick up a set of Super SteelsTM for guitar or bass at 
your favorite music store. 

jhs striqs 
The String Specialists 

Manufactured by GHS Corporatioi 
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The Police 
Ghost in the Machine (A&M) 

Ghost fn the 
Machine con-
firms some-
thing I'd sus-
pected all a-
long; that the 
Police never 
set out to be 
white - reggae 
popsters. It was 

just that reggae and pop ( the AM kind 
that goes hook-hook-hook-hook...) 
offered the easiest, most format-
digestible camouflage for the Police's 
real obsessions: repetition and synco-
pation, preferably both at once. On last 
year's Zenyatta Mondatta, the band 
started to break away from its self-
imposed sound, and Ghost In the 
Machine (which even dispenses with 
the pig-European title shtick) makes 
its ambitions overt. The songs are ail 
recognizable Police-iers — with Sting's 
characteristic vocal lines and four-bar 
units; Stewart Copeland's swinging, 
accents-on-two-and-four drumming; 
and Andy Summers' ultra-float textural, 
non-linear guitars — yet only "One 
World ( Not Three)" openly recalls reg-
gae. For the rest, the beat varies from 
JBs to light metal, but the basic strategy 
doesn't. If you listen to the album 
through transistor-radio-size speakers, 
you'll hear the main, midrange riff of 
each song again and again; on a better 
system, you'll notice the band's experi-
ments with new arrangements ( like 
horns, keyboards, tape effects) and a 
bunch of inventively repetitive inner 
parts. This time, the Police are seriously 
minimal; " Invisible Sun" even tips its hat 
to Philip Glass with a count-off that's just 
like the ones in Einstein on the Beach. 
The Police's ambitions extend to their 

lyrics, with more mixed results. Now that 
they've seen starvation and poverty first-
hand ( on their India tour), they seem 
impatient witn boy-girl stuf`. Unfortu-
nately, their political statements come 
across just as poppy — as superficial — 
as the rest of their repertoire; i.e., when 
they can come up with a catchy refrain 
like "Too much information / driving me 
insane," it works fine, but when, in " Re-
humanize Themselves," they sink to 

"•POLICZ 
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rhyming " national front" with "cunts" — 
used as an insult! — I wonder how deep 
their humanism goes. And when they 
wax mystical on " Invisible Sun" and 
"Darkness," well, they're right up there 
as revelation-bearers with George 
Harrison. 

But Ghost In the Machine shouldn't 
have to stand on its text any more than 
Pharoah Sanders' "The Creator Has a 
Master Plan." If the album is about any-
thing, its subject is the way Andy 
Summers is drawing together Hendrix 
(in," Demolition"), Zawinul ( he's found 
the guitar equivalent of " Milky Way" for 
"Darkness") and Steve Cropper; or the 
way Copeland knocks around his 
cymbals, or the counterpoint Sting insists 
on writing — or the way the whole band 
propels songs without harmonic motion. 
The Police have proven themselves, not 
only as musicians, but as popular 
musicians, doing that rare, graceful 
balancing act between vox populi (x 
hooks per minute and catchy choruses) 
and their own agenda — Einstein on the 
top 40. If they can hang onto their sense 
of humor, so much the better. — Jon 
Pareles 

Iggy Pop 
Party (Arista) 

In his first 
post-Stooges, 
Bowieized in-
carnation, Iggy 
Pop was dub-
bed "the Idiot." 
Even prior 
knowledge of 
this appella-
tion is no prep-

aration for a forthrightly idiotic record 
like Party. This album is so stupid it 
makes Funhouse sound like a doctoral 
thesis. 

Stupidity has always been Iggy's 
strong suit — that's what gave songs like 
"I Wanna Be Your Dog" and "TV Eye" 
their, hm, charm. On Party, dumbness 
overwhelms all. How is one to respond 
to lyrical couplets like " I'm going out for 
a beer/ but I will return, my dear" or 
"She's my only blood / we do it down in 
the mud"? Sheesh. And these are the 
more intelligent passages! 

Party's songs, which dwell on sex, 

drink, and pleasure, sound like stream-
of -consciousness afterthoughts tossed 
together in the studio. The uncommitted 
playing of a band led by Ivan Kral of the 
Patti Smith Group, wishy-washy produc-
tion by Tommy Boyce ( yes, really) and 
Tom Panunzio, and a pair of thrown-off 
covers (of "Sea of Love" and "Time 
Won't Let Me") do nothing to alleviate an 
atmosphere of fatigue and Contractual 
Obligation. 
So one is left with Iggy, yammering his 

dopey heart out, singing lines like " I'm 
gonna squeeze ya / just like a toe-may-
toe" with Morrisonian ferocity. It's 
impossible to hate Iggy, or this album, 
just as it's impossible to hate a three-
year-old who eats dirt. With Party, Iggy 
Pop's title as the Sinatra of Stoopid 
remains unchallenged. — Chris Morris 

Jaco Pastorius 

Word Of Mouth (Warner Bros.) 
The album 
sleeve tells at 
least part of 
the story. Sit-
ting at a piano 
with pencil 
in mouth is 
Jaco, deep in 
thought, eyes 
zeroed in on 

the piano ivories. Not quite the popular 
image of the " Florida Flash," the danc-
ing, prancing, hot chops Weather Report 
phenom. This is the other side of Pasto-
rius, the side that aches to be recog-
nized as a "legitimate" composer. 
Accordingly, this collection relies almost 
entirely on the bassist's compositions 
and arrangements. Unfortunately, too 
often the work of the pencil clutters this 
somewhat spotty though adventurous 
attempt. 

"Three Views of a Secret" highlights 
the contrasts between Pastorius' 
impeccable sense of nuance and his 
indulgences as a composer. On one 
hand, he has John Clark on French horn 
echoing a simple, suggestive counter 
line opposite Toots Thielmann's har-
monica. The idea is great, the execution 
perfect, everything works. But by tune's 
end he's banging the listener over the 
head with screaming Ferguson- like 
horns and top of the mountain, vibrato-
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drenched vocals. Part of the problem is 
that Pastorius is simply trying too hard. 
He's forcing compositional techniques 
and, in the process, sacrificing solo 
space. One of my favorite spots occurs 
when the ensemble, possibly edited out 
in the mix, makes room for Herbie Han-
cock to solo around a syncopated osti-
nato line at the end of " Liberty City." 
Hancock's against-the- beat phrasing, 
ascending scalar lines and tone clusters 
loosen the feel and get a rise out of the 
supporting cast, especially Jack 
DeJohnette. Certainly, Jaco is full of sur-
prises. His adaptation of Bach's "Chro-
matic Fantasy" is too insensitive to be 
classified as interpretation, serving only 
as a vehicle for the " Flash" to bust out 
his chops. But " Crisis," a steamrolling 
up-tempo free-for-all with Wayne Shor-
ter and Mike Brecker blowing tenor 
madness while Pastorius and 
DeJohnette thunder the pulse under-
neath, fares well without the inhibiting 
structures Jaco tangles his material in. 
Exemplary string writing is heard in the 
middle section of "John and Mary' 
where Copeland-esque voicings provide 
a cushion for Jacos gently wailing bass 

If inconsistency mars this record, let it 
be noted that, to his credit, Pastorius is 
willing to take risks. Jaco might do well to 
lighten up a bit, put down the pencil and 
take a cue from the Miles Davis school 
of structures and sketches: " Edit." — 
Peter Giron 

Bob Dylan 
Shot of Love ( Columbia) 

Even before 
"Like A Rolling 
Stone," Bob 
Dylan's work 
has been laced 
with apoca-
lypse, so Shot 
of Love's black 
comic rumin-

% ations should 
come as no surprise, despite being 
tainted by Bobby Zee's born-again zeal. 
The initial shock of Slow Train Coming's 
conversion has still not worn off for most 
critics, who are vituperative in lambast-
ing Dylan's apparently brainwashed 
banality. What's overlooked in all the 
fury about Bob's religious beliefs, 
though, is the steady improvement in his 
recorded output, with the possible 
exception of last year's throwaway, 
Saved. From Street Legal to the present, 
Dylan has been up against a lot of stiff 
competition as his many imitators — 
from Willie Nile and Mink DeVille to Mark 
Knopfler, Graham Parker and Bruce 
Springsteen — employ his own tech-
niques to overshadow him. 

But Dylan has subtly altered the 
sound quality of his records, and Shot of 
Love resonates with the always-distinc-
tive, throaty Dylan delivery, often 
---,ocked, rarely duplicated. The title 

continued on next page 

By Michael Shore 

Yeah! City All Over, 

Bow Wow Wow 
See Jungle! See Jungle! Go Join Your Gang 
Go Ape Crazy! (RCA) 

T
here's a real back-to-the- roots 
movement happening in Enalanc 
these days — all the way back to the 

roots, as post-punk outfits searching for 
the Next Big Wrinkle discoverthe throb-
bing exotica of Afro-polyrhythms. A 
hunky Angro fop named Stuart Goddard 
heard an ethnic record of Burundi 
tribesmen getting down before a big bat-
tle; inspiration flashed and ne became 
Adam Ant. with a highly percussive, 
tom-tom driven backup band. Since 
then, Adam changed bands; the band he 
left behind was somehow founo by 
noted Svengali Malcolm McLaren that 
"Anarchy" man, the bloke who concep-
tualized the Sex Pistols. Then Malcolm 
found a precocious, cute fourteen-year-
old Burmese immigrant girl ( in a laun-
dromat!) claiming to be distantly related 
to U Thant — Annabelle Lwin. With a 
d abolical gleam in fts eye ( I'll bet) Mal-
com flashed on The Concept: work's an 
oosolete mythology! The cities are 
gonna crumble — let's run through the 
pngle with a sexy little kid leading the 
way and some borrowed Burundi back-
beat keeping everybody happy! Thus 
was born Bow Wow Wow. In c:assic 
McLaren fashion, a sensationally sub-
versive first single was released: the gal-
vanic "C-30, C-60, C-90 Go!," an ode to 
home-taping of records. The followup 
was "WORK.," another happy meeting 
01 tribal polyrhythms and garage rave-
up with the inspiration verse, "Demoli-
tion of the work ethic takes us to theage 
of the primitive" 
Ouch! Such transparently manipula-

tive sloganeering! You could practically 
see Malcolm whispering those words 
into Little Annabelle's ear. But whoa! 
Wnatever objections you may have to a 
puppeteer using a kid — no matter how 
innocent and/or precocious — as his 
marionette, hear this band out' Bow 
Wow Wow is so much mote refreshing 
and uplifting than Adam and the Ants 
(not to mention a lot of other bands): 
where the latter are heavily macho and 

plodding in their treatment of the Af ro-
infusion, the Wow are positively effer-
vescent — they romp, stomp and jump. 
They're all under twenty, and their sound 
is indeed convincingly youthful, pubes-
cent even: flighty, feisty, impulsive, cute, 
sexy, gawky, sloppy, ingenuous, fallirg-
into-place rather than fully-formed. 
Guitarist Matthew Ashman, like the Ants' 
Marco Pironi, is heavily into a Duane 
Eddy/Sergio Leone-soundtrack twang 
thang, but he's equally adept at anything 
from Flamenco strums to Calypsonian 
mutant-funk plucking to punky wall -o-
sound chording. Leroy Gorman is an 
astonishingly capable bassist out of the 
Stanley Clarke / Bootsy Collins thumb-
thwack elasto-funk school. There's one 
pastoral moment at the beg nning of 
"King Kong" on this album where, I 
swear to God, he sounds exactly like 
Eberhard Weber' And Dave Bartarossa 
is a revolutionary "rock" drummer: no 
snare, no hi- hat, no ride cymbal; only the 
incessant tribal pounding of the tom-
toms and timbales and bass dr um, with 
an occasional cymbal crash for punc-
tuation. Obviously, the timbale lends 
proceedings as much Latin as African 
flavor, but no matter — the primitive per-
cussive exotica, the Noble Savage as 
musical infiuence, is The Thirg. 
And then there's Annabelle. She may 

be mouthing Malcolm's platitudes ;he 
does get nearly all the lyric-writing 
credit), but this is not Brooke Shields 
starring in the post-punk Tarzan con-
cept LP. She has all the untutored, off-
key amateurishness of, say, early Debbie 
Harry ( I never thought Debs could sing, 
but then I'm one of those people who 
never thought Dylan could sing, either), 
and in fact the timbre of her voice is 
remarkably similar to La Harry's. But 
Annabella's got 100 times more verve 
and gusto than Debbie ever had. That 
little Burma Shave's got projection and 
personality. Sure, she sounds forced 
part o' the time, and disarming part of the 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
time, but all of the time she sounds alive 
and kicking and unselfconsciously into 
it, and that gets across. Though I'll 
refrain from saying she generates heat, I 
will readily admit that when, in "Jungle 
Boy," Annabella lissomely coos "When 
the cities fall to rubble...go jungle! Let 
your body do the talking," I've got my 
pith helmet on, ready to go. Even if I do 
crack up when she yelps " I understand 
King Kong ... he's outrageous!" or when 
she camps it up to the hilt as Queen of 
the Jungle in "Hello Hello Daddy ( I'll 
Sacrifice You)." 

All of this holds up surprisingly well 
over the course of an album, though only 
on "Chihuahua" (Big Mystery choirs 
chant over the inexorable jungle boogie; 
are those the Easter Island statues 
sashaying over the hills?) and "Go Wild 
in the Country" (which revs up till it 
sounds like psychedelicized bouzouki-
band plate-smashing music) do the 
Wow equal the pinnacles of "C-30, 
C-60, C-90 Go!," "W.O.R.K.," "Sexy Eif-
fel Tower" and "Louis Quatorze" from 
the Your Cassette Pet tape. Just beware 
of the snakes in the trees, bwana. 

continued from previous page 
track opens up with some lovely aca-
pella gospel singing and launches into 
one of Dylan's patented post- Christian 
litanies, as he eschews worldly plea-
sures for the Great Spiritual Beyond. But 
there's something amiss here. The spir-
itual arrogance his naysayers accuse 
him of is perversely self - parodied. Dylan 
is hoisting himself ,on his own petard. 
acknowledging excruciating need. The 
very first lyrics on the album, "Don't 
need a shot of heroin to cure my dis-
ease," imply he needs another high 
along the same lines. What no one has 
suggested, aside from perhaps the inex-
haustible Dylanologist A.J. Weberman, 
is that Dylan may be both a junkie and a 
born-again Christian. After all, he does 
martyr Lenny Bruce, doesn't he? 

This makes Shot of Love a lot more 
structurally complex than most people 
give it credit for. As a fan of much of 
Dylan's 70s work, I think Bobby's just 
setting us up for his big comeback — the 
renunciation LP, Time For Jesus' Boot-
Heels to Be Wandering. 

Certainly Dylan's humor hasn't de-
serted him, either. " Lenny Bruce," taken 
to task by some for its utter lyrical pueril-
ity, resembles similar odes to Hurricane 
Carter, Joey Gallo and John Wesley 
Harding, a bitterly sarcastic stab that is 
certainly no homage to its subject, but a 
double-edged critique of society and the 
individual. " Property of Jesus" roasts 
Dylan's foes with " Positively Fourth 
Street" whining bitchiness, a sneering 
Bob barely able to control audible 
smirking. 
The pity about Bob Dylan in 1981, 

though, is that a once- influential 
spokesman has shrivelled into a sort of 

THESE SONGS MADE A REPUTATION. 
NOW, THEY'LL MAKE A STAR. 

}GAREAND IFUREYS RECORDED lIVE 
IN THE U.S.A. AND EUROPE. 

Garland Jeffreys has been a criti-
cal success and a cult favorite. 
His last album had a two month 
hold on almost every FM station 
in the country. And his recent 
tour was an international sold-
out, stand-up success. 
"Rock & Roll Adult:' the docu-

ment of that tour, is a classic 
Garland Jeffreys collection. 
On it, Garland gives the 

definitive performances of the 
songs that have made his repu-
tation as a rock writer. 

Performances that will make 
a star out of a legend. 

WILD IN THE STREETS 
I MAY NOT BE YOUR KIND 
MATADOR 
35 MILLIMETER DREAMS 
R. O. C. K. 
COOL DOWN BOY 
96 TEARS 
BOUND TO GET AHEAD SOMEDAY 1, 

GARLAND JEFFREYS 
"ROCK & ROLL ADULT". 
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Take The Music Where You're 
Playing On Epic Tapes. 

Produced by Garland Jeffreys, Bob Clearmounzain and Did. Wingate for Ghostwriter, Inc. 
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BITES THE DUST 

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY 

CRAZY LITTLE 
THING CALLED LOVE 

KILLER QUEEN 

FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS 

BICYCLE RACE 

WE WILL ROCK YOU 

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 

FLASH'S THEME 
A/K/A FLASH 

SOMEBODY TO LOVE 

YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND 

KEEP YOURSELF ALIVE 

PLAY THE GAME 

Plus a special new song. 
UNDER PRESSURE 

performed by Queen and David Bowie 

11Tçi. iirr 

The first GREATEST HITS album ever 
Not just the best, but the GREATEST! 

° e 
0 1981 Elektra/Asylum Records o A Warner Communications Co. 

whining, mean-spirited gadfly in the 
public consciousness, his message 
heartlessly ridiculed and widely 
misunderstood. Which sounds, ironi-
cally enough, just like the way he 
started, twenty years ago. — Roy Trakin 

Bob Seger & the Sliver Bullet Band 
Nine Tonight (Capitol) 

After 11 years 
of underpaid 
overtime work 
in the rock 'n' 
roll salt mines 
of the Midwest, 
Bob Seger & 
the Silver Bul-
let Band finally 
broke into su-

perstardom in 1976 with a double live 
album, Live Bullet, recorded on their 
home turf of Detroit's Cobo Hall. That 
was the first of four consecutive double 
platinum albums that yielded seven top-
20 singles. Now Seger has returned to 
Cobo Hall ( with some help from the Bos-
ton Garden) to get live versions of the 
songs written since Live Bullet for a new 
double album Nine Tonight. 
The live versions fall somewhat short 

of the inspired studio versions on the 
1976 Night Moves. They juice up the 
originals from the 19130 Against the Wind 
and improve considerably on the disap-
pointing studio work of the 1978 
Stranger in Town. Tne tunes that Seger 
originally recorded with the Muscle 
Shoals studio band (about half of each 
album) sound less precise and more 
exciting recorded live with the Silver 
Bullet Band. With three nights in Boston 
and six nights in De/pit to choose from, 
the consistency is unusually high for a 
live album. The record introduces the 
Silver Bullet Band's new keyboardist 
Craig Frost, who once played with 
another Michigan hard rock band, 
Grand Funk Railroad. 
The album pretty much follows the set 

order on the 1980 tour, leaving out the 
pre-1976 songs. It opens with the blaz-
ing rocker, "Nine Tonight," which pre-
viously only appeared on the Urban 
Cowboy soundtrack. The only new song 
is Eugene Williams' old Memphis soul 
hit, “ Tryin' to Live My Life Without You." 
Side four is given over to Seger's spec-
tacular encore numbers, " Night Moves," 
"Rock ' n' Roll Never Forgets" and an 
oldies medley of Chuck Berry's "Let It 
Rock," Otis Redding's "Shake" and Ber-
ry's " Little Queenie." All in all, Nine 
Tonight is a welcome if unsurprising live 
document from one of America's very 
best rock 'n' roll bands 
I still can't understand why the rock 

media pays so much more attention to 
Bruce Springsteen than to Bob Seger. 
Both are hard-nosed working class men 
who write about the daytime drudgery, 
weekend wildness and elusive dreams 
of their friends through soaring, R&B-
based rock 'n' roll. Springsteen may 
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ANOTHER 
RHODES SCHOLAR 

SPEAKS OUT. 

"For me, the Rhodes has become a 
basic instrument in making music:' 

Rhodes 
Makers of fine hyboard instruments. 

Live in the modern world 
play the Rhythm Tech Tam 

Write for 
detailed information. 

write better lyrics, but Seger writes better 
melodies and dance riffs. Springsteen 
may be a more charismatic stage per-
former, but Seger is a better singer. I still 
believe that Night Moves is better than 
any Springsteen album but The River. As 
the new live album proves, " Rock ' n' Roll 
Never Forgets" is as effective a show-
closing rock anthem as " Rosalita" and 
Seger's Chuck Berry medley is as excit-
ing as Springsteen's Mitch Ryder med-
ley. Moreover, the Silver Bullet Band 
plays the rock 'n' roll verities with the 
same authority as the E Street Band. 

I suspect that many critics prefer 
Springsteen the writer to Seger the sing-
er because lyrics are easier to quote 
than melodies. I don't mean to knock 
Springsteen, who's obviously brilliant; I 
just think Seger is unrecognized as a 
pivotal figure in rock 'n' roll. Seger's 
gutsy, down-to-earth songs have pene-
trated the typing pools and shop floors to 
battle the escapist fluff of Styx and REO 
Speedwagon. There are few better 
examples of how to combine quality and 
integrity with mass appeal than Nine 
Tonight. — Geoffrey Himes 

The Mighty Flyers 
Radioactive Material (Right Hemisphere) 

The Fabulous 
Thunderbirds 
may be the 
hottest blues 
band in the 
country today, 
but the Mighty 
Flyers know 
the meaning 
of cool. The 

Nighthawks of Washington, D.C. can 
rock, but the Flyers from California 
swing. On their second album as a 
group (originally known as the Chicago 
Flying Saucer Band), the quintet exhibits 
a degree of confidence equaled only by 
the T- Birds, and a reserve approached 
by no one. 

Having long ago mastered every one 
of Little Walter's phrases (both vocally 
and instrumentally), leader Rod Piazza 
has matured to the point where he is 
now the standard by which other harp 
players are judged. The unpredictable 
Michael "Junior" Watson on guitar is 
more than conversant in the Jimmy 
Rogers/Louis Meyers Chicago school 
as well as the more sophisticated 
single- string styles of Tiny Grimes and 
Oscar Moore. The rhythm section of 
pianist Debbie "Honey" Alexander, Bill 
Stuve on upright bass, and drummer 
Willy Swartz (imagine Gene Krupa jam-
ming with Little Walter) is supportive with 
a capital "S" ( which in this case does not 
stand for "secondary"). 
The band's ensemble playing (their 

strongest suit) is shown to the best 
advantage on Jimmy McCracklin's 
"Talk to Your Daughter" and the minor-
key "Shot from the Saddle" (by way of 
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ANOTHER 
RHODES SCHOLAR 

SPEAKS OUT. 

"It's the ideal studio keyboard. Its 
harmonic characteristics produce a warm 
background that doesn't get in the way." 

Rhodes 
Makers ()Linn' keyboard instruments. 
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Delbert McClinton). 
The Mighty Flyers' brand of blues is 

anything but academic, but this one 
should be required listening for all 
would-be R&B bands. As with most LPs 
by young bands of this ilk, Radioactive 
Material is on a small independent label, 
but the sound and production are as 
top-notch as the playing. Check it out. 
(Right Hemisphere Enterprises, 1626 N. 
Wilcox Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028.) — 
Dan Forte 

Sly and the Family Stone 
Anthology (Epic) 

Funkadelic 
The Electric Spanking of War Babies 
(Warner Bros) 

ecrffic 
Adikk 

One of the pro-
genitors of funk 
has returned 
to sing for one 
of his students. 
Sly Stone, the 
Riot Master 
himself, ap-
pears on the 
latest release 

of funkmeister George Clinton, joining 
such P- Funk free agents as Bootsy Col-
lins, Junie Morrison and Phillipe " Soul" 
Wynne. 

In another time, in another situation, it 
would be a stone gas to hear Sylvester 
Stewart chant, "Everything I do from 
now is gonna be fun-kay." But not this one. 
Sly's performance on Electric Spanking, 
unfortunately, conjures up his perfor-
mance on 1979's rambling, burnt-out 
Back on the Right Track, not his charis-
matic leadership of one of the greatest 
American bands. That era is offered for 
comparison on this year's spectacular 
Anthology, which arranges twenty of his 
best songs chronologically in a double-
LP set, all the way from "Dance to the 
Music" to "Que Sera Sera." 

Sly must be having fun with the funk 
mob, but what a comedown. Electric 
Spanking is campy, canny, sassy, but 
completely devoid of any of Sly's former 
humanistic spirit. George Clinton owes 
so much to Sly's music; the anything-
can-happen clutter of Funkadelic may 
even be what Sly had in mind after 
There's a Riot Going On, give or take a 
few years. But only when Sly himself 
sings it does the difference in outlook 
seem so noticeable. 

Sly blew apart the 60s soul-song form 
with his chaotic arrangements: gospel 
keyboards, acid rock guitar, Stax-Volt 
horns in mind-bending combinations. 
His band was a polyglot of races and 
sexes playing outside their traditional 
roles; the all-white male rock group has 
seemed parochial ever since. For Sly, 
"the funk" was a way inside. The ques-
tions he answers in "Stand," "Everyday 
People," "Everybody Is a Star," and the 
questions he asks in "Thank You for 
Talkin' to Me, Africa" all concern identity 
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— a struggle to find, hard to keep, terrify-
ing to lose. Sly sang about real life. 

Funkadelic, on the other hand, has 
become one of the great escapist 
bands. Starting from a socially-
conscious Detroit heavy metal soul 
music, Clinton seemed to begin to take 
the heavy metal cult ethos a bit too 
seriously; nowadays, most of Funkadel-
ic's lyrics are not about real life, but 
about being Funkadelic. 

This is not to say Electric Spanking is 
all that bad. I'd stack " Electro-Cuties" up 
against most disco songs; it moves I ke a 
runaway subway, warning, "You can't 
short circuit when the kilowatts sock it to 
you." " Icka Prick" juxtaposes the eye-
brow- raising complaint, "You can't get 
no decent dick in Detroit" against a 
lovely guitar arabesque. 

Still, Clinton's efforts pale before Sly's 
contribution ten years before. P- Funk 
could have continued that innovation, 
could've continued refining Sly's vision. 
Instead they let it slip from them, to be 
picked up by the Clash, the Specials and 
other purveyors of the real world, not 
some sequin- coated bride of Dr. 
Fun kenstein. 
Perhaps it would be best if we thought 

of Anthology as a brand new album that 
would send shock waves through 
today's limpid industry. Then we could 
start the whole thing, or better yet, some 
new thing, rolling all over again. — Stuart 
Cohn 

Johnny Hartman 
Once In Every Life (Bee Hive) 

Although John-
ny Hartman 
delivers fairly 
straight read-
ings of tunes 
—doesn't scat, 
seldom varies 
the melody— 
he has never 
lost the ability 

to thrill the most demanding jazz listen-
ers. It has less to do with the echo of his 
having recorded with Coltrane than with 
the unmodulated honesty with which he 
reveals himself through his material: 
more than with most singers, when you 
hear the song you touch the man. He 
does this by presenting himself with 
honesty and dignity rather than by using 
the usual round of self-dramatizing devi-
ces. Of course, we might all do so well if 
we had That Voice. Hartman's almost 
preternaturally resonant baritone must 
be very comforting to stand behind. He 
has always been linked to Billy Eckstine 
and the tradition of " masculine" ballad 
singing, but although the vocal equip-
ment may be similar, Hartman's noble 
reserve could not be further from Eck-
stine's heavily pomaded seductio ad 
absurdem, which in any case belongs to 
another age. 
Hartman doesn't make bad records. 

On Once in Every Life the ballads pre-

"The action has an ' intimacy' that lets 
it respond to anything you put into it.'' 

ANOTHER 
RHODES SCHOLAR 

SPEAKS OUT. 

Tom 
Schuman, sp,,, 

Rhodes 
Makers of fine keyboard instrumody. 

41 SPECIAL MESA/ BOOGIE TUBES & SPEAKERS % 
Is Tired Blood making your amplifier sound sluggish and weak Are you straining for tone and still coming 
te short? Then why not take advantage of some of the years spent developing the legendary 
MESA / Boogie by upgrading your present amp with a transfusion of our special tubes and speakers. A set 
of MESA SIR 415 type 6L6 power tubes can improve the punch and freshness of your amp like new strings 
can help your guitar, and may noticeably increase your amplifier's power, cleanly and safely. Each tube is 
built to our extra rugged and exacting specs, then subjected to a special 5 part performance evaluation 
(including max amp power) which it must pass at 100% to qualify as an SIR 415. Therefore all tubes are 
fully matched: weaker ones have been rejected entirely — not "Matched" to other equally weak ones. 

Having problems with noise, microphonics and excess feedback? Try a set of MESA I2AX7's for a cure. 
Special construction and careful individual screening make these quiet, long lasting preamp tubes. 

And for vastly upgraded performance, try the MESA Black Shadow 12" speaker. Years of work and refine-
ment were spent to produce this premium speaker value which compares closest In tone color and con-
struction to the superlative EVM 12L — except the MESA Shadow uses an extra heavy stamped frame. 
not cast. It is rated at 150 watts and has just the right combination of punch, clarity, roundness and 
warmth to sound beautifully clear and detailed or to crank out a full balls blast of fat meatiness without 
straining or sounding tubby. 

We guarantee your full satisfaction with all MESA products and will replace any tube or speaker which fails 
within six menths of normal heavy duty use. The Black Shadow is $65 + $5 shpg (or $72 + shpg if ordered 
COD). The SIR 415: $ 10 ea., we pay shpg on psepaid or credit card orders ($ 12 + shpg if COD). The 
MESA 12AX7: $6 prepaid, $7 ea. COD. Special on Fender/ Pkavey upgrade kits: buy 2 Shaciows & 4 STR's 
& we'll give you free freight la 4 12AX7. Orders by card, cash,. MO or certified check shipped within 24 hrs. 

( Name (MP) 

Street  City  

State Zip  Phone 

Quantity 

Quantity 

Quantity 

STR415 Prepaid e $ to , COD e $12 , 
12AX7   Prepaid e s 6 , COD eS 7 ",_ J 

Black Shadows Prepaid e $65 $5 shpg) 

COD e $72 (+ shpg) H 

Quantity TEE SPIRTS tà $6   S M L XL 

California residents must add 6% sales tax 

Visa & MC accepted   

Exp. Date Signataire   

GRAND TOTAL 

(_1r(r%/1 i. 
ENGINEERING 1317 ROSS STREET • PETALUMA, CA 94952 

call (707)778-TUBE 

MESA/Boogie Ltd. 
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Affordable 

Mao plomo sumo ;sacks mom. 9.2. 
IOD a 250 or 500 

The most versatile, 
practical, and afford-
able professional 
signal processing 
system ever devised. 

Whether your -axe" is the guitar, bass, 
keyboards, sound reinforcement system, or 
the recording studio, the axrac's versatility 
finally makes it possible to design the custom 
effects rack/pedalboard system you've always 
wanted. And the axrac's low cost makes your 
dream system truly obtainable 

Self Contained 
Unlike other signal processing systems 

or components, axrac modules may be 
powered by two 9 volt batteries or battery 
eliminator (as with the optional Module Case 
with foot switch), or by the + 15 VDC 
power supply of the axrac powered rack 
frame. 

Interface Flexibility 
Be it sage, studio, or sound reinforce-

ment, all axrac modules operate at line or 
instrument level, and are switchable to match 
any need situation. Each axrac module fea-
tures RCA-type phono jacks on the rear panel 
normalled to W phone jacks on the front 
oanel, thus creating a normalling patch bay as 
the axrac is expanded. 

Custom Effects Rack 
- Pedalboard System 

With the optional Pedalboard Module, 
up to six functions in the rack may be re-
mote controlled. Added to the normal 
+ 15VDC Dower supply of the powered 
rack frame is a +9VDC source that, coupled 
with the Auxiliary Insert Module, enables 
the powering and interface of external effects 
"toys in series œ parallel. 

Modules 
The axrac system includes a full 

range of modules a very special instument 
preamp featuring the extraordinary tubecube 
circuit, equalizers, a dynamic processor 
combining noise gate, compressor-limiter, and 
de-sser functions, d time delay processor com-
bining flanging, chorus, AD T, and other 
effects, an auto panner a stereo synthesizer, 
an auxiliary insert unit, a patch bay, a 
high resolution LED bargraph meter, an out-
put amplifier, pedalboards, poweredand 

non-powered rack frames, various inter-
connect cables, with much more lo follow. 

When compared to a rack of individual 
signal processors, the entire rack system 
costs far less than the price of any equivalent 
system. Although axrac modules cost some-
what more than most "toy" effects boxes, their 
performance and flexibility easily justify the 
slight added expense 

The Sound 
The bottarn line, the reason for buying 

any signal processor . . . THE SOUND. At 
Audio Envelope Systems, we know the sounds 
you seek. As musicians, recording engineers, 
sound men, electronic design engineers, and 
serious audio tweaks, we too have tried for 
"that" sound, only to be disappointed by 
typically poor performance. As a result, all 
AES products are built with one primary pur-
pose: to deliver the sound, easily and reliably, 
through innovative, revolutionary components. 
To that end we dedicate ourselves and our 
company. In concept and execution, that 
philosophy is exemplified by the axrac 

The revolution has begun. 

audio envelope systems 
414 S. Mill Ave., Ste. 108 Tempe, AZ 85281 

(602)829-0301 



dominate, as you'd expect — even 
Antonio Carlos Jobim's "Wave" is taken 
at a lugubrious tempo — but there are 
changes of pace to keep you from nap-
ping, and the backup band is superla-
tive. The rhythm section of Billy Taylor, 
Victor Gaskin, Al Gafa and Keith Cope-
land is sympathetic and assured. For 
obligatos and the occasional solo there 
are Joe Wilder and especially Frank 
Wess, whose tenor playirg in particular 
seems to have taken on greater emo-
tional resonance with age. The reper-
toire is made up of quality standards and 
two less expected numbers, " It Was 
Almost Like a Song" and "Nobody 
Home," both played witn Gafa alone. 
Against some stiff competition, it's prob-
ably the best vocal album anyone has 
released in months. — Rafi Zabor 

Genesis 
Abacab (Atlantic) 

It has taken 
Genesis 12 
years and as 
many albums 
to make their 
latest release, 
Abacab. On 
this collection 
of nine songs, 
presumably the 

best of what was originatly slated to be a 
double-album, Genesis sounds like a 
group for the first time. 
On Abacab, Genesis rallies around a 

multitude of styles with great enthusi-
asm. Such open-mindedness was 
sorely lacking on Duke, their last LP; its 
return is aided by the band's slimmed-
down yet still-subtle sound. 
Duke showed a band severely splintered; 

its surr:essor was bound to be either a fresh 
readjustment or a desperate failure. For-
tunately and untypicady, it was the 
former. Never before has Genesis 
achieved such a cont nuity of sound 
between their songs. never before have 
they displayed the balance of individual 
contribution that is evident on each of 
Abacab's tracks; nor has their power 
ever been captured as crisply and accu-
rately as by producer Hugh Padgham. 
The name "Abacab," which is also the 

title of the album's opening cut, is 
derived from the melodic pattern AB-
AC-AB, a sequence common among 
standard rock songs. On the album, 
"abacab" is used as a password for the 
rock star persona; autobiographical 
implications can be assumed. 
Abacab is not, however, a concept 

album in the grand tradition of the term. 
The rock star theme is only obvious on 
the album's opening and closing tracks, 
between which are placed a solo com-
position by each of the band's three 
members and four group-composed 
gems. Though many would disagree, 
Genesis has shown it is not an idea 
whose time has come and gone. — 
David Stanton 

ANOTHER 
RHODES SCHOLAR 

SPEAKS OUT. 

"Other instruments can capture what's 
in my head But only the Rhodes captures 
what's in my heart:' 

Rhodes 
Makers of keyboani instruments. 

You've heard THE ROLLING STONES • BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN • BOZ SCAGGS 
our wireless ""I"R""RS 

TODD RUNDGREN 
in action CHEAP TRICK 

with these 

pros. Now 

you don't 

VAN HALEN 
NEIL YOUNG 
BOB SEGER 

e 

EARTH, WIND & FIR 
STEVIE WONDER 
ROD STEWAR T 
DEVO • STYX 
DIRE STRAITS 
JOURNEY • etc V...t m 9,-,49 Al 

have to be a star to afford a Nady system. 
Ni Incredibly affordable 

'ff 25dB quieter than any other unit. Compare 
before you buy. No hiss, even on those 
screaming solas 

V. Proven quality from the original 
wireless company. f 

Made In USA e — 
(.1 a Eastnrn 

' No cords for any 
instrument witn a pickup. Use with. any amp or effects 250 foot range. 

Manufactures of a full hoe of wireless equipment, "Nady Lo Noise" circuitry is covered by 
ricluding microphones. Ask you,' favorite dealer or write: AD LIS. Patent k4 215,431 held by John Nady 

r  

SYSTEM' 

NADY SYSTEMS, INC., 1145 651,4  -  STREET OAKLAND, CA 94608 r 
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THE ULTIMATE 
IN 

ELECTRIC BASS 

PassWeJedrunks. 
on printed Circifit 
Board 

1111111113 

One test of a Smith Bass will show why all 
other electric Basses fall pale in playability. 
feel, craftsmanship, electronics and tonal 
variation. 
We accept only excellence in our instruments 
. . We started Ken Smith Basses for the musi-

cian who feels the same way." Words of Ken 
Smith, Studio performer and Founder of: 

KEN SMITH BASSES LTD. 
27 E. 13th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

(212)243-2777 

Partial Purchasers' List: Stanley Clarke, Anthony 
Jackson, Bob Cranshaw, Basil T. Fearrington, 

Francisco Centeno, Cordon Johnson, and of course 
. Ken Smith 

The Kinks 

Give The People What They Want (Arista) 
First, you note 
the sound: 
hard, mean, 
direct, punkish 
in spots. Give 
The People 

What They 
Want has the 
spirit of ph-

. mordial Kinks, 
the early days of terse, straight-shooting 
meanings ("You Really Got Me Now") 
and Dave Davies' guitar recklessness, 
alternately delivering and denying famil-
iar, danceable rock rhythms. 

This younger, deterministic quality is 
crucial to Give The People's crisis tone; 
a long, feverish night of questions and 
soul-searching lie ahead, outdistancing 
even Ray Davies' atypically autobiogra-
phical note of despair on Misfits' "Rock 
and Roll Fantasy." This time, however, 
there's no lush, reassuring synthesizer 
wash — instead it's huge slabs of Dave 
Davies' metalloid power chords that 
dominate the mix. This time, Ray is in no 
mood to flesh out his usual, delicate bal-
ances of satire and compassion in 
vignettes about submissive, inert time-
frittering wretches. Why? I don't know. I 
do know that compassion is ultimately 
found for the pedophiles, killers, and 
despairing lovers inhabiting this album. 

But compassion, like reassurance, 
returns only as the fever ebbs. 

Give The People demonstrates that 
the Kinks have much to gain by ground-
ing their sophistication and wit in sheer 
toughness again. Against the slogging, 
harsh playing, coloration becomes par-
ticularly poignant instead of a given. A 
harp in "Killer Eyes," radio noise in 
"Around the Dial," the joyful, rocking 
piano burst that begins the album's con-
soling closer, " Better Things" — these 
raise the emotion pitch of Davies' songs 
through inter-arrangement tensions. 
Give The People begins with stark dis-

placement ("Around the Dial"), takes an 
accusatory posture ("Give them lots of 
violence/plenty to hater), carefully beg-
ins balancing sympathy and outrage 
toward Davies' stock, alienated charac-
ters at their most obscene point of des-
pair ("Killer Eyes"), and ends with a 
renewed, acerbic Ray eschewing sim-
plistic, black and white perceptions of a 
domestic dilemma ("A Little Bit of 
Abuse"). 

"Destroyer" and "Yo-Yo" actually 
invert Davies' standard vignette form, so 
that we hear characters' thoughts and 
try to make sense, moral or otherwise, of 
their behavior. "Destroyer" is "Lola" 
retold via the imploding guilt of Lola's 
pickup, and "Yo-Yo" alternates its 
"Sweet Jane"-like chorus among no 
less than four individuals who fail or 

PICK HITS Pick Hits is a monthly survey of what our learned staff feels to be the cream of the current crop of album 
releases and concerts. Each critic is allowed up to five 

lot " votes tone of which can be an "oldie" that they've been listening to), and one "Cold" vote 
- plus one "Live Pick" concert vote. A guest musician's choices will also be included each month. 

JON PARELES; Hot: Tom Verlaine — Dreamtime (Warners) Was Not Was — (Ze) Joan 
Armatrading — Walk Under Ladders (A 8i M) Blurt — In Berlin (Slash) Method Actors — 
Dancing Underneath (DB) 
Cold: Pretenders — Pretenders Il — (Sire) 
Live Picks: Bonnie Raitt / NRBQ — The Pier, New York City. 
VIC GARBARINI; Hot. Black Uhuru — Red (Island) King Crimson — Discipline (Warners) 
Blurt — In Berlin (Slash) The Grateful Dead — Dead Set (Arista) The Rolling Stones — 
Tattoo You (Rolling Stones) 
Cold: Meat Loaf — Dead Ringer (Epic) 
Live Picks: The Roches — The Bottom Line, NYC. 
DAVE MARSH; Hot: The Au Pairs — Playing With A Different Sex (Human!Import) Elvis 
Presley — This Is Elvis (RCA) Bob Dylan — Shot Of Love (Columbia) The Go-Go's Beauty 
And The Beal (I.R.S.) The Specials — Ghost Town (Chrysalis EP) 
Cold: The Rolling Stones — Tattoo You (Rolling Stones) 
Live Picks: I can't stay up that late anymore. 
J. D. CONSIDINE; Hot: The Police — Ghosts In The Machine (A& M)Tom Verlaine — 
Dreamtime (Warners) Phases of The Moon (Traditional Chinese music) (CBS Masterworks) 
Adam and The Ants — Stand And Deliver (Epic EP) Jr. Walker & The All Stars — Shotgun (Soul) 
Cold: The Rolling Stones — Tattoo You ( Rolling Stones) 
Live Picks: Mink De Ville — Painters Mill, Baltimore 
IAN HUNTER; Hot: The Go-Go's — Beauty And The Beat (I.R.S.) The Rolling Stones — 
Tattoo You ( Rolling Stones) Bob Dylan — Shot Of Love (Columbia) Michael Jackson — Off 
The Wall (Epic) James Brown — James Brown's Greatest Hits Vol. II (Solid Smoke) 
Cold: Spandau Ballet — (Chrysalis) 
Live Picks: Frank Sinatra — Carnegie Hall, NYC. 
RAFI ZABOR; Hot: Archie Shepp/ Horace Parlan — Trouble in Mind (Steeplechase) 
Shannon Jackson & the Decoding Society — Nasty (Moers Music) McCoy Tyner — La 
Leyenda de la Hora (Columbia) James "Blood" Ulmer — Freelancing (Columbia) Swamp 
Dogg — I'm Not Selling Out, I'm Buying In (Takoma) 
Live Picks: Anthony Braxton — Woodstock Jazz Festival 
BRIAN CULLMAN; Hot: Augustus Pablo — East Of The River Nile (Message) T-Bone 
Burnette Truth Decay (Takoma) James Brown — Can Your Heart Stand It? (Solid Smoke) 
Mink De Ville — Coup-de- Grace (Atlantic) Meredith Monk — Dolman Music (ECM) 
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refuse to communicate with their lovers. 
In the end, the lovely "Better Things," 

one of Davies' hard-earned epiphanies, 
closes Give The People's personal 
ordeal with a toast. The sun is up, and 
unsure as I still am about why all that 
pain had to happen, I'm glad — proud — 
to have been there. — Tom Keogh 

McCoy Tyner 
La Leyenda De La Hora (The Legend 
of the Hour) (Columbia) 

Though it's too 
soon to tell, 
this release 
may well mark 
a transition pe-
riod in the dis-
tinguished ca-
reer of McCoy 
Tyner. He has 
ended his ten 

year association with Milestone Rec-
ords and now records for Columbia, 
where they allow him to produce his own 
material. The change must agree with 
him, because the results here are 
exceptional. Tyner has not only incorpo-
rated traditional Latin elements, but has 
also ingeniously fused Latin improvisa-
tional elements onto his established 
modes of expression. 
The listener gets the impression that 

Tyner knew exactly what he wanted 
before this project ever reached the stu-
dio. There are five tracks in this package 
and no single piece outclasses another: 
they are al/ gems. The opener, " La Vida 
Feliz" (The Happy Life, begins with a 
familiar unaccompanied Tyner vamp 
which bursts into full ensemble, paving 
the way for short, meticulously con-
structed solo ventures by Bobby Hut-
cherson, tenorist Chico Freeman and 
Tyner. With both Hutcherson on vibes 
and Tyner on keyboards playing har-
monic instruments, you would imagine 
that they might step on each other's toes 
occasionally. However, these two play-
ers have worked together before, and it 
shows throughout the aloum. Traditional 
Latin stylings are most apparent on 
"Jacara" (A Serenade). The melody is 
started by Tyner in octaves, repeated by 
the string section and the rest is Tyner 
playing at his lyrical, impassioned best. 
"Walk Spirit, Talk Spirit," a twelve-bar 
minor blues built around a repeating 
vamp comes closest to capturing the 
raw power of Tyner's live performances. 
Since it's the longest cut on the record 
the soloists get a chance to stretch out, 
and they make the most of it. Motor City 
stalwart Marcus Belgrave on trumpet, 
Freeman ( he just gets better and better) 
and bassist Avery Shame all follow Tyn-
er's lead and blow steam heat into this 
blues, while Ignacio Berroa powers the 
band from behind the traps and Daniel 
Ponces percussion ( which throughout 
the ensemble sections mostly lays back 
in the mix) rests in the groove and offers 
gracious support. 

ANOTHER 
RHODES SCHOLAR 

SPEAKS OUT. 

"It's as essential to my music as 
electricity:' 

Rhodes 
Makers of fine keyboard instruments. 

We sell, 
service, 
and stock: 
SEQUENTIAL 
CIRCUITS 
Prophet 5 
Prophet 10 
Pro-1 

OBERHEIM 
OBX 
OBXA 
OBSX 
OB1A 

ARP 
Quadra 
Odyssey 

Omni 
16 Voice 
Piano 
4 Voice 
Piano 
Quartet 
Solus 

CRUMAR 
Orchestrator 
Performer 
T1B 
T2 

KORG 
ES50 Lambda 
DL50 DELTA 
CX3 Organ 
BX3 

MS10 
MS20 
X927 

HOHNER 
Clavinet E7 

WURLITZER 
EP 200 

YAMAHA 
CP10 CS80 
CP80 CS40 
CP30 CS20 
CP20 CS'. 5 
CP10 CS5 

MOOG 
Polymoog 
Minimoog 

Prodigy 
Liberation 
Opus 

RHODES 
73 Stage & 

SJitcase 
88 Stage & 

SJitcase 
EK10 
54 Stage 

Agents for: 
Casiotone, 
Helpinstill, 
Kustom Piano, 
Octave, RM I, 
Multivox, 
Roland 

We're the biggest in the business, with six 
Sam Ash Stores in the New York area plus a huge 
warehouse. For price quotes, information, or just 
plain advice, call the Sam Ash toll free liot Line: 

800-645-3518 
SO 

IN NEW YORK 
STATE CALL VISA 
212-347.7757 I  

S Since 

am 
MUSIC STORES 
124 Fulton Avenue 

Hempstead, New York 11550 
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The new advanced-design GS 1 FM digital keyboard. 

ITS ONLY SIMILARITY TO OTHER KEYBOARDS 
IS THAT IT HAS A KEYBOARD. 

Combo Products 

THE WAY IT WILL BE. GYAMAHA 



The recording quality, though expertly 
engineered by Rudy Van Gelder, is 
slightly reminiscent of past Columbia jail 
albums like Freddie Hubbard's "Super 
Blue" and Cedar Walton's "Animation." 
The bass drum seems high in the mix, 
and on the first cut the string bass 
sounds like an electric bass. But let's not 
nit-pick. With this record, Tyner should 
silence the criticism he's taken in the 
recent past. This is one of the year's 
best. — Peler Giron 

Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis and 
Johnny Griffin 
Live at Minion's (Prestige) 
Willie Jackson and Von Freeman 
Live Lockin' Horns (Muse) 

Two mock 
tenor battles 
are presented 
here, a 1961 
evening at 
Minton's Play-
house in Har-
lem with the 
robust, elegant 
Davis - Griffin 

team and a more raucous, gutsy 1978 
outing with Jackson and Freeman. The 
latter two have paid their dues with many 
years in organ-guitar combos on the 
chitlins circuit while the former pair 
have been fortunate to have had class-
ier assignments with the likes of Basie 
and Monk, and the influence of those 
respective backgrounds comes roaring 
through in the playing. Jackson and 
Freeman are coreeptually more sim-
plistic than Davis and Griffin, relying on 
emotional outbursts rather than creative 
line design to thrill an audience, while 
their counterparts excite both the mind, 
with subtle melodic brilliance, and the 
emotions, with hard-charging swing. In 
each setting, the hornmen play lengthy 
solos, fully explorirg a variety of material 
and tempo. Jackson and Freeman get 
their fingers tangled and tongues 
twisted when the tempos get heated, but 
Davis and Griffin have no such prob-
lems with pace. 

"Light and Love y" is representative of 
the quality performances that constitute 
Minion's. This archetypal medium blues is 
an optimum cruising device for ' Lock-
jaw,' who glides without revealing effort, 
purring out round toned arpeggios, dis-
patching intricate statements tagged 
with twirling triplets, emitting ecstatic 
upper register brays. Also a marvel is 
Davis' superb breath control, which is 
the basis of his magnificent, multi-hued 
tone. Griffin, like his partner, cites Ben 
Webster as a primary source of inspira-
tion, and he, too, has a buoyant sound, 
albeit a brighter one, especially at the 
top of the horn. Here on " Light" he pran-
ces, issuing delicate double-times offset 
by long, wailing cries. Pianist Junior 
Mance climaxes his choruses with 
some perfectly placed, ten-fingered rol-

ling filigree. The rest of the session, with 
such standards as " Straight No 
Chaser," "Woodyn' You," and " Robbin's 
Nest," but no ballads, is equally first 
class. Highly recommended 60s blowing 
jazz. 

Lockin' is a ballads and blues party, 
highlighting Jackson's direct, throaty 
tone and Freeman's sometimes breathy 
yet centered, sometimes wispy and 
wavering sound, backed by organist 
Carl Wilson, guitarist Joe Jones and 
drummer Yusef Ali. The blues are best 
when played medium — the leaders and 
Jones lay out some succulent phrases 
— but the ballads are inconsistent, Free-
man preaching passionately on "Shad-
ow of Your Smile" while Jackson turns 
"The Man I Love" into a circus of pre-
posterously corny excesses. Both lead-
ers have fared better. — Zan Stewart 

Ramones 
Pleasant Dreams (Sire) 

4 
The Ramones 
have always 
occupied a 
delicate posi-
tion in rela-
tion to time — 
raiders of 
rock's past to 
reinvigorate 
the music's 

present, reintegrating the two in their 
own image as the self-claimed future of 
rock. But on their sixth album, Pleasant 
Dreams, the band's temporal sense is 
way off. When they brought on Phil 
Spector as producer on their last record, 
the purpose was not to recapture the 
past but to update it. With their new 
record, though, the band's backward-

IF IT DOESN'T HAVE AN ANVIL.. 
you don't have a Case. 
It takes a lot to build a top quality 
Case worthy of the ANVIL brand 
name. ANVIL" utilizes only the finest 
raw materials which must conform to 
exacting specifications. ANVIL' stocks 
these materials in huge quantities, so 
even the largest orders can be pro-
duced without delay. 

The machinery used to manufacture 
ANVIL' Cases is the finest in the Travel 
Case industry. The result is a Case that 
stands up to the bumps and grinds of 
life on the road— so your delicate 
equipment doesn't have to. 

But Cases don't build themselves. 
People do. And ANVIL' has the most 
highly-skilled and dedicated design-
ers, assemblers and Customer Service 
people you'll find anywhere. 

So if your delicate equipment has to 
get there and back in one piece, 
every time, just take our word for it — 
ANVIL' :—The # 1 name in Travel Cases 
for almost three decades. 

ANVIL CASES, INC.,4128 Temple City Blvd. 

Rosemead, CA 91770 • (213) 575-8614 
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DOD Electronics proudly presents 

1111 

We consider the new e Pteordform.er 

500 

Series to . be the finest studio-quality 

effects lne availablay 

Quality features include: 

FET Switching 
LED Status Indicator 
AC Adapter Included 
Unique circuit design for low 

::?Year liMi ted vva rranty bat drain 

Modular plug-in circuit card 

G-10 glass circuit boa ba ttery 
rd 

Ea sy, ' no tools' access  

d cast Metal chassis compartMent 

Rubber non-skid bottom plate 

ORMER ee?ies 
• lude: 

Other Perform 

er 500 effects I 

• Compressor Limiter 

• Wah Filter 
• Distortion 
• Chorus 
• Analog Delay 

line at yo ur 

See this state-of-the-art 

• Phasor 

local  dealer 

e 

000 Electrontes Corp • 2953 Sou 300 West 

Set 1..ake City, Utah SA115 • (801) 485•853A 



do believe that Shannon's turned the 
page. Order from: Rick Ba lard, P.O. Box 
5063, Berkeley, CA 94705. — Rafi Zabor 

L. Shankar 
Who's To Know (ECM) 

When con-
fronted with 
a record of 
music from a 
tradition thou-
sands of years 
old, which is 
exquisite in its 
approach to 
rhythm and im-

provisation, and which makes extraordi-
nary demands on its players as well as 
on its listeners, one cannot help but feel 
like Marco Polo arriving for the first time 
in the glittering court of Kublai Khan, that 
is to say, like a barbarian. Be that as it 
may... 
The violin, in the form of the sarangi, 

has been used in Indian music for 
hundreds of years. The violin Shankar 
uses on the record has two necks, to 
increase the range, and sympathetic 
strings, which give it a pronounced 
echo-y effect. Although it is billed as a 
record of Indian classical music, tradi-
tional Indian music seems to me to be 
only its jumping-off place. This is a 
record by a pioneer. Side one begins 
traditionally enough by exploring the 
raga Hemavathi, but ends in uncharac-
teristic blue notes, vaguely Western 
bowing patterns, and harmonies that 
seem to be a further development of the 
traditional Indian approach. Shankar 
builds up a layered, orctiestral sound, 
almost as if the sound of a single violin 
itself was not enough for him, which is 
perhaps why the instrument Shankar 
invented, and uses throughout the 
album, is a strange combination of West-
ern technology and Indian tradition. 

Shankar's playing, as usual, is techni-
cally superb. His intonation is perfect. 
Yet, there is something unsatisfying 
about the album emotionally. He seems 
to play in a world of his own. The scintil-
lating interplay between tabla players 
and soloist is almost entirely missing. As 
brilliant as the improvisat onal investiga-
tions of the raga are, there is no warmth. 
Part of the problem may be the record-
ing. The tablas sound awful, as if all their 
sound has been processed through a 
compressor. This could account in part 
for the coldness of Shankar's sound, but 
in the final analysis, the responsibility is 
Shankar's. 

Despite the faultless technique and 
the truly innovative harmonic and rhyth-
mic approach, the record left me with my 
heart unmoved. It is obvious that Snan-
kar has mastered the instrument, per-
haps better than anyone else ever has. 
Now all that is needed is for the player to 
mature and ripen, so that the music that 
comes through is worth listening to. — 
Jason A. Shulman 

INCLUDES 
THE SOARING SINGLE 

"PROPHECY" 

1 MELODIES FOR 
MODERN 
MINDS 

PROPZ  
1K 

A UNIQUELY 
CONTEMPORARY 
MIXTURE OF 
POP AND JAZZ, 
FEATURING 
THE 
MULTI-TALENTED 
JEFF TYZIK. 
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By David Fricke 

SHORT TAKE 

Icehouse Jo Jo Zep & the Falcons 

alefec 

Icehouse (Chrysalis) Too easily dis-
missed as the Aussie Ultravox. Ice-
house (formerly Flowers) are in fact 
closer to our very own Cars in their deft 
execution of post-punk pop moves with 
rock muscle and transistorized clarity. 
And if songs like the sunny "We Can Be 
Together" and the Euro-melodrama of 
"Sons" are skeletal song ideas ir cold 
wave clothing, note the haunting chiller 
of a title track and the magnum force of 
"Can't Help Myself" and remember 
these are the first ten songs guitar-
ist/singer Iva Davies ever wrote. And 
speaking of things cold, you should hear 
their live rendition of " Cold Turkey." 
Jo Jo Zep & the Falcons — Step Lively 
(Columbia) The best little dance band 
Down Under wins Round Two in the 
States with this slightly altered version of 
their last Aussie LP. The spirited K.C.-
produced covers of " But It's Alright" and 
"Gimme Little Sign" are obvious singles 
gambits and the originals don't yet have 
the classic ring of "So Young" or "Shape 
I'm In" from last year's Screaming 
Targets. But if you have to think about 
the Twilight Zone — Michael Jackson 
funk of "Sweet Honey Sweet" and the 
randy ska hop of " Puppet on a String," 
do it with your feet. 
Swamp Dogg — I'm Not Selling 
Out/I'm Buying In (Takoma) The mad 
rappin', hot rockin' funny man of R & B 
retuns after too long an absence with a 
good time platter with more smiles and 
soul per groove than George Clinton's 
recent bad acid-funk trips. So nice, too, 
to hear Dogg and soul queen Esther 
Phillips lock vocal cords on "The Love 
We Got Ain't Worth Two Dead Flies." 
Songtitle of the month: "California Is 
Drowning and I Live by the River." 
John Entwistle — Too Late the Hero 
(Atco) As befits a bassist, the Who's 

Swamp Dcgçi 
M NOT SELLING OUT/ I'M BUYING IN 

Quiet One plays this one real heavy, 
certainly much heavier than Face Dan-
ces, and guests Joe Walsh and Joe 
Vita4e oblige with both muscle and sup-
portive finesse. Although short on the 
novelty horror numbers a la " Boris the 
Spider," the album sports Entwistle's 
best solo writing in many moons and his 
dark wit scores a direct hit w'th the disco 
parody " Dancing Master," complete 
with overdubbed Chipmunk- Bee Gee 
harmonies. And one-quarter Who is 
always better than none at all 
Poco — Blue and Gray (MCA) Not 
unlike the Eagles' Desperado in its 
daperreotype Civil War motif and brisk 
backwoods rock production Pocos 
latest shows — their recent AM fodder 
withstanding — there's ife in the old 
band yet. Poco purists note: Rusty 
Young's specialty, electric steel guitar, 
is almost nowhere to be heard. 
Novo Combo (Polydor) Above-average 
modern pop with a real Sting to it. One-
time Santana rhythm ace Michael 
Shrieve keeps expert, imaginative time 
and the mesh of ringing guitarsand Uto-
pian harmonies is alluring indeed. The 
only problem with imitations, even a 
good Police one, is that it's still an 
imitation. 
Karla De Vito — Is This a Cool World or 
What? (Epic) Is this a fun album or what? 
Ex-Orchestra Luna, ex- Meat Loaf, and 
currently the love interest in the B'way 
Pirates of Penzance spectacle, DeVito 
belts out the twelve songs here — some 
her own work — like all three Shan-
gritas rolled into one against a bright 
neo - Loaf backdrop minus the Great 
Fatsby's overblown theatrics. The cov-
ers of the Grass Roots' " Midnight Con-
fessons" and Randy Newman's "Just 
One Smile" are a pleasant surprise, but 
a moratorium is hereby called on John 

John Entwistle 

Fogerty's "Almost Saturday Night." 
Nils Lofgren — Night Fades Away 
(Backstreet/MCA) Not so much a Nils 
Lofgren album as producer Jeff Baxter's 
idea of what a Nils Lofgren album should 
sound like if it's going to sell. Which 
means heavy on the homogenized ses-
sion back-up and light on Nils' own flick-
knife guitar, with the guest of honor 
sineg like a fish out of water. " Night 
Fades Away," "Ancient History" and the 
raucous " Dirty Money" are hardly the 
worst songs he's ever written, but you'd 
never know it from the sound of this. 
Human Sexual Response — In a 
Roman Mood (Passport) With a four-
piece vocal section that wails like the 
Jefferson Airplane after the holocaust 
and a guitar- bass-drums backfield kick-
ing like Gang of Zeppelin, HSR play for 
keeps on their second LP. More adven-
turous, less cutesy material ( 'Andy 
Fell" ' s dark Banshees- like pop, the PiL-
headbanger "Public Alley 909") and the 
gritty production of Mike Thorne (Shirts, 
Wire, Cale) make all the difference. 
Besides, how can you resist their resur-
rection of the Balloon Farm's "A Ques-
tion of Temperature?" 
Billy Squier — Don't Say No (Capitol) 
Competent, oft-tuneful, but gererally 
unremarkable hard- rock descended 
from the House of Zeppelin. Small 
wonder it's all over AOR radio. 
Sheena and the Rokkets (A & M). From 
the land of the rising Plastics comes this 
latest Japanese import, an '81 top 40 
compact with new wave lines. Unfortu-
nately, it runs like an Edsel. Sheena 
sings Ike she's got some terminal flu, 
the songs are strictly Archiesville, the 
Rokkets play like tinker toys. Sayonara. 
Ronnie Wood — 1234 (Columbia) Or 
'Dylan gets Stoned." It's not enough that 

continued on page 116 
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be equal. Other pieces are post-
Braxtonian or vamp- based and modal. 
It's good, but, knowing what Clayton can 
do, I had higher expectations. 
Steve Lacy is one of the few ( only?) 

musicians to make European expatria-
tion more than a mere holding pattern. 
Lacy's Paris band, with his wife Irene 
Aebi on cello and voice, altoist Steve 
Potts and a fine rhythm section, is one of 
the best of his career. Got two Lacy 
albums here, first being Steve Lacy/ 
Brion Gysin Songs (hat ART 1985/86). 
Gysin is Wm. Burrough's fellow cutup 
and has written some post- hip doggerel 
("Oh I'm a baboon, I'm a blue baboon, 
I'm a true baboon, I'm one helluva hulla-
baloo baboon") to which Lacy has set 
music. It's a pretty funny record and like 
most of Lacy's music it sounds as if it 
had been beaten up and been sleeping 
in the street. Good Lacy, good Potts, 
some eye-opening piano from Bobby 

Few, and although it's become some 
people's favorite Lacy album I find 
myself preferring Steve Lacy/Steve 
Potts Tips (hat Hut 1R20), featuring only 
Lacy's soprano, Potts' alto, and Irene 
Aebi singing the notebook maxims of 
cubist painter Georges Braque. Great 
project. The maxims are fine for any 
artist or human, and Lacy's band has 
always turned on the contrast between 
his own obliquity and Potts' passion. 
Here, that's all there is and it works like a 
charm. 

There's another unusual vocal setting 
on Robert Ashley's Perfect Lives (Pri-
vate Par(s): The Bar (Lovely Music 
4904), but the voice talks rather than 
sings. It's a long, funny, mostly conver-
sational poem written over minimal bar-
room piano, Ashley's voice is droll and 
dry; I like the poem and the piano but 
have not yet felt like listening to the 
whole thing through in one sitting. Still 

Stay tuned. 
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it's kind of fun. Roscoe Mitchell has been 
the most important experimentalist in 
jazz for the last dozen years, and I gener-
ally perk up when one of his albums 
comes along. Tom Buckner/Gerald 
Oshlta/Roscoe Mitchell, New Music 
for Woodwinds and Voice (1750 Arch 
1785) features one side of Oshita com-
positions, one of Mitchell's. I think Oshi-
ta's pieces come off better and it's 
because of the prominence Mitchell has 
given here to Tom Buckner's voice. He 
sings long notes in a clear, pure tone 
and sounds totally artificial; listening to 
him has clarified for me how very difficult 
it is to write effective new music for 
voice. The voice has so many custom-
ary uses that when you want it to do 
something odd, your music had better 
have some pretty compelling internal 
reasons for doing so, or you will sound 
silly faster than you will on an instru-
ment. Sounds good, might even be true. 
Now, if we only had an album from 
Jeanne Lee, the Sarah Vaughan of the 
avant-garde... 

Following in the non-tradition of Mit-
chell is reedman Ned Rothenberg, 
whose solo Trials of the Argo (Lumina 
001) actually introduces a range of sax-
ophone sounds Mitchell and Braxton 
haven't gotten to yet. " Trials" is a long 
piece that uses overdubs and is filled 
with sounds you would not think could 
come from a reed instrument: percus-
sion in a rain forest, a chorus of tiny 
whales, a didjeridoo. The piece seems a 
lesser version of George Lewis' " Imagi-
nary Suite," and at first I thought it was 
more of a technical than a musical 
achievement. A listen to "Continuo After 
the Inuit," the solo alto piece that makes 
up the rest of the album, changed my 
mind. Rothenberg is an exceptionally 
gifted young musician working on the 
extreme fringe, destined for no great 
popularity probably, but likely to keep 
some of us awake nights. 
And now for something completely 

different: Nangape by Yaya Diallo 
(onZou 001), a lovely album whose point 
I managed to miss completely last 
month. Diallo is an obviously fine African 
balafonist and drummer who is joined on 
the album only by a young flutist named 
Sylvain Leroux. At first I was bothered by 
the rigor of the overdubs — Diallo plays 
a number of parts on each cut, layering 
drums and balafon to approximate a 
group — because the time didn't seem 
to have the give and take of an ensem-
ble. Must have my ears fixed someday. 
Diallo is from Mali, and since the album 
has much of the sound magic of Chico 
Freeman's "Kings of Mali," I can only 
assume that Chico was really listening. 
Available, like most things, from NMDS. 

Erratum: Among the typos in last 
month's column, the following sentence 
was omitted from the Jarrett review: "The 
Moth and the Flame' is one of Jarrett's 
most unalloyed successes for solo piano." 
It makes more sense that way and credit 
where credit is due. 11 
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Anderson from pg. 33 
unpredictably winding solos, which reel 
out, drop below one's consciously 
reacting surface, then are pulled taut, 
hook and hold. 

"I've thought about that word, radical," 
he reconsiders. " It can be reinterpreted 
in too many different ways. At this late 
stage in my life, I'm still just as enthusi-
astic about my music as I ever was. But 
I'm looking at things now in a somewhat 
different way." 

Frlop from pg. 48 

the staff collecting tickets from the 
concert-goers put a proportion of the 
tickets in their back pocket, which were 
shared out between the promoter and 
them. And then the promoter could quite 
justifiably say that ticket receipts were 
low. But any promoter in Italy, even with 
good political connections, accepted 

liability for damage at venues. If King 
Crimson didn't play that night in Rome, it 
was a reasonable guess that 15,000 
rock fans would rearrange the architec-
ture. Remember that Big P had forked 
out for the glass wall the night before 
and that this was a time of changing 
political sensibilities in the youth culture 
of Europe. So he had no alternative but 
to tell the ticket takers that the fiddle was 
off, and this he did in a dressing room 
which inadvertently John Wetton walked 
into. John told us that he realised some-
thing was going on when a lot of shout-
ing froze into embarrassed silence as he 
walked in. So he turned round and 
walked straight out. 
The performance itself went quite 

well. I can remember it: we battered the 
crowd with sound for forty minutes to 
make enough room for ten minutes of 
experimenting. Then as attention wan-
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dered we built up another level of 
pounding for twenty or thirty minutes, so 
a pulped crowd would feel it had its 
money's value and go home happy. And 
then come back next time. Like football. 
We even got a standing ovation for a 
second encore. This took us by surprise, 
as we were changing. We only learnt 
about it because the small contingent of 
police, who we recognised because 
they were the only ones behind the 
stage with machine guns, sent a mes-
sage to us pleading with us to play a 
second encore. They had the job of 
keeping the peace, and, outnumbered 
by maybe six hundred to one, peaceful 
remonstrance wouldn't have worked 
and machine gunning a token number of 
the audience might not have worked 
either. (A proportion of whom were pul-
ling out the power cables as a prelude to 
architectural rearrangement.) The 
promoter seemed relaxed at the pros-
pect of the damage bill: he had been 
screwing a 13-year- old teeny bimbi on 
our dressing room table while we were 
on stage. Naturally, we were very happy 
to do a second encore. We decided to 
play "Cat Food." 
As we walked on stage the angry 

crowd became very happy and they 
cheered. Meanwhile, as I walked on 
stage a young man followed me into an 
area closed to the public. He was 
friendly, his movements slow, and a 
strange smile balanced on his mouth; he 
was seeing vistas beyond the normal. 
Since this was a restricted zone the 
promoter's muscular, sharply dressed 
right-hand man, the one who carried a 
gun, hit the happy hippy, whose blood 
reached the stage before he did. The 
happy crowd of 15,000 became very 
angry at the sight of one of them being 
roughly treated and our only hope was to 
play, trusting the power of music to bring 
order. Bill gave us a rapid count of four, 
but the only sound to emerge from King 
Crimson in the Palais at that moment 
was Bill hitting his kit, acoustically: the 
crowd had pulled out the power cables. 
We had no amplification and no P.A. So 
we stopped and stood in front of 15,000 
angry people, a bleeding hippy, nervous 
police with machine guns, distressed 
ticket takers, a furious but mellow Big P 
and a 13-year-old teeny bimbi who I 
never met to ask her reaction to events. 
And we stood. This was the moment that 
I lost hope. Of course, the road team 
managed to run down the cables and 
eventually the power came on and we 
played "Cat Food." It even went down 
well, and we got paid our full percentage. 
Except, at that time, Italy had stringent 
currency restrictions and it was quite 
impossible, and illegal, to take lira of any 
amount out of the country. And a group 
of King Crimson's prestige and standing 
would never fly out of Italy with the entire 
proceeds of an Italian tour in their shoes. 
In high denomination bills. 
A few months later King Crimson 

"ceased to exist" and I began to talk a lot 
about small, mobile and intelligent units. 

 to be continued. 
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up on your reading. For more infor-
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Rock Shorts from pg. 108 
the Rolling Stones have just given us 
their best album in years. Now Keef -a-
like Ron Wood goes and makes the best 
Dylan album in years, a shot of gin-
soaked British rock ' n' blues played by 
famous friends and topped by Woody's 
remarkably familiar nasally whine. Yes, 
Bob, they do make albums like you used 
to. It's as easy as 1234. 
Blue Oyster Cult — Fire of Unknown 
Origin (Columbia) Where once their 
heavy metal left you black and blue, 
recent records find the Cult lacing more 
commercial tunes with melodramatic 
dread and an overdose of Dr. Shock 
keyboards. As compromises go, this is a 
much better bet than their next-to-last 
album Mirrors, and with " Burnin' For 
You" Buck Dharma has finally come up 
with a worthy successor to "( Don't Fear) 
the Reaper." 
Arthur Lee (Rhino) No love lost here. " I 
Do Wonder" captures some of that old 
Da Capo magic, "Happy You" is upbeat 
Hendrixana, and the HM overhaul of "7 
& 7 Is" — though no patch on the origi-
nal — certainly beats Alice Cooper's 
recent interpretation. But most of the 
album sounds like incomplete demos 
and his reading of Jimmy Cliff's "Many 
Rivers to Cross" is a disaster. 
Rodney Crowell (Warner Bros.) Has 
this ol' Hot Band boy made a bad album 
yet? Ace tunes, crack rock ' n' roll with a 
Confederate twang, and just enough 
Nashville schmaltz to sweeten the pot. 
The John Hall Band — Allot the Above 
(Capitol) What's wrong with this album? 
It's got slick AM production, eminently 
sellable material, soaring Eagles harmo-
nies, and just enough guitar solos to 
keep the axe freaks happy. What's 
wrong? All of the above. It just sounds 
like Orleans gone Hollywood. 
Meat Loaf — Dead Ringer (Cleveland 
International) Absence has not made 
this heart grow fonder. The Round 
Mound of Sound is back in full bull ele-
phant voice, but Jim Steinman is capa-
ble of writing only one kind of song — 
and he does it over and over and over 
again — while the epic scope of Todd 
Rundgren's production on Bat Out of 
Hell has been reduced here to almost 
monaural monotony. Warning: Mr. Loaf's 
duet with Cher on the Mitch Ryder cop 
"Dead Ringer for Love" could be bad for 
your health. You may die laughing. P.S. 
The fact that this album is actually sel-
ling is strictly a Pavlovian response. 
The Raincoats — Odyshape (Rough 
Trade) Charming, confounding, chal-
lenging chamber punk from one of Bri-
tain's most underacclaimed bands. The 
all-female Raincoats (assisted on occa-
sion here by Robert Wyatt and ex-PiL 
percussionist Richard Dudanski) share 
the Slits' affinity for tribal earthbeats but 
use them atmospherically to under-
score the fragile oblique melodicism of 
their songs and exotic application of 
cello and rhythm instruments. The ody-
shape of things to come. El 
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Books from pg. 21 
sissippi). A group of critical essays 
about the king of rock ' n' roll, etc. Some-
times the authors' fixation on Presley as 
a Southerner, to the exclusion of more 
widespread views, can be maddening. 
But Linda Ray Pratt's "Elvis, or the Iro-
nies of a Southern Identity" more than 
makes up for that, and the two essays 
which zero in on Elvis as a musical entity 
(Charles Wolfe's "Presley and the Gos-
pel Tradition" and Richard Middleton's 
"All Shook Up? Innovation and Conti-
nuity in Elvis Presley's Vocal Style") 
cover long neglected and utterly funda-
mental aspects of his style. A little aca-
demic, of course, but what isn't? B plus. 

Beginning to See the Light, by Ellen 
Willis ( Knopf). Willis has the capacity to 
convince you that Christgau isn't an 
absolutist ideologue and I've never 
trusted her unreconstructed hippie uto-
pianism. Her concerns here are more 
wide ranging than rock, which occupies 
less than a quarter of the text. But while I 
may think that her demonizing of mar-
riage and monogamy is stupid, I know 
that what Willis has to say about Dylan, 
Presley and Creedence ( if not the Who) 
is important, and not because she's the 
"only important female rock critic," but 
just because she's an important rock 
critic. The fact that she is the best femi-
nist rock critic — or maybe just the best 
feminist critic of anything — is 
exemplified by her writing on Janis 
Joplin, ordinarily not my cup of tea. This 
is strong stuff, even though much of it 
made more sense as ad hoc journafism. B. 

All About Elvis, by Fred L. Worth and 
Steve D. Tamerius (Bantam). This is so 
far superior to every other Elvis trivia 
volume that it's easy to forget that it was 
compiled by trivialists. That is, while I 
love having a listing of every song Elvis 
recorded, with its composers and 
recording history by the King and others, 
I would love it a lot more if the compos-
ers were indexed, too. And while I liked 
knowing the date and place where Elvis 
bought his first guitar, I wish the informa-
tion were listed under "first guitar" 
instead of the name of the shopkeeper 
who sold it, so I could find the fact again 
when I need it. C plus. n 

Go-Go's from pg. 24 
Butler's affection for Stax-Volt R&B. 
The songs are sooner talky than 
melodic — " I decided it'd be best to 
spew the words as opposed to cram-
ming them into the melody" — but the 
record is as accessible as the sing-
song-y " I Know What Boys Like" would 
lead you to expect. 

Butler says David Byrne's work was 
part of his inspiration in turning to chal-
lenging themes. "He's amazing — he 
makes the songs so great and fresh by 
being so simple." He knows he's in risky 
terrain: " It'd be really awful to imply I 

know everything about women. I'm trying 
to solve these mysteries." But he 
doesn't plan to change course in writing 
for the next album. " It's 1981, and things 
are tough. The response we see a lot, in 
films and music, is escapism. I'm not 
real hopeful that there's going to be 
much soul-searching. This new roman-
tic thing sounds to me like a revival of 
five-year-old disco with a new wave 
veneer. I'm afraid that music that's non-
fantasy, non-escapist and confronta-
tional is gonna be minority music." 

So he takes his inspiration from 
moments like seeing the Au Pairs play a 
Communist festival in Copenhagen. 
Meanwhile, however, he does want as 
much of an audience as he can muster. 
"Hey, it's still just a rock ' n' roll band. We 
get up there and slam it out. You can't 
forget that it's entertainment, whatever 
the message. The Waitresses have tried 
like hell to walk that line." El 

Africa from pg. 39 
seriously wonderful record. What the Sir 
Douglas Quintet would sound like if they 
were South African: loose, bluesy 
vocals; rolling organ; chunky guitar. 
Bob Ohlrl & His Uhuru Sounds 

(Ashiko Records 001). A Nigerian band, 
now living and recording in London, 
Ohiri & His Uhurus sound like a cross 
between the Beat and the best reggae 
band in the world. It's not really reggae, 
but it has that natural dance to it: the 
staggered bass and drum pattern; the 
lunatic guitars, darting in and around the 
beat like small flying creatures, never 
quite landing; the saxophone riding 
behind the cymbals; the chanting voi-
ces, natural as breath. 
Kakraba Lobl Xylophone Player from 

Ghana (Tangent 130). Lobi, supported 
by master drummer Mustapha Tettey 
Addy (who has two fine albums of his 
own available), comes off as the Slim 
Harpo of xylophonists — sly, punchy 
and immaculately soulful. 

Alhajl Bal Konte — Kora Melodies 
from the Republic of the Gambia, West 
Africa (Rounder 5001). A lilting album of 
voice and kora ( a twenty-one stringed 
gourd-shaped instrument, somewhat 
like an oud), Konte is a delicate player 
with a light but sure touch, reminiscent 
of both Hamza El Din's oud playing and 
Paco De Lucia's flamenco guitar style. 
This is a casual, attractive album; the 
playing is occasionally overly busy, but 
there is a warmth and a sense of spirit 
and place that come through regard-
less. "Alhaji," by the way, is a title given 
to anyone who has made a pilgrimage to 
Mecca, putting Bai Konte's name firmly 
in the grand tradition of Philly Joe Jones 
and Miami Steve. 
Edlkanfo — The Pace Setters (Edi-

tions E.G. 112). After reading about Brian 
Eno's interest in African music, Edikan-
fo's manager, Faisal Helwani, invited 
Eno to come to Ghana and help produce 
his band. The result is a record that is 

beautiful-sounding, pristinely produced 
and more than a little puzzling. Edikanfo 
is a tight eight piece unit that, with their 
emphasis on horns and percussion, 
sounds like a good, if somewhat face-
less, Afro- Cuban-American dance 
band, the kind of group you might expect 
to hear playing at a Holiday Inn in Accra. 
The record is riddled with a sense of 
discipline and work, a need to get things 
right. I miss the playfulness that seems 
part and parcel of most African pop. 
Burundi — Music From The Heart of 

Africa (Nonesuch 72057) The Soul Of 
Mblra — Traditions of the Shona People 
of Rhodesia (Nonesuch 72054) Shona 
Mbira Music — (Nonesuch 72077). 
These are among the best of the many 
Nonesuch albums of African music. The 
Burundi album is beautifully recorded 
and has a strange, wistful quality about it 
— less martial and assertive than most 
of the field recordings I've heard. In the 
interplay between flutes and drums and 
voices, the music sounds almost Java-
nese, filled with the constant sense of 
both remembering and forgetting. 
The mbira ( sometimes called a 

kalimba) is a thumb piano with a raspy 
sound, rich in overtones, often creating 
the same impression as a gamelan 
orchestra. The mbira albums, featuring 
mbira solos and duets with occasional 
vocal and percussion accompaniment, 
feature some of the most delicate and 
meditative African music on record. 
Assalam Alelkoum Africa: Volume I 

— Progressive & Popular Music of West 
Africa (Antilles 7032) Volume II — Tra-
ditional & Modern Folk Music of West 
Africa (Antilles 7033). An amazingly 
successful sampling of music from the 
Ivory Coast, taken from the singles 
catalog of the Societe Ivorienne du 
Disque. It's incredible to hear the overt 
influence of Jimi Hendrix, Miles Davis, 
John Coltrane and Stevie Wonder on the 
musicians of Volume I. Francis Kingsley, 
whose "Assalam Aleikoum Africa," and 
"Live in Peace" are standouts, lists Tom 
Waits as one of his main influences, and 
Martial Droubly's "You Dji N'indje" 
("The Suffering Child") could easily fit 
onto an African edition of Blonde on 
Blonde. There is a strange psychedelic 
feeling in much of this music, a sense of 
spirit and adventure that overcomes the 
limitations of some of the musicians: the 
horns go sour, the bass players are fre-
quently leaden, and it doesn't matter. 
The album of more "traditional" music 

(which nonetheless embraces electric 
guitars, sax, etc.— is less startling, but 
much of it actually swings more and lets 
loose with more raw power, and what 
they call "traditional" sounds like poly-
rhythmic James Brown to me (for my 
money, Moussa Doubia's "Yeye Mousso" 
is the best James Brown single since " I 
Got You"). Then again, traditional Amer-
ican music may be Doc Watson, but tra-
ditional African music is closer to Bo 
Diddley. Jj 
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Murray from pg. 70 
more of my personality in it. 

"It has happened in the past — just 
thinking about Charlie Parker. It was 
almost a miracle but it happened 
because Parker's music was so strong 
and his personality was realy coming 
through — and Bud Powell. But there's 
no Charlie Parker here. The music has 
sustained itself because it has become 
more clear in terms of what people want 
to do. There are bands like the Art 
Ensemble and my octet that have a var-
iety of things that are defined very 
clearly, and whatever feelings that 
anybody may have in the audience 
they'll be touched by the music. 
Although there are no Charlie Parkers, 
there are bands that have taken that 
intensity. 

"The music has to start swinging 
again. It's not the time to go see a bass 
player playing for an hour and a half with 
a dancer or a saxophone player playing 
a solo concert or playing all ballads for 
an hour and a half. People don't want to 
hear esoteric musics. Like Baraka has a 
poem called 'Class Struggle In Music' 
where he deals with European influence 
in black classical music. There is no 
time for that now. The times need some 
music that can make people happy and 
whoever is not falling into that bag is 
going to be very affected by it. As the 
world goes so goes the jazz musician. 
Just them expressing what they feel 
helps people understand another 
human's condition." 

Ironically two of Murray's most recent 
records — Solo Live Volume 1 and Solo 
Live Volume 2 — are solo outings, 
although their impact on the public will 
be severely limited by the Cecma label's 
distribution network. Holding the albums 
in his hand Murray just shrugs saying, 
"I'm not doing anymore solo concerts. 
They just take too much energy." It 
seems his energy and interests are 
directed, these days, towards the World 
Saxophone Quartet, his octet and a 
potential big band. 
The World Sax Quartet originated in 

New Orleans as the Real New York Sax-
ophone Quartet. Ed Jordan — a New 
Orleans reed player and instructor at 
Southern University — invited Murray, 
Julius Hemphill, Oliver Lake and Hamiet 
Bluiett down for a concert. He arranged 
for them to play with a local rhythm sec-
tion. The four sax players liked the date 
so well that they decided to keep the 
group alive. But, "economics told us to 
play without a rhythm section." 

Their first album — Point of No Return 
— was a screeching mess "that was 
symbolic of the inter-struggle going on 
in the group at the time. Just learning 
each others' personality at first was diffi-
cult. So we tended to over- react to every-
thing, which resulted in a music that 
was not closely connected. Plus, in 
Europe musicians seem to play more 
free. The audience seems to be waiting 

on some freedom. They're waiting on 
something that is 'avant-garde' or 'out.' 
In America you have to be slick because 
there are a bunch of bumpkins in the 
audience." 

Since the first recording, the WSQ has 
matured. They have learned to play 
"slow songs slower and fast songs fas-
ter", while functioning as a hard swing-
ing jump band without a rhythm section. 
The music has "more of an emphasis on 
the accents, especially in the back-
ground. The background has to be 
snappy too. A lot of the songs we use are 
like Blueitt's snappy kind of vamps that 
sustain the rhythm, -end we can play 
anything on top of that. Bluiett in particu-
lar is the bottom. My role as the tenor is 
more like a guitar or piano or something 
that is very percussive and melodic at 
the same time. The two altos play the 
top, of course, and do the improvising 
over Bluiett and me. We'll change roles 
at any point in the song." 
The big band that Murray speaks of is 

one of those celebrated half- myths of 
the jazz world. It was a collaboration 
between Murray and Butch Morris in the 
summer of 1978. The band played twice 
in New York — in the first week of July— 
and once more in Washington D.C. for 
Howard University's Homecoming. It 
included fifteen black musicians from 
the avant-garde, a poet, and a dancer. 
Morris described it as one of the great-
est experiences of his life, particularly 
because he loved the challenge of 
directing fifteen accomplished black 
musicians. 
Murray explained, "We talked about 

the band back and forth from Europe. I 
began to do these arrangements and 
when Butch came in I had arrange-
ments from here to the end of the house. 
He said, 'Damn, you wrote all this shit,' 
and I replied, 'Yeah, and you gotta con-
duct it.' It was no problem because 
Butch has that rare skill of being able to 
understand not only his own composi-
tions but those of others. Usually they 
pay guys like Leonard Bernstein a lot of 
money for that ability. 

"I need to take that band on tour. I 
know it will happen again and hopefully 
within the next year that band will be 
recorded. It's also important for a big 
band to be on the road. I'm convinced 
there's no other big bands that were on 
the musical level of that band or that 
exist right now on the so-called new 
music circuit. I heard Arthur Blythe 
smoke the Akioshi-Tabackin band with 
a quartet. Most of the big bands sound 
like a version of sometning that already 
happened." 

However, it is the octet that enthralls 
Murray most. Like the World Saxophone 
Quartet's music, the octet creates new 
emotional boundaries for the already 
rich tradition of black American ensem-
ble music. The music is driving and 
breezy and laced with furious instru-
mental exchanges. It expresses the joy 
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and wobble of a New Orleans brass 
band and the balanced din of the derby-
fanning orchestras of the Southwest. 

Murray envisions the octet as "an 
extension of a quartet — piano, bass, 
drums and me — and a truncation of the 
big band. An octet is a standing version 
of a big band The only problem of a big 
band is most of the time the people are 
sitting down, and the music sounds like 
people sitting down. There's more 
improvisation in the octet. There's a 
section that's totally improvised in 
"Dewey's Circle" where the horns come 
in to support George Lewis. He was 
playing something way out on the trom-
bone and when the horns came in with 
those riffs he came back into where it 
was. Those sorts of things happen with 
the spontaneous nature of a shouting 
horn section. 

"I may be approaching the same 
problem and possibly in the same 
fashion as Mingus, but I listen to Elling-
ton, Fletcher Henderson, Louis and 
even King Oliver. That's who Mingus lis-
tened to. I'm trying to get to their 
expression." 

David Murray has studied his lessons 
well, because when asked what his 
favorite record was, he replied, in a typi-
cally Ellingtonian manner, "The one I'm 
writing right now for the octet." 

David Murray's Instruments 
As far as instruments go, Murray 

appears to be as much trader as player. 
"My tenor is the same Selmer Mark VI 
I've had since I was 12. It felt good then 
and it feels good now. I use a Rico Royal 
tr4 reed, but I don't want to give up the 
number on my mouthpiece yet, because 
I won't have anything to tell the next 
interviewer. I started playing bass cla-
rinet three years ago. Archie Shepp and 
Pepper Adams heard me in Paris and 
told me to never stop. I may not play runs 
that are so hip but I've got the sound. I 
used to just get one and sell it and get 
another. Now I've got a Le Blanc. I'll sell 
anything — my clarinet, my records, my 
tenor. I used to have a soprano that I got 
from Butch Morris and I sold that after I 
recorded 'Bechet's Bounce.' Sold my 
alto then, too. You know these things are 
worth money. The only things I wouldn't 
sell are my piano and flute that I got from 
James, because I compose them." E] 

Bass from pg. 84 
bass designed to set the musician far 
apart from the rest of the crowd. 

Curiously enough, Japanese com-
panies like Aria ( Aria Pro II), Ibanez and 
Vantage have made some excellent 
replications and original basses with all 
of the sound and playability features 
modern players have come to expect, 
but they haven't quite made the major 
dent in sales created by their six-string 
counterparts. The Yamaha BB- 1000, 

also known as the "Broad Bass." stands 
alone as one of the very few Japanese 
electric basses to have a significant 
impact on the development of the 
instrument. 

Gibson premiered their interesting 
new Victory bass at a recent trade show. 
Its shape and peghead design harken 
back to original Fender models but sev-
eral new design features, including 
novel pickup configurations, active 
electronics, a 34" scale, special truss 
rod, reinforcement design and higher, 
thinner frets, make it a serious 
contender. 
The development of space age mate-

rials, especially carbon graphite, 
brought further exploration into the role 
of neck stiffness. Geoff Goulc took the 
first step with his Modulus Graphite 
bass, a hybrid with a wood body and 
rigid plastic neck. Since sustain and 
resonance are directly related to the 
neck, Gould's bass, using the stiffest 
possible material, produced a sound 
that was "neck-heavy" in impact, get-
ting little from the wood body. Ned Stein-
berger added a fiberglass body, but also 
felt the neck was all-important; his Stein -
berger bass has a tone that does not 
attempt to duplicate its predecessors'; it 
is far more clarified, more even, with its 
own kind of warmth. These two basses 
render sound from the midrange up 
rather than down (the bottom can be 
added by an equalizer) and while untu-
tored ears may not hear the difference, 
they are in a sonic category of their own. 
Much of the newest thinking about 

electric bass has reaffirmed Leo Fend-
er's first designs. Progressive luthiers 
like Steve Friedman and company (Gui-
tarman / Stuyvesant) are building 
wooden basses that take the three most 
important ingredients of the Precision — 
a stiff neck, a dense and resonant body 
and clean, high-output pickups — and 
then are fine-tuned to the individual 
player's wildest desires and needs. A 
wide choice of woods is offered, differ-
ent active/passive electronic systems 
are available, with sexy body types, cus-
tom carved, but Leo's three oasics are 
left untouched. Friedman's basses are 
finding their way into the studios, as sea-
soned veterans who have hitherto found 
no adequate replacement for their thirty-
year-old instruments are now picking up 
on them. 

It seems the farther we go, the less 
able we are to transcend these three 
requirements. 
So we return to our beginring, to Leo 

Fender's unwitting vision. It seems 
nothing short of miraculous that the very 
first design of the electric bass should 
incorporate every known essential of 
the instrument with virtually no omis-
sions: stiffness of the neck, dense body 
wood, and punchy, present pickups. No 
look into the future can ignore or avoid 
this monumental event in our past. E1 
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STUDIO FJTURE Jr1OCIe 
Two technologies which have come of age together. digital and 
video, will be the ultimate architects of the studio of the future. 
Tape, mixing boards and even records themselves will become a 
thing of the past. With digital, engineers will be able to work 
out of living room environments using a computer keyboard to 
produce, adjust and memorize all sound levels and mixing 
functions utilizing an unlimited number of tracks. 

By Jim McCullaugh 

Change is an inevitable element in 
the modern industrial experence, 
as we have all numbly corne to 

accept. Change itself, however, has 
begun to change: technological accel-
eration has brought an exciting and 
even frightening pace to every area of 
applied science, especially to the pro-
fessional recording community. For the 
last twenty years, the industry has been 
perfecting the art of recording informa-
tion on magnetic tape, known as analog 
recording. Now suddenly, a radically dif-
ferent and demonstrably superior 
method of recording, the conversion of 
sound to computer language for perfect 
storing and reproduction, has burst 
upon the scene. This system is called 
digital. Between the conversion to digital 
and the confluence of video, the next ten 
years will make even the most hardened 
veterans of future shock blink. 
The sleeping giant of digital was first 

taken into present studios as a menial, a 
mere mixing tool. Solid-state memory 
systems could store any mix including 
equalization, panning, filters, compres-
sion, limiting and noise gates. Hours of 
busywork were cut by the perfect recall 
of a "floppy disc," a soft plastic disc that 
could store every trivial setting a nit-
picking bassist or boozed-out heavy 
metal singer could demand. This was a 
role that digital didn't mind helping with, 
but it had other intentions: to eliminate all 
the other electronics in the control room, 
especially the tape recorder. 

For that floppy little disc had a 45-
sized big brother who was happy to 
replace all those clumsy reels and miles 
of thick tape. He also brought along a 
cousin, the word-processor screen, who 
would work cheap. For many producers 
in the major N.Y. and L.A. studios, the 
change seemed minimal; the mixing 
console was the same, only the sound 
was more exact, with a certain hard 
steeliness. 

Digital recording machines did not, of 
course, drop from the sky all at once, but 
it did in fact drop from the sky; much of 
its early research was done by NASA in 
the 60s. Trying to transmit data and 
communications from the earth to vehi-
cles in space with the least possible 
interference, NASA engineers devised a 

"Captain. I'm getting a curious reading on my scanners. The limiters on the drums are 
failing and secondary compression on the vocalist is dangerously high." "Set phasers on 

band bass, Mr. Sulu, and increase screen range." 

system that had virtually no loss in sig-
nal. Having myself heard "A-B" com-
parisons of analog and digital record-
ings of the same material, I can say that 
the presence of the digital, the lack of 
minute inefficiency, is immediately 
apparent. The sound is right there. The 
attack time of the digital recordings is 
perceptibly lower and the clarity more 
distinct. There is also a broader dynamic 
range, which is leading speaker com-
panies to develop monitors that will do 
justice to it. 
The immediate effect of the digital 

invasion may have seemed minimal, but 
its implications were anything but: the 
console, effects, equalization, limiting, 
and other familiar furniture of the control 
room were in fact dinosaurs, much like 
the DC-3, the Model T and, yes, the 
traditional analog plastic record album. 
Once the digital process had started, it 
would head toward only one logical con-
clusion: all that is ultimately needed to 
control a complete digital system is a 
keyboard and a screen. 

Chris Stone, founder/owner of the 
L.A. Record Plant describes the 
stripped-down essentials of the future 

control room as "a living room with a 
typewriter." He waxes enthusiastic 
about his future ability to control the pre-
cise nuance of each musician's sound 
as more and more salid-state memory 
circuits, " bubble memories," are pro-
grammed into the computer: " In 
essence, a producer will be sitting there 
giving a computer commands; he'll be 
operating with an unlimited number of 
recording tracks and an unlimited var-
iety of sounds. He will be able to call up 
the exact echo of Carnegie Hall, for 
example, or the LA. Forum." 

Since there is so little loss in a digital 
system, there emerges the possibility of 
an audience making direct contact with 
the performer, an unbroken chain from a 
singer to a digital mic through a digital 
board onto a digital disc copied onto a 
digital videodisc or broadcast over a 
digital satellite network to digital audio-
visual receivers in millions of living 
rooms. Chris Stone says, "The equip-
ment has got to go in the digital direc-
tion, right down to a digital microphone. 
Everything will be in a computer. 
Records will be distributed by satellite. 
The physical characteristics of record-
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Investing in a " powered" rnixirg 
board can be a smart move. But it 
doesn't mean much unless you 
complete the process with Whirl-
wind's reeplutionary new Medusa 

, Power Series multicable system. 
This recent addition to the popular 
Whirlwind Medusa line lets you 

reap the 
maximum 

nefits from 

A r-

4 ..Of 

powered boards like some of the 
newer modefs from Yamaha, x.e.isey 
and Paice, rlore than iustifyinrg the 
added expense of your original 
purchase. 
The first to combine both micro-
ahone and high-powered speaker 
cable in one custom, patent-applied-
For mufdiple wiring system,, the 
Medusa Power Ser es organizes ail 
cd your cab E s into one main cable 
running frorr the stage to the board. 
Which means a cost-effective, 
total wiring system designed to 
reduce set-up time and elimilate 
mess. As a'Whirlw.nd Medusa 
system the new Power Series 
features a variety of costam-neade 
configurations made aith the finest 
cable available and ad brass 
connectors. 

The new Whirlwird Medusa Power 
Series cable systems are available 
at leading music stores and pro 
sound outlets. After all, a powered 
board doesn't mean anything 
without the oniy multlicable system 
created to help you reap its fJII 
benefits— Whirlwind Medusa Power 
Series. The Meousa Power Series is 
backed by a fun two yea- warranty. 

Whirlwind Music, Inc. 
PO. Box 1075 
Rochester, New' Yo -k 14E03 
716-663-8E20 



ing are what will change the most 
because of satellites, computers and 
bubble memory." 

Giorgio Moroder, Donna Summers' 
producer and owner of Musicland, views 
the digital revolution with optimism: "The 
engineer will probably have less to do. 
All the mixdowns will be digital and auto-
mated. Studios for audio only won't be 
that large since so much will be done 
with overdubs. Right now, it cari take 
quite a bit of time to do digital editing, but 
later on it will take less. Since so many 
instruments like bass and synthesizer 
go directly into the console, studio con-
trol rooms won't require acoustics." 
Indeed, plastics have already shattered 
the conventional rules about using only 
wood and rock for acoustic clarity 

Into all the visionary prophecy steps a 
familiar demon: techno-confusion No 

matter how miraculous a technology is 
in isolation, it must enter the world, and 
such factors as simple economics and 
complex human superstitions come into 
play. Consider first the price of a digital 
machine: $180,000, more than triple the 
price of a good analog multi-track unit. 
Most of the digital studios now rent their 
equipment from one or two companies. 
The only manufacturers are in Japan: 
Sony, Mitsubishi and 3M. There are 
standardization problems between the 
three different models; why should a 
business buy a machine now when they 
can wait a little while for the smoke to 
clear and one version to become stand-
ard? Echoes of the quadraphonic deba-
cle permeate the industry; no one wants 
to be left out on a limb. Moreover, the 
new equipment is cranky; breakdowns, 
expensive and potentially lethal to a 

FREE CASIO CA-90 
CALCULATOR/GAME WATCH 
From Nov. 1 through Jan. 31. your 

participating Crumar dealer is 
giving away America's most popu-

lar watch, the Casio CA-90. FREE. 

with the purchase of a Crumar 

Roady. Performer or Toccata. See 

your Crumar dealer for full details. 

• 3 distinctive piano sounds 
that can be mixed in any 
combination 

• Mellow vibes with variable 
tremolo rate andeepth 

• Percussion that chIplicates 
a mallet vibe sound. pro-
duces those classic. bell-
i» tones, adds a jazz bite 

• ins. with additional sus-
tain that couples with 
vibes 

• Blending all of the Roady's 
sounds for a super musical 
mix. 

The past is played out. Get 
your hands on the Crumar 
Roady at your local Crumar 
dealer. 

Distributed by: 
Music Technology, Inc. 
105 Fifth Avenue 
Garden City Park, 
N.Y. 11040 • (516) 747-7890 

session's energy, continue to plague 
digital recording. 

Of equal complication is the humanist 
backlash. One of the darkest suspicions 
many technophobes have is ground-
less: no amount of computer technology 
can replace the actual musician (there-
fore insuring a certain amount of inher-
ent chaos in the studio of the future). 
Digital companies are now very nervous 
about musicians' fears of becoming 
obsolete, especially drum machine 
manufacturers. More effective argu-
ments have been leveled against digital. 
If the options and effects become too 
flexible, if there are too many choices, 
the whole point of the music can 
become lost. Some feel that slides and 
pan controls offer a human element that 
punching instructions on a keyboard 
could never replace. Others say the 
sound is " cold, heartless." Since the 
cost is so high, anti-digitalists argue, 
control can only be in the hands of large 
corporations, further stifling creativity. 
Pioneer direct-disc producer Doug Sax, 
owner of Sheffield Labs, has led the 
opposition, founding Musicians Against 
Digital, or M.A.D. Clearly these factors 
will slow the onrush of innovation, mak-
ing the complete transition to digital a 
non- immediate proposition. 

Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock 
and The Third Wave, sees these prob-
lems as merely transitional: " I think it's 
only a matter of time, no matter what the 
economic problems look like at the 
moment, before digitally recorded discs 
have a deep impact as a business and 
education tool; it's interactive and you'll 
be able to build your own system. Now 
everybody in the industry will say that is 
not likely because it's expensive. But 
someone will find a backdoor way of 
doing it. My hunch, longterm, is that the 
disc, hooked to a computer, will be used 
for a million things we never thought of. 
"What happens is that you get a new 

technology and everybody gets excited 
and then nothing happens for ten or 
twenty years. People think it's gone 
away or never going to work. But then 
some newer technological break-
through occurs and the two converge. 
Then, bang, it's there." 

If there is a second technology that 
will join with digital to transform the 
recording studio, it is clearly video. 
Egged on partly by the wide open cable 
and videodisc possibilities, many stu-
dios are joining the process at the 
outset. Future recording studios will be 
large soundstages, capable of video-
taping live performances and offering 
every sound variation imaginable. 

Chris Stone says,"Audio will adapt to 
visual, visual will not adapt to audio. A 
studio will become more like a post-
production house in that the sound will 
be done on location and fixed after-
wards. You'll see a recording studio size 
that is larger than normal because it 

continued on next page 
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Introducing 
the audio processor that remembers. 

Super Prime Time 

The first Microprocessor-based special effecs device. 

It has non-volatile memory storage for special effects . . . 
recalls them on command . . . in uhe studio or on stage. 
Now, with Lexicon's Super Prime Time digital delay — the 

first programmable, microprocessor-based audio processor — 
you can create.. . store . . . and recall the desired 

effects for any given piece of music, as well as have a 6, freque,cy response of 20 Hz to 20kHz at all delay settings. 
Thege's never been an audio processor like it 

r the performer, super Prime Time opens a whole new 
world of virtually unlimited musical enhancements. This: 

remarkable system stores 8 factory preset programs and 
32 user programs of effects. .. recallable at any time. 
Programs may be off-loaded to audio tapes or cassettes 

providing unlimited off-line storage. 
Super Prime Time. The first microprocessor-based delay. 

the audio processor that remembers. 
Write for full detaiis today 
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Studio from previous page 
makes good sense to do the audio and 
the video in the same place. 

"That bodes well for the mobile 
recording industry, because if you're 
going to do a production on a big sound-
stage, there will be a need for mobile 
recording. The question will become, 
'Do we want to do it on a set or do we 
want to go on location?' The artist and 
producer now will not only have to learn 
about computers, but they will have to 
learn how to make movies. Of course, it 
will be a rather expensive transition. All 
the visual arts are totally union, and all 
audio employees will become union. It's 
a question of when, not if." 

Kent Duncan, helmsman of Kendun 
Recording and Sierra Audio, a studio 
designing / building firm, sees different 
requirements for future studios: "Today 
in video you might have as many as five 
operators, including client and producer, 
whereas two are sufficient for audio. 
Proper design for both dictates a larger 
room with a longer monitor throw and a 
brighter decay time. The video client 
wants a living room atmosphere at the 
back of the room where he can simulate 
the typical home viewing environment. 
We are starting to see a trade-off from a 
design point of view." 
"One of the things I'm looking forward 

to," says Murray Allen, president of Uni-
versal Recording in Chicago, " is the dig-

LCR (Rhythm) 
LCL ( Lead) 

Both with 4 conductor cable 

BARTOLINI GUITARS 
Strat is a registered trademark of CBS, Inc 

ital film in the theatre that is equipped for 
digital sound. That's going to blow 
everyone out of the box." He sees the 
ownership and purpose of new studios 
changing further away from simply mus-
ical concerns: "The people who own 
recording studios will not be independ-
ents; they will be blue chip companies, 
such as entertainment conglomerates. 
There's going to be a great deal of use 
for studios besides recording and enter-
tainment work. A lot of educational and 
industrial work will go on. There will still 
be music, but not quite in the same 
direction." 

Alvin Toffler thinks that the larger 
questions are of far more interest than 
the impressive special effects. "The 
trick is that the storing of images has 
now been learned, it's just not going to 
be a big deal anymore. My hunch is a 
shift to smaller live concerts and maybe 
combinations of live and non- live 
events. You might use a videodisc, for 
example, to project the rest of the group. 
A five-member group can perform in five 
different places with four canned 
members and one live one. Let's take it 
one step further into the home. Let's say 
I am watching a Rolling Stones concert. 
They are singing a particular song. But 
there's another group that sings the 
same song. Now maybe I'd like to hear 
their lead singer with the Stones, not 
Mick Jagger. I am going to be able to 

select Jagger out and create my own 
group, my own concoction. 

"Our homes will all have earth dish 
antennae the size of grapefruits. But 
when everyone and everything seem-
ingly is plugged into everyone and 
everything else, then some questions 
are raised. What is it doing to the air, for 
example, how many frequencies are we 
using up and how many belong to the 
rest of the human race? What'll happen 
when we get all those satellites parked 
up there? You have these fascinating 
problems of computer data flow. Money 
is electronic, it's not paper any more. 
What does that do to national economies? 
"The biggest question I have is 

whether the existing sources of pro-
gramming, minds who have been 
formed by the second wave, are the peo-
ple who can successfully produce for 
the third wave. If I look at cable now, 
frenetically trying to duplicate the net-
works of years ago in their choice of 
programming and operation, then I am 
not sure those are the people who are 
going to be able to read the culture 
successfully." 
No matter how all these questions are 

resolved, the sleeping giant of digital 
technology is among us and is sleeping 
no longer. With digital's marriage to 
video, the recording studio as we know it 
will surely change forever, if not neces-
sarily for better. ri 

The Sound of Alnico 

The Power of Ceramic 

Core laminations are highest quality silicon steel 
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why settle for less... 
when you can 
afford 
Number One? 

PEI 

PE2 

ew PE1 and PE2 
ries Microphones 

Whether you are just breaking into the business or an 
up- and-corner, you have enough problems without 
taking chances on a --ticrophone that's not the best. 
Go w.th the leader—Shure. 
Lock around. When it cornes to live entertainment, 

superstars, as well as those who want to be 
superstars, insist on Shure. That's because there are 
no retakes when yo ..1 Perform live. You not only need a 
microphone that sounds good, you need one that has 
the built-in ruggedness and reliability to stand up to 
constant on-the-road punishment. 

Professionals like Mick Jagger, Rod Stewart, Ian 
Anderson, Dionne Warwick, Crystal Gayte, Eddie 
Rabbitt, Paul Anka, and Conway Twitty—to name just 
a few—put their reputation on the line every time they 
per4orm. That's why they insist on Shure. 
Introducing the new affordable PE1 and PE2 Series 
And here's the best part. Being best doesn't mean 

being the most expensive. Shure has just introduced 
an affordable new series of professional entertainment 
microphones that not only provide the famous Shure 

sound, but also feature many state-of-the-art advances 
included on our more expensive studio microphones. 
The new PE1 and PE2 Series feature our exclusive 

brown SUEDECOAT- finish, recessed or-off switches 
and models with tone-shaping options. In addition, 
there are models available with and without cable and 
the PE1-SP and PE2-SP (Super Pro-) models are 
available with a new special CA95P cable wnich 
has a built-in impedance-matching transformer at the 
amplizier end for high-impedance inputs. 

Without Tone-Shaping With Tone-Shaping 
Switches Switches 

With Low-Impedance Cable 

With CA9SP Cable  

Without Cable 

PE I-CN 

PE1-SP 

PE1 

PE2-CN 

PE2-SP 

PE2 

See your local Shure dealer for a demonstration of Ihe new PE1 and 
PE2 Series, or write us at the address below and ask for 4L666. 

The Sound of the Professionals® 

S U  
Sue Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited 
Manufacturer of high fidelity components, microphones, loudspeakers, sound systems and related circuit- y 



Kaman Performers Electronic 
Bass Strings are made from a 
specially developed material 
called chrome steel and employs 
a revolutionary coating system 
called Kamflon. This shiny, 
black, teflon based coating is a 
permanent, baked on finish that 
eliminates the "sore fingers" 
common to bass players using 
round wound strings and virtually 
eliminates unwanted finger noise. 
Kaman Musical Strings, 1330 
Blue Hills Ave., BloOmfield, CT 
06002. 

The Guild Accupitch 440, an 
extremely versatile tuner and 
tone generator, has a special 
microcomputer which can tune 
to within 1/100 of a semitone. It 
can be used acoustically with a 
built-in condenser mic, or elec-
tronically with its input recep-
tacle. As a tone generator, 
connected to any amplifier, it pro-
duces a perfect "A-440" as well 
as the 6 tones of a guitar's open 
strings, can accommodate basses, 
banjos, violins and other stringed 
instruments and provides a refer-
ence tone for groups or ensem-
bles. The Accupitch 440 can 
also be used " in- line," con-
nected to both instrument and 
amplifier. Guild, Box 203, Elizabeth, 
NJ 07207. 

Ibanez is pleased to introduce 
the UE405 Multi- Effects unit, a 
rack mount unit complete with 
remote switching and the exclu-
sive Insta-Patch system. The 
UE405 contains 4 studio quality 
effects: Compressor/Limiter. 
Stereo Chorus, Parametric EQ 
and Analog Delay; plus an 
external effects loop which is 
treated as a 5th effect. The 
patching sequence of the effects 
can instantly be changed with 
the 5-positior Insta-Patch selec-
tor switches. Remote FET switch-
-ing controls individual effects and 
the master in/out. LEDs indicate 
the status of the UE405. The unit 
is AC powered and all effects 
operate froni a regulated DC 
supply. Ibanez. Box 469, Bensalem 
, PA 19020. 

The Roland CR-8000 updates 
Roland's CR78 CompuRhythm, a 
live performance oriented rhythm 
unit with 24 preset rhythms 
which can be altered or customized 
as desired. The CR-8000 allows 
for independent Level Mixing, 
Accenting and features an 
Intro/Fill-In section that allows 
any of 8 different fills to be 
inserted manually, by remote 
pedal or automatically by multiple 
measure. Also, there is a user-
programmab'e section with 8 
rhythms and 4 fills which can be 
cross- mixed with preset rhythms 
for even more creative combina-
tions. Quiet applause for Roland, 
as they upgraded the product 
and left the same price tag. 
Roland, 2401 Saybrook Ave, Los 
Angeles, CA 90040. 

C.F. Martin has introduced a 
•iew grdnu auditorium size guitar, 
the MC-28 cutaway. Previewed 
at the 1981 NAMM Expo in Chi-
cago, the MC-28 is the newest 
member of the famous "28" style 
of Martin instruments. The MC-28 
features rosewood back and 
sides, ebony fingerboard and 
bridge, and a solid spruce top. An 
oval soundhole accommodates 
the top bracing pattern presently 
found on Martin grand auditorium 
size instruments. With a Venetian 
cutaway 20 of the 22 frets are 
readily accessib.E'. The C.F. Mar-
tin Organisation. .510 Sycamore 
Street, Nazareth, PA 18064. 

GHS Strings has added Super 
Steels electric guitar and bass 
strings to its product line. Super 
Steels are made of a special kind 
of stainless steel which provides 
"The Ultimate in volume and 
sustain." Super Steels guitar 
strings are available in three 
colorfully packaged sets of rock 
gauges: Ultra Light ( 008-038), 
Extra Light (009-042), and Light 
(010-046). Supe, Steels bass 
strings are available in three 
sets: Light (040-102) balanced 
tension; Medium Light (044-102) 
traditional gauging; and Regular 
(044-106) balanced tension. The 
bass strings have a unique 
"naked" look because the silk 
has been intentionally left off the 
bridge end to i-nprove sustain. 
GHS Strings, 2813 Wilbur Ave., 
Battle Creek, MI 49015, 

Sequential Circuits introduces 
the Model 500 PRO-FX, designed 
to consolidate all signal processing 
and mixing effects into one 
package, and give instant control 
over sound changes while 
playing. All operating modes of 
the PRO-FX are directed by the 
system controller. The desired 
program is entered on eight 
Program Select switches and 
appears on the LED display. The 
mode switches initiate record or 
preset, and the memory switches 
load the non-volatile program 
memory to or from a tape deck 
(cassette or reel-to-reel). The 
allocation controls are used to 
configure the program Memory 
to the system's current module 
arrangement. The first 500 series 
modules available will include 
several of the most popular 
effects devices, such as the 510 
Phase Shifter, the 512 Distortion 
Sustainer, the 514 Mixer, the 516 
Parametric Equalizer and the 518 
Reverb. Sequential Circuits Inc. 
3051 North First Street, San Jose, 
CA 95134. 

Aria has introduced a new CS 
series 6- string electric guitar and 
a CSB series bass guitar priced 
from under $300. The CS250, 
which is a 6- string basic standard 
model, features Ash body, Maple 
neck, Rosewood fingerboard, 
Chrome- plated machine heads, 
Aria TS bridge, 2 Aria Protomatic-
IV pick-ups, 2 Volume and 2 
Tone controls, 1 Coil-tap switch, 
1 Phase- reversal switch and 3 
position pick-up selector. Aria 
Music, 1201 John Reed Ct. City 
of Industry, CA 91745. 
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Tested and approved by 

(IVIXR) 

Kaman 
Performers 
•. the world's first electronic 
guitar strings. Designed to 
maximize electronic guitars 
and electronic effect devices 
to the fullest richest range ol 
sound. 

Kaman Performers are 
engineered with a r ew unique 
stainless steel v/rap wire that 
produces a cri, ringing sound 
that drives your electronic 
gear to new highs in per-
formance. On the f fth and 
sixth strings, Karnai uses an 
equal sized core wire and wrap 
wire. Only Kaman Performers 
made this way, are flexible 
enough to generate high 
frequency over:ones that give 
you added expressive possibil-
ities from your effects. 
To reach the ultimate elec-

tronic climax, special attention 
has been given to the fourth 
string design. Wrapped in a 
special chrome steel wire, the 
fourth string is not overpowered 
by the shrill plain strings. The 
result is a superior balance for 
high speed, high output elec-
tronic playing. 

To reduce rusting, pitting 
and prematire breaking on the 
plain strings, Kaman developed 
a new protective coating called 
Duraflon. This eicclu3ive material 
also makes the strings play 
silky smooth. 

Kaman Performers are easily 
recognized by their solid brass 
balls — the symbol of Kaman 
innovation and qual ty. 
Now go for it ... with the 

component that make.; it all 
work. 

41111Nicaairiàg (corp. 
Bloomfield, Cormecticu 06002 



BOOKS 

ROCK READ Twisted Kicks by Tom Carson, the 
rock novel acclaimed by Dave Marsh in MUSICIAN, 
Publishers Weekly and the NY Times. $11.95 plus 
$1.00 shipping per book. Free catalog available. 
Send check or money order to Rock Read, Dept. M, 
799 Broadway, NY loon 
ROCK MUSIC BOOKS at DISCOUNT PRICES. 
Van Halen $9.95, Zeppelin Complete Guitar $7.95. 
AC/DC Back in Black $6.95, Pat Benatar $8.95, 
Devo Freedom Of Choice $7.95, Grateful Dead An-
thology $13.95, Black Sabbath Shattering Sounds 
$7.95,Hendrix Note For Note $5.95. Send check or 
money order. 506 for catalog. DISCOUNT MUSIC 
WAREHOUSE. P.O. Box 212M, Lindenhurst, NY 
11757 

THE GENESIS BOOK, NOW! Acclaimed by 
critics and fans as the bible of a true Genesis fan. 
GENESIS: I KNOW WHAT I LIKE is available in 
deluxe paperback ($16.00) and cloth hardback 
($25.00). Postage is on us! DIY BOOKS, INC. 
P.O. Box 2055, Dept M, Hollywood, CA 90028. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

DJ-NEWSCASTER-TV CAMERAMAN-Sports-
caster-Announcer-Studio Technician. Financial aid 
and VA benefits. American Academy of Broadcast-
ing, 833 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19107. (215) 
922-0605. Call collect. 

YOUR DRUMMING CAN SOUND BETTER 
within six weeks through my drum set study course 
on cassettes. Improve your Time, Swing, relaxation, 
concentration, memory, hearing. Better than the 
local teacher or College of Music. Not for oeginners. 
How can you qualify? For a one hour lesson 
cassette, a 20-minute recording with proof of suc-
cess, 24-page discussion, send $10 to Stanley 
Spector School of Drumming, 200 West 58th St., 
Dept ML-10, New York, NY 10019. 

WARMING-UP VOCALLY cassette tape. Voice-
work at home or on the road. Relax your energy, 
expand your breathing, increase sensitivity. $ 10: 
Voicetapes, Box 10689-M, Chicago, IL 60610. 

PLAY MUSIC BETTER through understanding 
chords as used to create "musical ideas." - Free 
information - Music Learning Systems Publishing, 
Dept. 11M, RD3 Box 142, Olean, NY 14760. 

I Love The Piano. Great songs made easy to play 
for the elementary pianist. Includes 17 songs. $3.00 
to: MUSIC HOUSE, Box 544, Bronx, NY 10467. 

INSTRUMENTS 

DRUMMERS! Drum Recovering Kits are avail-
able! Over 30 choices for Pearls, Sparkles, Flames 
and Woodgrains.Send $1.00 for full info and sam-
ples (refundable on first purchase). Precision Drum 
Company, 151 California Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY 
10598. 

LEFT-HAND GUITAR SHOP: New, Used & Vin-
tage: complete access. Write 6615 Backlick Rd.. 
Springfield, VA 22150. ( 703) 451-0752 

STRINGS, PICKS, PICKUPS at Discount Prices! 
We carry only high quality name brand merchan-
dise. FREE price list. Mail America, P.O Box 8939, 
Baltimore, MD 21222. 

ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS! Priced for musi-
cians! For quotes, write: DICK SHORT MUSIC, 
Keys, 1503 Cedar, South Bend, IN 46617. ( 219) 
287-8221. 

VINTAGE GUITARS. For sale or trade. Example: 
'S8 Gibson Flying V, '56 Stratocaster, etc. For photos 
contact: Ed McDonald, 4811 Steeles Ave., Weston. 
Ont. M9L 1X2, Canada. 1-416-743-7370. - 
1-416-494-2728. 

MUSICIANS 

MUSICIANS! GET WITH IT! Fed up with waiting 
for the right group or right musicians to find you? 
Then call us! The music industry's largest source of 
Qualified national talent. PROFESSIONAL MUSI-
CIANS' REFERRAL - we are putting more musi-
cians in contact with each other than aryone in the 
business. Want to be next? Call 1-612-825-6848 or 
toll free 1-800-328-8660 and get things rolling now! 

THE MUSICIANS REFERRAL CENTER OF 
Houston has helped thousands of bands and indi-
vidual musicians get together since 1977. Looking? 
(713) 660-7500, 5301 Bissonnet, Belaire TX 77401. 

MUSICIANS. Find out how the professionals do it! 
Roadies Handbook covers all phases of band set-
ups from AC distribution, sound system hookup, 
amplifier problems, etc. Send $5.00 to: Sound 
Unlimited, 57 Bridge St, Belleville NJ C7109. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SATIN PANTS, etc. For entertainers, etc. Write/ 
call for catalog. SATIN SALES, Dept. 34, 7 South 5th 
St., Minneapolis, MN 55402. (612) 333-5045. 

ZAPPA /MOTHERS fanzine- collector's guide. 
Issues 1, 2 & 3. $2.00 each. MOTHER PEOPLE, P.O. 
Box 6374-M Bridgeport, CT 06606 

PHOTOS & POSTERS 

ROCK/COUNTRY COLOR PHOTOS!AC/DC, 
Petty, Beach Boys, Bee Gees, Buffett, Cars, Chapin, 
Chicago, Cross, Dire Straits, Doobies, Denver, 
Eagles, Elton, Engelbert, Foreigner, Heart, Jan 
/Dean, Journey, Kansas, Loggins, Mandrel's, Oaks, 
REO, Rogers, Waylon, others. Catalog/Sample $1. 
Mention favorite. SMILE, Box 15293-M, Chesa-
peake, VA 23320. 

FRONT ROW & OFFSTAGE 

COLOR PHOTOS 
Slones ;,pnnysteen Dead Boy., Zeppelln Clash. 
Sex Pistols. Who, Costello. Zappa. Kinks. Blondie. Pretenders. 
Petty AC DC. & 400 other Rock. Heavy Metal. and Progressive 
bands Longest in the photo business. largest selection, highest 
quality by far Send Si for Sample/Catalog Indicate favorite 
band(s) for sample photo 

PINES PHOTOS LTD.. DEPT MPL 
P.O. BOX 1122 MADISON SO. STA. NEW YORK CITY 10159 

SPRINGSTEEN OR TOM PETTY SAMPLE: 
Beautiful, close color concert photos: Presley, Ron-
stadt, Juice Newton, Diamond, K. Rogers. Catalog/ 
Sample $1.00. IN CONCERT PHOTOS-MS. Box 
1156, Panama City, FL 32401. 

RECORDS & TAPES 

IMPORTED RECORDS Lennon, McCartney, 
Rundgren, Springsteen. High Quality Rock, New 
Wave, Audiophile Pressings from Japan, Australia, 
England, Europe, Mexico, Canada Large Selection. 
Free Catalogue. SCHE HERAZA DE RECORDS, P.O. 
Box 607-M, Carrboro, North Carolina 27705. 

REGGAE • SKA 
and rock steady recordings from 

Jamaica, U.S.. U.K. Wide selection of 

current and classic LP's, 45's Illustrated 

catalog listing records, T-shirts, 
and more-50e Retail/Wholesale. 

SINBAD 

POB 701 tV1 Athens, Ohio 45701 

RECORDS/TAPES/IMPORTS!N OW AVAIL-
ABLE! The FREE 40-page Moby Music Fall 1981 
Catalog. We offer an extensive selection of European 
and Japanese imports, domestic records, tapes, and 
up-to-date new releases at super discount prices. 
Audiophile, specialty items. 100's of import and 
domestic cut-outs also. Fast efficient mail and 
phone order service. Complete Import and Domes-
tic Catalog! Send for yours now! MOBY MUSIC, 
14410-M, Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. 
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DAYBREAK EXPRESS RECORDS 
/981 Maslen. ea./a/Lk/4p 

Our new 116 page caulogue features the largest selection of available Jau LP, 
ever' Over 400 labels cl Jan imports. independent labels, and standard Jau 
catalogues We offer lair UPS Ionise. Visa and MasterCard 

Send St 00 to Daybreak Express Records, Dept 11 
PO he 250, Van Brunt tution. Brooklyn, PI 1' 11215 

Foreign makers add S5 for air mail, deductible on lint order 

Yes, please rush me the 1911 Master Catalogue 

Enclosed is   

Name  

Suer  

Ciry   Scare  

 Conwri  
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WORLD'S LARGEST RECORD COLLECTORS 
magazine - Goldmine. Over 50,000 records 
offered each monthly issue. Sample $300 (U.S.). 
Free music book catalog - rock, jazz, oldies. 
GOLDMINE. Box 187-MU, Fraser, MI 48026. 

THE RECORDS YOU READ ABOUT are only 
the beginning of a vast unrecognized well. Get a 
catalog and find out more. ILLUMINATEAR, 
Dept-MU, 500 North St. Ext., Winooski VT 05404 

LIVE ROCK-CONCERT TAPES. Available on 
cassette tapes only. Send stamp for catalog. MD 
Tapes, RD 2, Box 306, Milford, NJ 08848. 

ROCK POP RARITIES from 1960's to present. 
Free Catalog! Rock Rarities, 145 El Ogden, Wilming-
ton, NC 28405. 

JAZZ AND BLUES. LPs! Over 3000 titles at dis-
count prices. Fast, dependable service. For Free 
Catalog write: MAINSTREAM RECORDS, Box 
271-M. Cambridge, MA 02138 

PROMISES PROMISES PROMISES??? 
WE DELIVER! FREE FAT CATALOG! Rock, Imports, 
Space, Oldies. Rather Ripped Records/M, 4266 
Broadway, Oakland, CA 94611. 

RARE CONCERT & STUDIO RECORDINGS 
Dead, Doors, Beatles, Dylan, Stones, Springsteen, 
etc. Send two stamps for catalog. ACME P.O. Box 
14438, Minneapolis Minnesota 55414. 

LIVE CONCERT & STUDIO RECORDINGS 
from AC/DC, Stones, Zeppelin, Van Halen, Who, 
Dead, etc. Send one stamp for interesting free 
catalog to: ROCK TAPES, P.O. Box 356. Scarsdale, 
NY 10583. 

TOMORROW'S MUSIC TODAY! Independent 
records by the country's most promising new artists. 
Many are heading for a career with a major label, but 
you can hear them now. For an album samplingtheir 
works, plus our import catalog, send $2.00 to NEBU-
LAE RECORDS, P O. Box 16214. Phoenix AZ 85011-6214. 

T-SHIRTS 

QUALITY SILKSCREENED T-SHIRTS. N.Y. 
Dolls, The Who, Clash, Doors, Beatles, B-52's, Jim 
Morrison, Sex Pistols, and many many more, over 
60 designs. Send stamp for catalog to Gang of 
Printers, 8 South Broadway, Box 15M, Salem, NH 
03079. 

T-SHIRTS; Rolling Stones-Tattoo You, Judas 
Priest, Krokus, Iron Maiden, Rainbow, Rush, Angus 
Young, AC/DC, Def Leopard, Scorpions, Police, 
Sabbath, REO, Who, Clash, Plasmatics, Benatar, 
UFO, Zeppelin, Allman, Journey-Escape, Johnny 
Van Zandt, Foghat, Schenker, Petty, Skynyrd, BOC, 
Blackfoot, Travers, Stranglers, Van Helen, Nugent, 
Tull, Yes, and Aerosmith and MANY, MANY MORE. 
American made, excellent quality, generous sizes, 
S-M- L-XL. $ 7.50 ppd. We also sell posters, buttons, 
ierseys, caps and tour programs. Catalog 50C, 
ROCK TOPS. Dept. M12, New Hampton, NY 10958. 

YOU CALL YOURSELF A MUSICIAN and you 
don't have a Dirty Old Guitarist', Dirty Old Piano 
Player', Dirty Old Drummer T-shirt? Get with it! 
Quality silk-screen design Red or blue. S-M-L-XL. 
Check/M.O. $8.98 ppd. to* ,,Rainbow Designs Ltd., 
11 Peeptoad Road, Warwick, RI 02888. 

MUSICIAN T-SHIRTS 
Your choice of black regular or fancy 
French cut black or beige. All with a bright 
blue Musician logo emblazoned shame-
lessly across the chest. 

Please send me shirts. 

Blk Regular OS DM DL OXL @ $5.95 

Blk French OS DM DL DXL @ $7.95. 

Beige French DS DM DL OXL @ $ 7.95. 
French shirts run small, order one size up. 
Please add 75e postage each. 

AND SWEATSHIRTS! 
Warm and stylish! Choose rich maroon 
with It. Blue logo or athletic gray with 
bright red logo. 

Maroon OS DM DL ::XL $12.95 

Gray OS DM DL OXL , $12.95 
Please add $1.00 postage each. 

Please send me sweatshirts. 

Total 

Detach and mall with your name, address 
and check to Musician. Player & Listener, 
P.O.Box 701, Gloucester, MA 01930. 

VIDEO 

VIDEO MUSIC - Rock, Country, Jazz, on video 
cassette & disc. Catalog $1 00 VLS/MP. 1007 
Wright, Ann Arbor, MI 48105, 

CLASSIFIED: $ 1.25 per word. $25.00 minimum. 
DISPLAY: $ 100 per column inch. Frequency 
discounts available. Call Cindy at (617) 281-3110 
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Total Harmonic Control. 
The new Distortion II gives yo. maximum control over harmonic distortior while preserving 
the characteristic sound of your instrument. 

MXR has managed to tnck solid state circuitry into reacting audibly like tubes, yieldirg a 
warm sound with incredibly snooth and elastic sustain. For lower volume levels, we've 
incorporate:d a resonance control to add low frequency punch, characteristic of a speaker 
cabinet driven at high volume eve's. A variable filter co.ntols the upper harmonics for 
snoother, rnore "tapered distortion vit-ile a drive control varies the amount of sustain and 
harmonic ,ccntent over a wide, usable range. MXR's noiseless circuitry allows you to regulate 
gain from your instrumer-. witiout annoying hiss and pops. 

No bells, no whistles— just total conttol in a compact, ind'est-uclible package. Try the 
Distortion II at your MXR dea,er and discover the world of total harmonic control. 

MXR Innovations, Inc. De:pt. L 

740 Driving Park Avenue Fochesler, New York 146-3 (716)2E4-2910 

IVOCR Musical 
Products Group 



ADAMAS II: Imagination Becomes Reality 
It started with a clean sheet of paper. 
We imagined a thinner, more respon-
sive top . . . a more dynamic, even 
sound . . . a radically new sound hole 
design and bracing pattern. The result 
was Adamas. Now, several years la-
ter, we proudly introduce the next 
step: Adamas II. 
A carbon graphite top—stronger, 
lighter, thinner than ordinary spruce— 
gives the Adamas II a virtually flat re-
sponse throughout its entire range. 
Twenty-two soundholes, scientifically 
positioned and matched to our fa-
mous Lyrachord® Roundback bowl, 
reflect every note clearly and pre-
cisely. A unique neck reinforcing sys-
tem called the Kaman BarTM allows the 
Adamas II neck to achieve the maxi-
mum rigidity possible at the lowest 

electric pickup system, complete with 
weight. A built-in stereo acoustic- preamp, eliminates the need for corn-

pricated external miking and drasti-
cally reduces feedback. These and 
other features combine to make the 
Adamas II guitar a musical reality. 
Imagine the possibilities. Imagine 
what Adamas ll can do for you and 
your musical image. Then, imagine no 
more! Send $1.50 for your full color 
Adamas catalog today. 

Ovation 
Ovation Instruments, Inc., A Kaman Company 
Blue Hills Avenue Extension, Bloomfield, CT 06002 




